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Abstract
Iron-based superconductors (SCs) were discovered in 2008 and their speciﬁc features imme-
diately captured the great interest of the scientiﬁc community. The critical temperature of
these compounds was the highest known so far with the exception of cuprates. They show
a layered crystal structure and quasi-2D Fermi surface, made up of multiple disconnected
sheets, and usually with multiple order parameters. Their parent (undoped) compounds
are metals and the proximity to magnetism, clearly visible in the phase diagram of these
materials, seems to be of fundamental importance in order to understand the superconduc-
tivity in Fe-based SCs. Their observed features have led theoretical physicist to propose
an unconventional, spin ﬂuctuation-mediated pairing. Many experimental results obtained
so far seem to conﬁrm the theoretical predictions, but the ﬁnal validation of this model
still requires additional steps.
The research on Fe-based materials has been recently boosted by the progress in the tech-
niques of ﬁlm deposition. Films of very high quality are necessary for applications in
superconducting electronics, i.e. for the fabrication of Josephson junctions, SQUIDs and
so on. However, they can be fruitfully used also to investigate fundamental properties of
these compounds (especially for those materials that cannot be grown easily in the form
of single crystals). For instance, they are the perfect playground for transport, optical
and spectroscopic measurements of various kind; thin ﬁlms oﬀer an additional way to tune
the critical temperature, thanks to strain/stress eﬀects that can be induced by the sub-
strate; ﬁnally, they are necessary to realize some proposed phase-sensitive experiments to
determine the order parameter symmetry s++ or s± [1]. Many other experimental mea-
surements and theoretical calculations are crucial in order to clarify some open points for
example the superconducting order parameter and its symmetry, the amplitude and the
number of the energy gaps and their temperature dependence.
This dissertation presents the advanced characterization and the fundamental study of
Fe-based superconductors (122 and 11 families) mainly in the form of epitaxial thin ﬁlms
by means of diﬀerent experimental techniques, namely electrical transport measurements,
point-contact Andreev-reﬂection spectroscopy (used both for advanced characterization
and fundamental investigation) and other techniques for the morphological and chemi-
cal characterization of the surface (AFM, FESEM, Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy).
This research was developed within the activities of the Eu-Japan project IRON SEA
(establishing the basic science and technology for Iron-based superconducting electronics
applications) funded within the Seventh Framework Programme FP7 under grant number
283141. The epitaxial thin ﬁlms of 122 and 11 superconductors were grown by partners of
the consortium that are world leaders in this ﬁeld, and thus they are high-quality state-of-
the-art samples. In particular, the Co-doped Ba-122 ﬁlms were deposited by the group of
prof. B. Holzapfel at IFW Dresden, while the Fe(Te,Se) ﬁlms were grown by the group of
prof. A. Maeda at Tokyo University.
The data collected by means of the aforementioned techniques allowed the systematic char-
acterization and the study of the homogeneity of the superconducting properties and of
the chemical composition at the surface, and also the eﬀects of aging and degradation
(especially for Ba-122 samples). In the framework of the IRON SEA project, this large
amount of information was required in order to assess the possible use of these ﬁlms for
the development of superconducting electronic devices.
From the point of view of the fundamental properties, the PCARS study of the Co-doped
Ba-122 and Fe(Te,Se) thin ﬁlms allowed gathering information about the phase diagram
of these materials, i.e. the eﬀect of isovalent and aliovalent doping on the critical tem-
perature (Tc) and on the superconducting gaps (i.e. number, amplitude and symmetry)
– or, conversely, the determination of the trend of the gaps as a function of doping and
critical temperature. Thanks to a theoretical analysis of the results carried out by Dr.
G. Ummarino within the multi-band Eliashberg theory, the results of PCARS measure-
ments allowed extracting the characteristic energy of the mediating boson, verifying the
spin-ﬂuctuation mechanism, determining the evolution of the coupling constants from the
underdoped to the overdoped regime.
The activity of the candidate has been focused on the experimental aspects of the research.
She spent two months (October - December 2012) at IFW Dresden during which she carried
out a part of the PCARS measurements on Co-doped Ba-122 ﬁlms (otherwise carried out
at Politecnico di Torino) and contributed to their characterization (i.e. by DC Resistivity,
RHEED and X-ray Spectroscopy) as discussed in chapter 4. The characterization of these
ﬁlms was completed at Politecnico of Torino by AFM, FESEM and EDX measurements,
performed by F. Laviano and M. Raimondi and later analysed by the candidate. Similarly
for Fe(Te,Se) ﬁlms, widely characterized by the Japanese partner, the research was mainly
focused on PCARS and transport measurements (chapter 5 ).
The layout of this work is the following:
Chapter 1 gives an introduction on the Fe-based superconductors and shows the inter-
connection between this work and the state of the art of this topic.
Chapter 2 is a brief overview on the theoretical key points concerning the coupling
mechanism in superconductors, with a special attention to the electron-boson coupling in
unconventional Fe-based superconductors. Also the symmetry and the amplitude of the
order parameter (OP) are discussed here. The ﬁnal part of the chapter is devoted to point-
contact Andreev-reﬂection spectroscopy (the main technique used in this study) from the
theoretical point of view.
Chapter 3 presents the experimental techniques used in this study. The general exper-
imental features of resistivity and point-contact Andreev-reﬂection spectroscopy measure-
ments are discussed here.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of diﬀerent Co-doped Ba-122 thin ﬁlms. The ho-
mogeneity of the morphological, structural and superconductive properties was veriﬁed by
using diﬀerent and complementary techniques. The number and the temperature depen-
dence of the amplitude of the energy gaps are investigated by the candidate by means of
II
point-contact Andreev-reﬂection spectroscopy within the BTK model. The PCARS spec-
tra were also analyzed within the Eliashberg theory.
Chapter 5 presents the results of the study of diﬀerent Se-doped Fe(Te1−xSex) thin
ﬁlms. The resistivity measurements are here reported and the PCARS measurements were
ﬁt by using the BTK model and also analysed within the Eliashberg theory.
Chapter 6 presents the general conclusions and the prospective research in this ﬁeld.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of Fe-based superconductors (SCs) is one of the most fruitful ﬁelds of present
research in superconductivity. These materials, discovered in 2008 [3], represent the ﬁrst
class of superconductors with critical temperature above 50 K after the discovery of the
cuprates, the ﬁrst class of high Tc SCs, in 1986 [4]. It was completely unexpected to ﬁnd
superconductivity in these materials because the presence of iron in their crystal lattice
makes their parent compounds strongly magnetic and, historically, magnetism and super-
conductivity were considered antagonists. Many other interesting features were found in
Fe-based SCs. For example, the high critical ﬁelds, the multiband electronic structure,
the unprecedent sensitivity of the superconducting properties to the structural parameters
and the unconventional boson-mediating superconductivity were of great interest for both
fundamental reasons and possible applications in transport or electronics and open new
avenue in research.
Nowadays ﬁve diﬀerent crystallographic structures (see Fig. 1.1) that support supercon-
ductivity have been discovered and they allow deﬁning the classes of Fe-based materials.
All exhibit a crystal structure of square planar layers of Fe atoms joined by tetrahedrally
coordinated pnictogen (arsenic or phosphorus) or chalchogen (sulfur, selenium or tellurium)
atoms. Between these layers, alkali, alkaline-earth, or rare-earth and oxygen/ﬂuorine block-
ing layers can be also placed. It is universally recognized that the interaction that leads
to the high Tc superconductivity originates within the common iron layers.
The generic phase diagram of the Fe-based SCs can be produced by manipulating the
chemical or structural properties, by using either chemical doping/substitution or applied
external pressure to drive an antiferromagnetic (AFM), non-superconducting parent com-
pound to a superconducting (SC), non-AFM state which occurs in close proximity to the
long range-ordered antiferromagnetic ground state in these materials [6]. For example in
122 Fe-based SCs, chemical doping, i.e. partial substitution, of Fe dopants elements, for
example Co, Ni [7] or Ru [8], can suppress magnetism [9] on behalf of superconductivity.
On the contrary, in 1111 Fe-based compounds, isoelectronic Ru substitutions of Fe can
also suppress progressively SDW without the induction of superconductivity [10].
In Fig. 1.2 the schematic phase diagram for 122 family of iron-based superconductors is
shown. In this example Ba atoms can be substituted with K atoms (doping with holes), Fe
1
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Figure 1.1: The five tetragonal structures of the Fe-based SCs groups adapted from [5].
atoms can be substituted with Co atoms (doping with electrons) or Fe atoms can be substi-
tuted with Ru atoms (or As atoms by P atoms), to suppress magnetism without changing
the carrier concentration. Therefore, the magnetic and electronic structures of these ma-
Figure 1.2: Schematic phase diagram for the Ba-122 iron-based superconductors adapted from [11].
terials turns out to play a crucial role in determining the shape of the phase diagram and
the charge doping is not the only factor for inducing these compounds to superconductive
phase. Even if many open questions still remain on this point, the proximity to a mag-
netic quantum critical point suggest that magnetic spin ﬂuctuation are instrumental for
the electron pairing.
The interplay between magnetism and superconductivity in Fe-based SCs is still under
debate, especially due to the implication of this topic for the pairing mechanism. The
2
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electronic structure of their parent compounds suggests that the same magnetic interac-
tions that drive the AFM ordering also produce the pairing state for superconductivity
[12]. First-principles DFT calculations and experimental results agree on the idea that
the dominant contribution to the electronic density of states at Fermi level (EF ) derives
from metallic bonding of the iron d-electron orbitals in the iron pnictogen (or chalcogen)
layers. These form several bands that cross EF , both electron-like and hole-like, resulting
in multiband system dominated by iron d character. This electronic structure suggests
that the same magnetic interactions that drive the AFM ordering also produce the pairing
state for superconductivity [12].
Theoretical DTF calculations contributed to clarify the shape of the Fermi surface (FS) in
Fe-based SCs. A 2D unit cell with two Fe atoms per cell, and the corresponding reciprocal
lattice cell were used in the calculations of the FS reported in Fig. 1.3. In these cases,
the x and y directions are along the next-nearest-neighbor Fe-Fe bond. Multi-sheet Fermi
surface that are separated into two distinct sets of surfaces appeared. In strictly nonmag-
netic calculations, when the magnetic moment on each Fe is restricted to zero, two or more
hole-like Fermi surfaces near the Γ point [k = (0, 0)], and two electron-like surfaces near
the M point [k = (π, π)] are visible [13].
Figure 1.3: (left panel)The Fermi surface of the nonmagnetic BaFe2As2 for 10% e-doping (Co doping,
virtual crystal approximation) [12]. (right panel) The Fermi surface of the nonmagnetic BaFe2As2 for 10%
h-doping (20% Cs doping, virtual crystal approximation) adapted from [12].
It turned out that the density of states (DOS) for holes and electrons is comparable for
undoped materials in 122 systems and in 1111 systems. Usually, the doping makes dom-
inant the DOS for electrons or for holes. Theoretical predictions are in agreement with
ARPES measurements performed on 1111 [14] and 122 family [15, 16, 17]. These measure-
ments demonstrated the existence of a well-deﬁned FS that consists of hole and electron
pockets. Therefore, the location and the relative size of the individual FS sheets agree
with the local-density approximation (LDA) expectation, even if the ARPES bandwidth
is reduced from these calculations by a factor of 2 − 2.5, similar to materials with strong
itinerant magnetic ﬂuctuations [18]. Also quantum oscillation measurements on P-doped
1111 compounds agree quite well with structure calculations [19] and conﬁrm the mass
renormalization as ARPES [20]. Quantum oscillation data on antiferromagnetic 122 com-
pounds [21] indicate that a signiﬁcant portion of the Fermi surface disappears due to the
3
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opening of a magnetic gap, even if even the undoped pnictides are well-deﬁned Fermi liq-
uids. The frequencies of the magneto-oscillations suggest that the ordered magnetic state
has small Fermi surface pockets consistent with the formation of a spin-density wave [12].
A theoretical study underlines the similarity in the electronic states between 11 family
superconductors (FeS, FeSe, and FeTe) and the 122 family [22]. Even if the crystalline
structure of the Fe-chalcogenides is the simplest among the Fe-based superconductors, the
contributions of Fe-3d electrons near the Fermi level and the morphology of the Fermi
surface (shown in 1.4) exhibit similarities to the FeAs-based superconductors [23]. This
similarity between the FS of the Ba 122 compounds and the Fe1+δTe1−xSex single crystals
is supported by ARPES measurements [24].
Figure 1.4: LDA Fermi surface of FeS, FeSe, and FeTe from calculations LDA [22]
The general idea is that superconductivity in Fe-based compounds is due to unconventional
(non-phonon-mediated) interband pairing mechanism, due to magnetic spin ﬂuctuation.
The fundamental mechanism that causes the high temperature in the Fe-based supercon-
ductivity is a question of primary importance and since the exact nature of the pairing in
not known, many experimental and theoretical eﬀorts have been done in order to determine
the pairing symmetry and still need. Experimental measurements of neutron scattering
[25] and angle resolved-photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [26, 27] pointed out a fully
gapped order parameter consistent with s−wave symmetry, that was theoretically pre-
dicted to have s−wave symmetry but with a sign change between diﬀerent bands in the
complex multiband electronic structure. This so called s± superconductivity in which the
4
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sign of the order parameter changes between two sets of Fermi surfaces was theoretical
predicted [28, 29]. Experiments probing the order parameter symmetry and amplitude
of the superconducting energy gaps provide important information about the energy and
momentum dependence of Cooper pairing, helping elucidate the pairing mechanism in this
new class of high Tc superconductors.
Although the fundamental research is traditionally focused on single crystals for their high
quality and homogeneity, it is a matter of a fact that the research on Fe-based supercon-
ductors has been recently boosted by the progress in the technique of ﬁlm deposition. The
synthesis of high quality ﬁlms is the indispensable step towards the fabrication of super-
conducting electronic devices that in most cases have Josephson junctions as their basis
constituting element [30, 31]. Moreover, thin ﬁlms turns out to show many interesting
characteristics also in fundamental research activity. First, they are more suitable than
single crystals for investigation of transport and optical properties, thanks to possibility
to control their shape by lithography and also thank to the strong directionality of the
structures of these systems (i.e. epitaxial orientation of the grains is one of the typical
characteristics of these systems). Second, thin ﬁlms allow exploring the eﬀects of lattice
deformation by strain/stress (hardly accessible in single crystals) on structural parameters,
surface morphology, transport and fundamental properties [32, 33, 34].
In the last three years, in the framework of two EU-Japan projects within the Seventh
Framework Programme FP7, namely SUPERIRON and IRON SEA, the research on iron-
based superconductors thin ﬁlms was carried out properly in order to establish the basic
properties of Fe-based SCs, to explore the technological perspectives, for Iron-based super-
conducting electronic applications, and also to open up new possibility in this ﬁeld. The
research discussed in this PhD dissertation was developed in the framework of the IRON
SEA project, funded within the Seventh Framework Programme FP7 under grant number
283141.
After the characterization of epitaxial Co-doped Ba-122 and Fe(Te,Se) thin ﬁlms by means
of experimental techniques, i.e. AFM, FESEM, Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, DC
resistivity, point-contact Andreev-reﬂection spectroscopy (PCARS), the fundamental study
of these systems was carried out mainly by means of PCARS measurements. The eﬀect
of isovalent and aliovalent doping on the critical temperature and on the superconducting
gaps (i.e. number, amplitude and symmetry) was investigated. The experimental PCARS
spectra were also analysed within the multi-band Eliashberg theory in order to verify the
spin-ﬂuctuation mechanism and determine the evolution of the coupling constants from
the underdoped to the overdoped regime.
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Chapter 2
Unconventional Gap features of
Fe-based Superconductors
The complex doping-dependent Fermi surface (FS), the predicted sensitivity of the order
parameter (OP) to ﬁne structural details and the electron-boson coupling in Fe-based
superconductors (SCs) are introduced in this chapter. These crucial aspects are discussed
maily within the case of Pnictides and Chalcogenides, the two Fe-based families studied
in this work. In this prospective, the main topics of this research, i.e. the study of the
amplitude, the symmetry and the number of the energy gaps as well as the coupling
constant of the Fe-bases SCs thin ﬁlms by the means of point-contact Andreev-reﬂection
spectroscopy, are stressed in order to underline the unexpected results obtained in this
research.
2.1 BCS theory: key points
The ﬁrst microscopic theory of superconductivity was published by Bardeen, Cooper and
Schrieer (BCS) in 1957. One of the main prediction of the BCS theory is the existence of
an energy gap 2∆ at the Fermi level which is the energy up to the electron states are ﬁlled
up in a normal metal. In a BCS superconductor below Tc the electron density of states
acquires a small gap 2∆ separating the occupied and unoccupied states. This gap is ﬁxed
at the Fermi energy, and so it does not prevent electrical conduction, unlike a band gap in
a semiconductor or insulator.
In 1960 Gork’ov was able to use the BCS theory to derive the Ginzburg-Landau equations,
and hence give a microscopic explanation of the OP that is one of the key point in the
superconducting state, since it determines how the charge carriers couple to form Cooper
pairs. Gork’ov not only found that the OP is directly related to the wave function for the
Cooper pairs, but that it is also directly proportional to the gap parameter ∆ [37]. The
BCS energy gap 2∆ corresponds to the energy for breaking up a pair into two free electrons.
Therefore, in the BCS [38, 39] the order parameter was identiﬁed with the “pair function”.
It was pointed out for the ﬁrst time that the superconductivity is a phonon-mediated
phenomenon. Despite this theory is not suitable for all superconductors, especially for
6
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Fe-based superconductors, nevertheless the electron-phonon interaction theory remains a
fundamental key to understand the idea of the attractive interaction between electrons in
superconductivity.
2.1.1 The electron-phonon interaction
The ﬁrst key idea in the BCS theory is that there is an eﬀective attraction for electrons
near the FS. While bare electrons repel each other strongly with the electrostatic Coulomb
repulsion, this is no more valid for quasiparticles. A quasiparticle is an excitation of a solid
consisting of a moving electron together with a surrounding exchange correlation hole [37].
It turns out that the bare Coulomb interaction between two electrons (e2/r) leads to a
repulsive element (4πe2/r). This interaction is screened by the other electrons and also by
the positive ions in the lattice, i.e. the electrons interacts via their interaction with the
phonons on the crystal lattice.
Reading through the Feynman diagram the meaning of this process, one electron emits a
virtual phonon, it propagates for a while, and it is then absorbed by a second electron.
The net eﬀect of the process is to transfer momentum ~q from one electron to the other.
Therefore it implies an eﬀective interaction between electrons.
This eﬀective interaction between the electrons due to exchange of phonons turns out to
be of the form:
Veff (q, ω) = |geff |2 1
ω2 − ω2D
(2.1)
where the virtual phonon has wave vector q and frequency ωq. The parameter geff is
related to the matrix element for scattering an electron from state k to k + q and ωD
is the typical phonon frequency, usually the Debye frequency of the phonons. This is an
attractive interaction for phonon frequencies ω which are less than ωD and repulsive for
ω > ωD. In BCS theory, only electrons which lie within ±kBT of the Fermi energy are
taking into accounts. At the temperatures of interest to superconductivity, the regime
considered is ~ωD ≫ kBT . Therefore BCS interaction can be approximatively written in
the form
Veff (q, ω) = −|geff |2 |ω| < ωD. (2.2)
The Hamiltonian for the eﬀective electron-electron interaction is then
Heff = −|geff |2
∑
k,q
∑
σ
c+k1+qσ1c
+
k2+qσ2
ck1,σ1ck2,σ2 (2.3)
The energy of electrons that are involved in the process is restricted within the range ±~ωD
of the FS, |ǫki − ǫF | < ~ωD. Therefore, interacting electrons lie near the FS, but the Bloch
states far inside or outside it are not involved in this process.
2.1.2 The BCS energy gap and quasiparticle states
Actually this is only the ﬁrst step in the BCS theory. Passing through many other key
steps such as the determination of the full BCS state in which every electron at the FS is
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part of a pair and writing down a many-particle wave function in which every electron is
paired [37], the Eq. 2.3 becomes approximately
HBCS =
∑
k,σ
(ǫk − ǫF )c+kσckσ +
∑
k
(c+k↑c
+
−k↓∆+∆
∗c−k↓ck↑) (2.4)
where the new crucial quantity
∆ = −|geff |2
∑
k′
〈c−k↓ck′↑〉 (2.5)
was introduced.
The eigenvalues of 2.4 are the energies
Ek =
√
(ǫk − ǫF )2 + |∆|2. (2.6)
The parameter ∆ is the amplitude of the OP. ∆ is also called the “energy gap” in the
superconductor. It is the distance, in energy, between the condensate of Cooper pairs and
the ﬁrst single-particle excitation [37].
Determining the expectation value from the solutions to the BCS Hamiltonian, it is possible
to obtain
∆ = |geff |2
∑
k
∆
2Ek
tanh
(
Ek
2kBT
)
. (2.7)
Then if the sum is converted into an integral over energy, the BCS gap equation is calculated
1 = λ
∫
~ωD
0
dǫ
1
E
tanh
(
E
2kBT
)
(2.8)
where E =
√
ǫ2 + |∆|2 and λ = |geff |2g(ǫEF ) is the dimensionless electron-phonon cou-
pling parameter.
The BCS gap equation implicitly determines the gap ∆(T ) at any temperature T . This is
the central equation of the BCS theory, since it predicts both the transition temperature
Tc and the value of the energy gap at zero temperature ∆(0).
From the BCS gap equation, taking the limit ∆→ 0 one can obtain the equation for Tc
kBTc = 1.13~ωD exp (−1/λ) (2.9)
which has almost exactly the same form as the formula for the binding energy in the Cooper
problem. At T = 0 also ∆(0) can be determined, obtaining the formula
2∆(0) = 3.53kBTc. (2.10)
This value of the gap is obeyed from one-band weak-coupling low Tc superconductors like
aluminum [40].
Even if some Fe-based SCs exhibited a small BCS-like gap as in the case of SmFeAsO0.85F0.15
[41], usually in Fe-based SCs the coupling parameter is no longer small. Therefore it is nec-
essary to include the real boson spectrum and the strong electron-boson coupling provided
by Eliashberg theory described in section 2.3.2.
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2.2 Anisotropy of the energy gap
In general, ∆(k) can be expanded in a series of spherical functions, which are often labeled
as atomic orbitals for example (s, p, d) according to the corresponding value of the internal
momentum ℓ of the pairs.
In the previous section, ∆ were shown in the simplest form given by the BCS theory. In
this theory, it depends only on the modulus of the momentum k, i.e. the gap parameter
is independent on the k direction in momentum space. Due to the spherical symmetry
adopted, this is called “isotropic s−wave” symmetry.
The s-wave gap symmetry is the basis function having ℓ = 0. The gap is isotropic (i.e.
it has the same amplitude at every point of the FS), everywhere positive and real and its
phase is everywhere zero (see Fig. 2.1). In this case it can be represented as a single real
number
∆(φ) = ∆0. (2.11)
Figure 2.1: Polar plots for the isotropic s−wave order parameter in the “angular momentum representation”,
together with the phase as the function of the φ angle.
If the energy gap changes on the FS, it can be written as follow:
∆(k) =
∫
V (k,k′)∆(k′)
[∫ kBθD
0
dǫ√
ǫ2 +∆(k′)2
tanh
(√
ǫ2 +∆(T )2
2kBT
)]
dN ′ (2.12)
where dN ′ = dS′/4π3~v′F is the inﬁnitesimal element of the density of states associated
with the inﬁnitesimal element of area dS′ of the Fermi surface. In Eq. 2.12 the summation
is over all the bands crossing the Fermi level. The dependence of the pairing interaction
V (k,k′) on k gives rise diﬀerent values of the energy gap, i.e. to the anisotropy of the
amplitude of the OP.
Therefore within the research ﬁeld of high-temperature superconductors, more complex
gap symmetries than the BCS one have been investigated. Phase variations of the OP
can indeed mean that the sign change of ∆(k) and that the symmetry is admitted to be
lower than the crystal one. Regions of opposite sign can be separated by nodal lines. For
example s means “no nodal lines”, p “one nodal lines”, d “two nodal lines”, according to
to the corresponding value of the internal momentum ℓ of the pairs. Actually not all the
possible terms of the expansion are allowed in a given compound. For example, if pairs
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are spin singlets, ℓ can take only values ℓ = 0,2,4... to ensure that the pair wavefunction is
symmetric. The problem of determining the gap symmetries that are allowed or forbidden
in Fe-based compounds is still a hot topic and will be discuss in the following section.
Some other possible symmetries, which are relevant for the present work, are here pre-
sented. The basis functions of the order parameter are described in the 2D form. Since
the pairing is limited to electrons with momentum near kF , the angular variable φ so that
k = kF (cosφ, sinφ) can be used in the “angular momentum representation” [42]. The
qualitative polar plot of the gap amplitude is also shown in some cases.
The anisotropic s-wave gap symmetry, can be expressed as
∆(φ) = ∆0[(1− ǫ) + ǫ cos(2φ)4] (2.13)
Also in this case the OP is real and positive, the phase is zero but the magnitude diminishes
in the ky ± kx directions. In Fig.2.2 the function is shown for the case ǫ = 0.3.
Figure 2.2: Polar plots for the s− anisotropic wave order parameter in the “angular momentum represen-
tation”.
The d-wave symmetry includes two diﬀerent basis functions each of them with ℓ = 2.
The gap in the dx2−y2 symmetry can be represented in the reciprocal k space as:
∆(φ) = ∆0 cos(2φ) = ∆0[cos(φ)
2 − sin(φ)2] (2.14)
The gap is real and it is zero for φ = π/4+nπ/2 (see Fig. 2.3), i.e. along the ky = ±kx lines
(nodal lines) and displays four lobes in the directions of the axes. The plot of the gap phase
shows that its sign changes when a nodal line is crossed. The maximum (minimum) gap
value is reached along the kx (ky) axis. The other basis function gives the dxy symmetry
which is expressed by:
∆(φ) = ∆0 sin(2φ) = 2∆0(cosφ sinφ) (2.15)
In this case, the nodal lines coincide with the axes (in practice, this is the previous
symmetry rotated by an angle of π/4). The situation in which the degree of the symmetry
of the order parameter is lower than the crystal’s one is usually referred to as unconventional
pairing. For instance this is the case of the high temperature superconductivity in cuprate
superconductors [43].
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Figure 2.3: Polar plots for the d−wave order parameter in the “angular momentum representation”, together
with the phase as the function of the φ angle.
Symmetry of the OP in Fe-based SCs
The general idea on the symmetry of the OP in Fe-based compounds is the s± symmetry
model, which combines s-wave symmetry with a sign change of the OP. In Fig. 2.4 a
schematic representation of the s± OP is reported with the OPs discussed in this section.
Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the superconducting order parameter in different cases: a conven-
tional, uniform, s wave symmetry (a); d wave symmetry (b); two-band s wave with the same sign symmetry
(c); s± wave symmetry (d) [11].
ARPES measurements on hole-doped 122 systems [15] probed a fully gapped OP consistent
with a fully symmetric s-wave symmetry [28]. Gaps with diﬀerent amplitude on diﬀerent
FS sheets are universally accepted for 122-compounds [27]. Theoretical calculations on
electron-doped systems supported a peculiar FS, consisting of multiple sheets with s±
pairing symmetry [28]. Later on also full gaps in both electron and hole bands but with
opposite signs of the order parameters between two were predicted [12]. Three-dimensional
nodal structures were predicted to appear in the largely warped hole Fermi surface having
a strong Z2/XZ/Y Z orbital character [44] on isovalent doping 122 Fe-based superconduc-
tors. The presence of nodes in some 122 system is an open point, despite some experimental
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evidence of these theoretical predictions. A nodal symmetry such as d−wave has been pro-
posed to explain resistivity and thermal conductivity measurements [45, 46] as well as line
nodes to justify the results of penetration depth, thermal transport and NMR measurents
[47, 48]. Also Raman spectroscopy [49] and directional conductivity [50] seems to support
accidental nodes within general s±wave symmetry. Despite many evidence and the few
phase-sensitive experiments performed on Fe-based SCs [51, 52] that seems to conﬁrm the
s± pairing symmetry, the deﬁnitive response is still missing.
2.3 Coupling mechanism in multi-band superconductors
If the Fermi surface is composed of diﬀerent sheets, as in Fe-based superconductors, the en-
ergy gap can be diﬀerent on each of them giving rise to the multi-band superconductivity.
Multi-band superconductivity can be also regarded as a speciﬁc case of anisotropic super-
conductivity. The extension of the BCS theory for two or more superconducting bands is
due to Suhl et al. [53] and independently to Moskalenko [54]. Suhl et al. elaborated a
model considering overlapping of s and d bands but their results can be generalized to any
type of bands.
2.3.1 BSC multi-band model
In the two band case the electronic terms of the Hamiltonian can be written as
H =
∑
kσ
ǫ1,kc
+
1,kσc1,kσ +
∑
kσ
ǫ2,kc
+
2,kσc2,kσ+
−
∑
kk′
V11c
+
1,k↑c
+
1,−k↓c1,−k′↓c1,k′↑ −
∑
kk′
V22c
+
2,k↑c
+
2,−k↓c2,−k′↓c2,k′↑
−
∑
kk′
V12c
+
1,k↑c
+
1,−k↓c2,−k′↓c2,k′↑ + c
+
2,−k↑c
+
2,−k↓c1,−k′↓c1,−k′↑
(2.16)
where the bands are labelled 1 and 2 and ǫi,k is the kinetic energy for band i. Vij is the
averaged pairing potential which results from phonon emission and absorption by an i− j
process. Diﬀerent bands can have diﬀerent pairing potentials, that are assumed to be con-
stant on each sheet of the FS. The ﬁrst and the third terms concern the superconductivity
in band 1 while the second and the fourth in band 2. Without the ﬁfth term the two bands
would have a diﬀerent Tc. The pairing potential V12 is associated to the interband coupling
and acts in the same way as V11 and V22 which are associated to the intraband coupling
between two bands.
From Eq. 2.16 it is possible to obtain the equations for the two energy gaps, which are
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assumed to be constant on each sheet of the FS [55]:
∆1 = Λ11∆1
∫ kBθD
0
dǫ
tanh(
√
ǫ2 +∆21/2kBT )√
ǫ2 +∆21
+ Λ12∆2
∫ kBθD
0
dǫ
tanh(
√
ǫ2 +∆22/2kBT )√
ǫ2 +∆22
(2.17)
∆2 = Λ22∆2
∫ kBθD
0
dǫ
tanh(
√
ǫ2 +∆22/2kBT )√
ǫ2 +∆22
+ Λ21∆1
∫ kBθD
0
dǫ
tanh(
√
ǫ2 +∆21/2kBT )√
ǫ2 +∆21
(2.18)
assuming that the two bands have the same Debye temperature.
In Fig. 2.5 the temperature dependence of the normalized gaps (numerical solutions ob-
tained from Eq. 2.17 and 2.18) is shown: (i) bands completely decoupled (Vij , solid lines):
the critical temperature of the bands depend on the relevant intraband coupling; (ii) weakly
coupled bands (dashed lines). While ∆1 follows the same standard BCS temperature de-
pendence (but with 2∆/kBTc > 3.53), ∆2 features a high-temperature tail and closes at
the same Tc as ∆1, and (iii) strongly coupled bands (dashed-dotted lines). The small gap
still deviates from a BCS-like behavior but smoothly decreases on heating, to ﬁnally close
rather quickly at Tc. The gap ratios 2∆/kBTc for the two gaps are greater and smaller
than the single-band BCS value of 3.53, respectively.
In other words, considering Eq. 2.16 when V12 = 0 there are two distinct transition
temperatures, one for each gap. When V12 ≪
√
V11V22 the lower transition temperature
disappears as shown in Fig. 2.5. The band with higher Tc also called “stronger” and the
other is called “weaker”. The interband coupling is the pairing interaction that leads to the
formation of pairs [53].
The critical temperature for a weak-coupling superconductors can be also calculated within
this formula (analytical solution from Eq. 2.17 and 2.18):
kBTc = 1.14kBθD exp (−1/λeff ) (2.19)
where λeff in the eﬀective coupling constant and it deﬁned as the maximum eigenvalue
λmax of the matrix Λij = VijNj with the density of states Nj at the Fermi energy in the
jth band. The conventional isotropic λ can be deﬁned in terms of Λij as
λ =
∑
ij
ΛijNi/N =
∑
i
λijNi/N (2.20)
where λi =
∑
j Λij and N =
∑
iNi.
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Figure 2.5: Temperature dependence of the gaps ∆1 and ∆2 in a two-band BCS model, calculated in the
cases of: no interband coupling (solid lines); weak interband coupling (dotted lines) and strong interband
coupling (dashed-dotted lines). The intraband coupling constants are arbitrary [2].
The generalization of the Eq. 2.17 and 2.18 for M-bands superconductors is here reported:
∆i =
M∑
ij=1
Λij∆j
∫ kBθDij
0
dǫ
tanh(
√
ǫ2 +∆2j/2kBT )√
ǫ2 +∆2j
(2.21)
Multi-band superconductivity became really important in 2001 when MgB2 was found to
be a two-band superconductor. Indeed it represents a particular case where one “leading”
band enjoys the strongest pairing interactions, while the interband-pairing interaction,
as well as the intraband pairing in the other band, is weak [56, 57]. However Fe-based
SCs represent another limiting case: the pairing interaction is predominantly interband,
while the intraband pairing in both bands is weak. It was shown by Dolgov O.V. et al.
[58] that the two-band superconductivity is qualitatively incorrectly described by the BCS
formalism even for the weak-coupling limit. In a only interband superconductive system
the weak-coupling limits of the Eliashberg and the BCS theories are not equivalent. It
was found by Ummarino G.A. [59] that a multi-band Eliashberg model with a very small
number of free parameters can account surprisingly well for the phenomenology of Fe-based
superconductors.
2.3.2 Multi-band Eliashberg theory
The interpretation of the data within Eliashberg theory turned out to be really useful when
information on the nature and the energetic scale of the electron-boson coupling function
are not reliable. The proximity between superconducting state and static magnetic order
in the phase diagram of Fe-based SCs suggests the pairing mechanism mediated by spin
ﬂuctuations (SFs) [60], also supported by experimental studies of the antiferromagnetic
spin dynamics [61]. In the strong-coupling regime information on the spectrum of the
mediating boson can be obtained from PCARS [62, 63, 64] which allows detecting the
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coupling between electrons and FSs. In the Eliashberg theory [49] the order parameter is
a complex function of energy
∆(E) = Re[∆(E)] + iIm[∆(E)] (2.22)
where the imaginary part accounts for the ﬁnite lifetime of Cooper pairs and retains in-
formation about the electron-boson spectrum (or Eliashberg function) α2F (ω). Also the
superconducting DOS N(E) = Re[E/(E2 −∆2)] gives evidence of the electron-boson in-
teraction [65].
The values of the gaps and the critical temperature of Fe-based SCs were already repro-
duced within Eliashberg theory in Ba(Fe0.92Co0.08)2As2 single crystals [66], on LiFeAs [67],
on SmFeAsO0.8F0.2 [68], on LaFeAsO0.9F0.1 and on Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 [69]. Indeed, even if in
multiband superconductors is not possible to extract the α2F (ω) as in single-band super-
conductors [64], it is possible to try to reproduce the observed features in the conductance
curve and its second derivative by choosing diﬀerent electron-boson spectra. Also in this
work PCARS experimental results were analysed within the Eliashberg theory. The ﬁrst
assumption of the model is that the electronic structure of Fe-based SCs can be approxi-
mately described by one hole band (indicated in the following as band 1) and two electron
bands (2 and 3) [59, 66]. The gap symmetry is assumed to be s± [12] the sign of one gap
for example ∆1 is opposite to that of the other for example ∆2 and ∆3.
Although many spectroscopic techniques, provides at most two gap amplitudes for pnic-
tides and chalcogenides and does not allow associating them to a particular FS sheet, the
use of (at least) three eﬀective bands and thus three gaps is necessary for the Eliashberg
model to be able to reproduce the experimental results.
To obtain the gaps and the critical temperature within the s± wave three-band Eliashberg
model one has to solve six coupled equations for the gaps ∆i(iωn) and the renormalization
functions Zi(iωn), where i is a band index (i = 1...3).
The equations are:
ωnZi(iωn) = ωn + πT
∑
m,j
ΛZij(iωn, iωm)N
Z
j (iωm) +
+
∑
j
[
ΓNij + Γ
M
ij
]
NZj (iωn) (2.23)
Zi(iωn)∆i(iωn) = πT
∑
m,j
[
Λ∆ij(iωn, iωm)− µ∗ij(ωc)
]×
×Θ(ωc − |ωm|)N∆j (iωm) +
∑
j
[ΓNij + Γ
M
ij ]N
∆
j (iωn) (2.24)
where ΓNij and Γ
M
ij are the non magnetic and magnetic impurity scattering rates, Λ
Z
ij(iωn, iωm) =
Λphij (iωn, iωm) + Λ
sf
ij (iωn, iωm), Λ
∆
ij(iωn, iωm) = Λ
ph
ij (iωn, iωm)− Λsfij (iωn, iωm).
Θ is the Heaviside function and ωc is a cutoﬀ energy.
In particular, Λph,sfij (iωn, iωm) = 2
∫ +∞
0 dΩΩα
2
ijF
ph,sf (Ω)/[(ωn − ωm)2 +Ω2].
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µ∗ij(ωc) are the elements of the 3× 3 Coulomb pseudopotential matrix.
Finally, N∆j (iωm) = ∆j(iωm)/
√
ω2m +∆
2
j (iωm) and N
Z
j (iωm) = ωm/
√
ω2m +∆
2
j (iωm).
The electron-boson coupling constants are deﬁned as λph,sfij = 2
∫ +∞
0 dΩ
α2ijF
ph,sf (Ω)
Ω . Their
solution requires a large number of input parameters (18 functions and 9 constants); how-
ever, some of these parameters are correlated, some can be extracted from experiments and
some can be ﬁxed by suitable approximations. For example, the coupling constant matrix
λij can be greatly simpliﬁed. In general, one should consider that each matrix element
has a contribution from phonons and one from antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin ﬂuctuations
(SF), i.e. λij = λ
ph
ij + λ
sf
ij . However, the coupling between the two electron bands is small,
and we thus take λ23 = λ32 = 0; the total electron-phonon coupling in pnictides is gen-
erally small [70] and phonons mainly provide intraband coupling, so that it was assumed
for Ba122 and Fe(Te,Se) compounds λphij = 0; spin ﬂuctuations mainly provide interband
coupling between the two quasi-nested FS sheets [28], and thus it was assumed λsfii = 0.
Finally, the electron-boson coupling-constant matrix λij takes the following form [12, 59,
66]:
λij =

 λ
ph
11 λ
sf
12 λ
sf
13
λsf21 λ
ph
22 0
λsf31 0 λ
ph
33

 (2.25)
where λsf21 = λ
sf
12ν12 and λ
sf
31 = λ
sf
13ν13, with νij = Ni(0)/Nj(0) and Ni(0) is the normal
density of states at the Fermi level for the i-th band. Another fundamental ingredient is
the electron-boson spectral function α2F (Ω) of the boson responsible for the pairing. The
shape of the electron-phonon spectral function is taken from literature [71] and we assume
α211F
ph(Ω) = α222F
ph(Ω) = α233F
ph(Ω) with λphii = 0.2 [72].
As for spin ﬂuctuations, we assume their spectrum to have a Lorentzian shape [59, 73, 74,
75]:
α2ijF
sf (Ω) = Cij
{
L(Ω + Ωij , Yij)− L(Ω− Ωij , Yij)
}
(2.26)
where L(Ω ± Ωij , Yij) = 1(Ω±Ωij)2+Y 2ij and Cij are normalization constants, necessary to
obtain the proper values of λij while Ωij and Yij are the peak energies and half-widths of
the Lorentzian functions, respectively [59].
In all the calculations we set Ωij = Ω
sf
0 and Yij = Y
sf
ij = Ω
sf
0 /2 [76].
Here, Ωsf0 is the characteristic energy of the AFM SF, assumed to be equal to the spin-
resonance energy. Its value is determined according to the empirical relation Ωsf0 =
4.65kBTc (proposed in ref. [5]). Bandstructure calculations provide information about
the factors νij that enter the deﬁnition of λij . As a ﬁrst approximation, these values have
been used here for all Co contents. Moreover, based on the fact that the Coulomb pseu-
dopotential is probably small in these compounds [77] we assume all the elements of the
pseudopotential matrix to be identically zero (µ∗ii = µ
∗
ij = 0); ﬁnally, we neglect the eﬀect
of disorder, owing to the high quality of the ﬁlms.
Finally, only two free parameters remain, i.e. the coupling constants λsf12 and λ
sf
13. These
parameters can be tuned in such a way to reproduce the PCARS experimental values (see
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section 2.4) of the small gap ∆S and of the critical temperature, which are the best-deﬁned
experimental data.
Experimental results obtained (by means of PCARS measurements) on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2
and on Fe(Te1−xSex) thin ﬁlms were analysed by means of the three-band Eliashberg cal-
culations are discussed in Sections 4.3.3 and 5.3.3.
2.4 Andreev reflection
In this section the Andreev reﬂection is introduced from the theoretical point of view. This
is one of the most relevant phenomenon observed in superconductors and was also a strong
conﬁrmation of both the existence of the existence of the Cooper pairs as well as the BCS
energy gap. The experimental details the point-contact Andreev reﬂection spectroscopy
(PCARS), the main experimental technique used in this research, will be described in the
follow chapter.
2.4.1 Andreev reflection
If a normal metal (N) is brought in direct ballistic contact (i.e. the size of the contact is
smaller than the mean free path of electrons in the bulk material) with a superconductor
(S), with no potential barrier between them and a voltage V < ∆/e, ∆ being the energy
gap in the S side, the whole voltage drop occurs at the interface. An electron coming from
the N side will not be able to propagate through the interface because only Cooper pairs
exist in this energy range in S. But if a hole is reﬂected and two electrons are transmitted
in S as a Cooper pair (see Fig. 2.6) the total charge and momentum are conserved. This
phenomenon is called Andreev reﬂection [78] and can be theoretically described by solving
the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations [79] at an N/S interface.
Figure 2.6: Electrical transport at an barrierless N/S interface at T = 0. Incoming electrons with eV≪ ∆
are reflected as holes and, for each electron, a Cooper pair is transmitted (Andreev reflection). Electrons
approaching the interface with eV ≫ ∆ are normally transmitted as electron-like quasiparticles adapted
from [2]
Since a doubling of the conductance occurs in correspondence of the energy gap, Andreev
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reﬂection can be a good tool to determine the value of the energy gap. If the applied voltage
is much greater than the gap (eV ≫ ∆), all the electrons whose energy is lower than the
gap still undergo Andreev reﬂection giving a constant current contribution, while the all
the electrons whose energy is higher than the gap are transmitted across the interface
giving a voltage-dependent current contribution. The total current for eV ≫ ∆ is:
I ∝ evF (eV −∆) + 3evF ≈ V
RS
+
∆
eRS
(2.27)
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.2.27 is called “excess-current” and is the
hallmark of the superconducting state even at the energies much higher than the gap. This
result is exact only if the gap rises from zero up to the bulk value over a distance larger than
the superconducting coherence length ξ. If the gap is instead modeled as a sharp barrier at
the interface an additional term equal to∆/3eRS must be included. The conductance of the
junction turns out to be doubled for eV≪ ∆ when Andreev reﬂection occurs. This suggests
a way to determine the energy gap in the S side by point-contact spectroscopy. This
technique is often referred to as point-contact Andreev-reﬂection spectroscopy (PCARS).
The details of this experimental technique will be described in the following chapter.
2.4.2 The BTK model
A complete theoretical discussion of the Andreev Reﬂection (AR) was given in 1982 by
Blonder, Thinkam and Klapwijk [80]. In their model, called the BTK model, the diﬀer-
ential conductance (dI/dV ) was calculated at T = 0 (see Fig. 2.7), including the eﬀect
of a non-ideal interface (oxide layer and mismatch of Fermi velocities between the two
materials) [2].
In the simpliﬁed 1D-BTK model, the momenta of the electrons coming trough the interface
are considered to be normal to the interface between the normal metal and the supercon-
ductor. In this case, it is supposed to be in the yz plane.The barrier, represented by a
repulsive potential U0δ(x) located at the interface, is introduced into the calculations with
the dimensionless parameter Z = U0/~vF .
According to this model, the coming from the normal metal can be involved in four diﬀer-
ent processes. The speciﬁc probability associated to each process (their sum must be 1) is
here reported:
• A is the probability of AR. The probability decreases with increasing Z for eV< ∆
and is always small for eV> ∆;
• B probability of normal specular reﬂection. This probability increases with Z, i.e. on
decreasing the barrier transparency;
• C probability of transmission in S as an electron-like quasiparticle (ELQ). The prob-
ability decreases if Z increases but it is always zero for eV< ∆;
• D probability of transmission with FS crossing (i.e. as a hole-like quasiparticle,
HLQ). The probability is small for eV> ∆ and always zero for eV< ∆.
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Therefore the expression of the total current across the junction can be written as:
INS = I0
∫ ∞
∞
[f(E − eV )− f(E)][1 +A(E)−B(E)]dE (2.28)
where f(E) is the Fermi distribution function, A(E) and B(E) are the coeﬃcients giving
the probability of Andreev and ordinary reﬂection respectively, and I0 is a constant de-
pendent on the area of the junction, on the density of states and on the Fermi velocity,
and [1 +A(E)−B(E)] is the transmission probability often called σ(E).
The ﬁrst derivative of the current with respect of the bias voltage dINN/dV provide the
conductance as is shown in Fig. 2.7 where the I-V characteristic of an ideal, barrierless N-S
junction (Z = 0) at T = 0, in the hypothesis that there is no AR for eV ≫ ∆ (blue line)
compared to the I-V characteristic of a N-N junction having the same resistance (black
dotted line). The normalized conductance curve, i.e. divided by the normal conductance
dI/dVNN , of the same junction calculated by using the BTK model is shown in the lower
panel. The normalized conductance G is the outcome of the point-contact AR measure-
ments.
Figure 2.7: The I-V characteristic (upper panel) of an ideal, barrierless N-S junction at T = 0, in the
hypothesis that there is no Andreev reflection for eV ≫ ∆ (blue line) compared to the I-V characteristic
of a N-N junction having the same resistance (black dotted line) and the normalized conductance curve
(lower panel) of the same junction calculated by using the BTK model adapted from [2].
Kashiwaya S. et al. [81] developed an approach to AR in which the normalized conductance
G = (dI)NS/(dI/dV )NN at T = 0 can be written as a function of γ(E) where:
γ(E) =
√
E −√E2 −∆2
E +
√
E2 −∆2 =
E −√E2 −∆2
∆
(2.29)
In order to understand better the BTK model, which will be used in the 2D generalization
to analyse the measurements discussed in the follow chapters, the BTK conductance σE
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at T = 0 is here reported. By using, γ, previous deﬁned, and the transparency τN of the
barrier in the BTK approximation of current injection totally perpendicular to the N/S
interface identiﬁed as:
τN =
1
1 + Z2
(2.30)
it is possible to calculate the BTK conductance at T = 0
σ(E) = τN
1 + τN |γ(E)|2 + (τN − 1)|γ(E)2|2
|1 + (τN − 1)γ(E)2|2 . (2.31)
The normalized conductance curves of an N/S interface at T = 0 calculated within the
BTK model as a function of the barrier parameter Z, from pure Andreev regime (Z = 0) to
pure tunneling (Z = 10) regimes is shown in Fig. 2.8. In between these two possibilities,
when Z > 0 the model predicts that two peaks appear at |eV | ≈ ∆ with their amplitude
increasing on increasing Z and the zero-bias conductance peak (ZBP) is depressed.
Figure 2.8: Effect of barrier parameter Z, from pure Andreev (Z = 0) to pure tunneling (Z = 10) regimes
a normalized conductance curves of an N/S interface at T = 0 calculated within the BTK model adapted
from [2].
Despite the strong simpliﬁcations, the BTK model turned to be a really powerful tool
for experimental data analysis because it can reproduce by changing the Z parameter
the diﬀerent possible experimental situations. In the next section the extension of the
formalism used in this work will be discussed.
The case of a real junction, i.e. presence of potential barrier at the interface or mismatch
in the Fermi velocities in the two materials, the phenomenological parameter Zeff was
introduced in the BTK model [82] the eﬀective barrier parameter deﬁned as:
Zeff =
√
Z2 +
(1− r)2
4r
(2.32)
where r = vS/vN is the Fermi velocity ratio, vS and vN are the Fermi velocities in the
superconductor and in the normal metal. The normal-state resistance at high voltage is
given by RN = RS(1 + Z2eff ) where RS is the Sharvin resistance [82], i.e. the resistance
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of the contact when the mean free path of the superconductor is smaller then the contact
size (see 3.2.1). Increasing Zeff , a pure tunnel regime is achieved, i.e. the I-V curve has
more and more a tunnel-like appearance.
Actually in most cases the BTK model predicts much sharper gap features than those
observed in the low-temperature conductance curves. This means that the AR structures
in the experimental spectra are not only depressed in amplitude but also spread in energy.
This eﬀect is due to both the reduction of the quasiparticle lifetime [83] and the inelastic
scattering centers at the N/S interface [84]. In order to take this eﬀect into account, a
broadening parameter Γ [84, 85] in the form of imaginary part of the energy (E → E+ iΓ)
was introduced which modify σ(E) [83, 84].
The 2D-BTK model
The generalization of the 1D-BTK model allows describing the more realistic situation in
which the charge carriers approach the interface from any direction. The AR theory set
the two conditions that the total charge and the component of the k vector parallel to the
interface are conserved in all processes.
In the left panel of Fig. 2.9 the schematic view of a ballistic AR contact shows the reﬂected
hole coming back in N with k opposite to that of the incident electron. It traces back its
trajectory until the ﬁrst scattering event in N occurs. In the S side a Cooper pair propagates
essentially in the same direction as the incident electron.
Figure 2.9: Sketch of AR phenomenon (left panel) and a polar plot of the normalized transparency of an
NS junction (right panel) as a function of the angle of injection of the current for different values of the Z
adapted from [2].
Therefore considering the angle θN between the direction of the direction of the incident
electron and the normal to the interface and the conservation of the transverse momenta,
the transparency τN can be written as:
τN (θN ) =
cos(θN )
2
cos(θN )2 + Z2
(2.33)
In the right panel of Fig. 2.9 the normalized transparency τN (θN )/τN (0) is shown for dif-
ferent value of the parameter Z. For Z = 0 is described the case in which the quasiparticles
are transmitted with the same probability in the half space −π/2 ≤ θN ≤ π/2, while when
Z decreases is described the situation in which the transmission becomes progressively
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weaker and more directional around the perpendicular to the interface.
By introducing the expression (2.33) in the Eq. (2.31), and integrating over the whole
half-plane, the normalized conductance at T = 0 of the so called “2D-BTK” model [81]
is obtained. Therefore the normalized conductance for a system with isotropic gap and
spherical FS, i.e. rotational symmetry, can be written as
G2D(E) =
∫ +π/2
−π/2 σ(E, θN ) cos θNdθN∫ +π/2
−π/2 τ(θN ) cos θNdθN
. (2.34)
The temperature dependence of the G2D can be calculated by a convolution with the Fermi
function [2, 81].
2.4.3 The 3D-BTK model
The 2D-BTK model can properly describe the isotropic superconductors or the layered
ones, like cuprates, provided that the current is injected along the ab plane but it can not
express the c-axis conductance in layered superconductors, or more generally, the conduc-
tance in multiband superconductors with complex shapes of the FS sheets. Therefore, the
generalization on the 2D-BTK model known as “3D-BTK” model was proposed [36, 68].
In this model the general expression of the normalized conductance of a point-contact NS
junction at T = 0 is given by:
〈G(E)〉l||n =
∑
i〈σik,n(E)τik,n vik,nvik 〉FSi∑
i〈τik,n vik,nvik 〉FSi
(2.35)
where i is the band index, the brackets indicate the average over the i−th FS sheet, the
subscript n refers to the direction of current injection and vik,n = vik · n is the projection
of the Fermi velocity in the i−th band (that is thus perpendicular to the ith FS sheet)
along the direction of the unit vector n parallel to the injected current.
The normal-state barrier transparency is deﬁned as
τik,n =
4vik,nvN,n
(vik,n + vN,n)2 + 4Z2v
2
N
(2.36)
where vN,n = vN ·n and vN is the Fermi velocity in the normal material supposed constant
in magnitude (spherical FS). The quantity σik,n(E) is the superconducting-state relative
barrier transparency expressed by the following equation:
σik,n(E) =
1 + τik,n|γ+(E)|2 + (τik,n − 1)|γ+(E)γ−|2
|1 + (τik,n − 1)γ+(E)γ−(E) exp(iϕd)|2 (2.37)
where
γ±(E) =
(E + iΓ)−
√
(E + iΓ)2 − |∆±ik|2
|∆±ik|
(2.38)
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and
ϕd = −i ln
[
∆+ik/|∆+ik|
∆−ik/|∆−ik|
]
(2.39)
is the phase diﬀerence seen by the holelike quasiparticles (HLQ) with respect to the elec-
tronlike ones (ELQ), being ∆+ik and ∆
−
ik the diﬀerent (in phase and/or in magnitude)
k-dependent order parameters of the i−th band felt by the ELQ and by the HLQ, respec-
tively. The complete knowledge of the k-dependence of the FS sheets (i.e. their geometry
in the reciprocal space) and of the order parameters (i.e. their symmetry), under some
simplifying conditions, can give all the ingredients required to calculate the normalized
conductance. Indeed the points at the Fermi energy can be supposed to be close to the
top or the bottom of parabolic-like bands (where the eﬀective mass approximation holds).
Then the Fermi velocity at any k point can be uniquely expressed as a function of the
constant eﬀective mass and of the FS shape and dimensions [36, 68].
In case of spherical FS and isotropic order parameters, when the barrier at the NS interface
has a negligible transparency (i.e. Z →∞ that corresponds to a tunnel junction), Eq. 2.35
reduces to a weighted average of the relative superconducting state transparencies of the
bands σi(E) where the weights can be expressed as 〈Nikv2ik,n〉FSi , Nik being the normal
density of states (DOS) of the i−th band at the Fermi energy and at the wave vector k
in the superconductor. When instead the barrier at the NS interface is completely trans-
parent (i.e. Z = 0), the total normalized conductance is again a weighted average σi(E)
but the weights can be now expressed as 〈Nikvik,n〉FSi [68, 86]. Since the normal DOS is
always proportional to the reciprocal of the Fermi velocity, it turns out that the previous
average on the FS returns the area of the projection of the ith FS sheet on a plane perpen-
dicular to n. The implications of this result is that, in the case of ballistic point contacts
on normal metals (NN′ junctions with Z = 0) the conductance is not expected to contain
any information on an energy-dependent DOS.
2.4.4 The two-band BTK model
In the previous section, the standard one-band BTK model has been discussed. The
multi-band structure of the Fe-based SCs calculated by DFT calculation and conﬁrmed by
experimental results [5] required the generalization to at least the two-band BTK model.
Unfortunately a multi-band model (with more then two bands) would have too many free
parameters and the ﬁt procedure would become diﬃcult in order to obtain reasonable re-
sults, in reasonable time. Moreover it is not trivial to measure more than two gaps by
means of PCARS. Actually there were evidence of two gaps in PCARS measurements on
these compounds in this work, as it will be shown in the following chapters. Therefore
the two-band BTK model were used systematically in order to obtain the number and the
values of the amplitude of energy gaps.
Brinkman et al. [87] proposed a theoretical model in order to explain multi-band super-
conductivity in tunneling from a normal metal (N) into MgB2 in an extended BTK model
within the the Eliashberg theory, taking into accounts strong coupling eﬀects. They cal-
culated the conductance curve for various transparency, considering the current injection
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in the a− b plane, in the c−axis direction and under arbitrary angle.
They grouped the four FS sheets in MgB2 according to Liu et al. [88], describing an eﬀec-
tive two-band model that is here adapted to Fe-based SCs systems.
Therefore in the two-band BTK model the normalized conductance G of the NS ballistic
junction is a weighed sum of the conductance curves G
′
and G
′′
for each band:
G ≡ (dI/dV )NS
(dI/dV )NN
=
(ω
′′
p )
2G
′′
(V ) + (ω
′
p)
2G
′
(V )
(ω′′p )
2 + (ω′p)
2
(2.40)
In this model, the dimensionless conductance G
′′
(V ) and G
′
(V ) can be provided by the
BTK model with the calculated values of the plasma frequencies ω
′
p and ω
′′
p [87].
The Eq. 2.40 can be written as:
G = ω
′′
G
′′
+ (1− ω′′)G ′ (2.41)
where ω
′′
= ω
′
p
2
/(ω
′′
p
2
+ ω
′
p
2
) is the weight of the band-2 with respect to the total conduc-
tance and depends on the direction of the current injection.
G
′
and G
′′
are expressed as in the standard BTK model and thus depend on the relevant
amplitude of the two gaps (∆
′
and ∆
′′
), on the eﬀective barrier parameter (Z
′
and Z
′′
)
and o the broadening parameter (Γ
′
and Γ
′′
). Z
′
and Z
′′
depend on the potential barrier
at the interface as well as the on the Fermi-velocity mismatch between two banks of the
junction. Since vF is diﬀerent in the two bands, it is reasonable that Z
′
/= Z
′′
. Seven
ﬁtting parameter must be determined taking into accounts that ω
′′
, Z
′′
and Z
′′
must be
independent of the temperature of temperature and magnetic ﬁeld. Furthermore, Γ
′
and
Γ
′′
should be lower than ∆
′
and ∆
′′
respectively [89].
The uncertainty on ∆
′
and ∆
′′
can be deﬁned, for a given curve, as the maximum range of
the gap values that allow a good ﬁt of the curve, when the other parameters are changed
too.
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Chapter 3
Experimental techniques
This chapter is devoted to introduce the experimental details of the resistivity measure-
ments and point-contact Andreev-reﬂection spectroscopy (PCARS). The superconducting
properties in terms of critical temperature and energy gaps were systematically measured
by using these complementary techniques in view of the possible use of epitaxial thin ﬁlms
for superconducting electronic application. In particular the results of local and non-local
techniques were compared in order to check the homogeneity of the superconducting prop-
erties (critical temperature and gap amplitudes).
3.1 Resistivity measurements
The measurement of the electrical resistivity (and resistance) remains one of the standard
way to measure the critical temperature of the superconductors on a millimeter scale. In
this section the diﬀerent techniques used in order to characterise the critical temperature
of the samples analysed in this work are described.
3.1.1 The conventional technique
Conventional four-probe method allows measuring the resistivity of a certain bar shape
material. Fig.3.1 shows the two current contacts on the short edge of the sample and two
voltage contacts on the surface of the sample. The four terminal conﬁguration ensures
that the measured voltage does not include the voltage drop due to the current contacts.
Indeed it eliminates lead resistance by forcing a current through the sample with one pair
of leads while measuring the voltage drop with a second pair of leads [90].
The resistivity ρ is given by the formula:
ρ =
VC − VD
i
S
ℓCD
(3.1)
where ℓCD is the distance between points C and D, and S is the cross-section of the sample
in the direction of the current ﬂow.
The average of the voltage values obtained by inversion of the current ﬂow removes the
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Figure 3.1: Conventional four-probe configuration for the measurements of the resistivity.
Current is injected through contact A and drained from contact B. The voltage drop is measured between
contact C and D.
possible contribution of thermoelectric eﬀects. Indeed the so called “Delta method” consists
of measuring the voltage drop across the material with the current in one direction, then
reversing the polarity of the current source and taking a second voltage measurement.
Three voltage measurements are used to calculate each resistance value. In cases where
hysteresis, non-linearity, or asymmetry is apparent, the current can be varied from one
value to another of the same polarity. This will provide the average resistance between
these two currents [90].
The strong limit to this technique is the mandatory request that the current density is
equal on each point of the sample cross-section and that the equipotential surfaces must
be planes parallel to the current electrode. Therefore this technique could be used only to
measure on single crystals, that are usually considered the more homogeneous systems in
term of electrical, transport and chemical properties.
3.1.2 The collinear technique
Another four-probe mode for resistance measurements involves bringing four equally spaced
probes into contacts with the material under study. The probe array is usually place in
the central part of the surface of the samples as shown in Fig 3.2. In the left panel the
schematic our-point collinear probe resistivity method is reported while in the right panel
an example of the measurements performed on Ba122 thin ﬁlm is reported (AD current
source - BC voltage). The “AB*CD” conﬁguration were considered in order to check if
after 4 days (putting keeping the sample in dry atmosphere) the transition curve shows
signs of change aging eﬀects (as it will be discussed in Section 4.2).
The two outer probes source current (injected) while the two inner probe measure the
resulting voltage drop across the sample. The resistivity can be calculated by using the
formula [90]:
ρ =
π
ln 2
V
I
t k (3.2)
where ρ is the resistivity (Ωcm); V is the measured voltage (Volt); I is the source current
(Ampere); t is the sample thickness (cm); k is the correction factor based on the ratio of
the probe spacing to wafer diameter on the ratio of wafer thickness to probe spacing.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic four-point collinear probe resistivity method (left panel) and four-point collinear
probe resistivity measure on 8% Co-doped Ba122 thin film (right panel).
3.1.3 The Van der Pauw technique
An eﬀective and widely used four-probe mode of determining the resistivity of materials
in the form of thin ﬁlms is the van der Pauw (vdP) technique introduced by Leo J. van
der Pauw in 1958 [91, 92]. This technique was developed in order to measure the speciﬁc
resistivity and the Hall eﬀect of ﬂat sample of arbitrary shape. The speciﬁc resistivity can
be measured without knowing the current pattern by using this technique if the sample
satisﬁes the following four requirements:
• The contacts are on the edge of the sample (on the corner for thin ﬁlms in this work).
• The contacts are suﬃciently small.
• The sample is homogenous in thickness.
• the sample does not have isolated holes.
Under this conditions, the resistance of the material is deﬁned from the following equation
of general validity:
exp
(
−πRAB,CD d
ρ
)
+ exp
(
−πRBC,AD d
ρ
)
= 1 (3.3)
where
RAB,CD =
VD − VC
iAB
(3.4)
and ρ is the resistance, d is the thickness of the sample, iAB is the current entered the
sample at the contact A and left it at the contact B, as shown in Fig.3.3.
Unfortunately, some of these requirements usually collide with experimental limits. The
eﬀects of those conditions missing were calculated in the case of diﬀerent shape [93, 94].
In practical application, this method is used for measuring the resistivity on a ﬂat sample
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Figure 3.3: Example of contact disposition on the edge of a sample, in the van der Pauw configuration.
making four small contacts along its edge and measure the two resistance RAB,CD and
RBC,DA and the thickness of the sample. From equation 3.3 is possible to write ρ as:
ρ =
πd
ln 2
RAB,CD +RBC,DA
2
f
(
RAB,CD
RBC,DA
)
(3.5)
where f is called the “correction function”. This is a function of the ratio of RAB,CD and
RBC,DA only and can be analytically calculated from the equation:
RAB,CD −RBC,DA
RAB,CD +RBC,DA
=
f
ln 2
arccosh
(
exp ln 2/f
2
)
. (3.6)
When the material under study is not highly homogeneous as requested from the vdP
conditions, a modiﬁcation of the method is advisable. This slight caution allows also testing
the internal consistency of resistance data, i.e. this is a quantitative indirect measurements
of the homogeneity of the sample, a important information to collect in the study of
superconductors thin ﬁlms. In this work many eﬀorts were make in order to verify the
homogeneity of the superconductive properties of these systems. As previous introduced
the synthesis of high-quality ﬁlms is the indispensable step towards the fabrication of
Josephson junctions, the basic constituents of many electronic devices [31]. The systematic
investigation of the resistivity can reveal many characteristics of the samples. Indeed if the
sample is not homogeneous anomalous peak can appear in the resistance measurements
performed on diﬀerent side. An example of an anomalous peak next to the superconductive
transition in the R vs T curve is reported in Fig. 3.4. The peak shown in Fig. 3.4,
can be explained with the eﬀect of the small stoichiometric inhomogeneities described by
Mosqueira J. et al. [95]. In Fig. 3.5 the example of this peak is reported. The authors
suggest to verify its by using magnetic ﬁeld. But in this work a simplest way to verify the
nature of the anomalous peak was adopted. Indeed the peak may be absent in some cases
by just changing the location in the sample of the voltage and the current leads. Indeed
by changing the current -voltage conﬁguration of the measurements or the position of one
of the spot on the surface the peak disappear.
In general voltage values measured with opposite direction of current ﬂow, are not expected
to be exactly equal in magnitude because of the possible presence of thermoelectric eﬀects
which can be eliminated by averaging the two values.
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Figure 3.4: Resistance measurements of Fe(Te,Se) thin film. In the left panel two of the eight possible
configurations in vdP method are reported. In the right panel the particular the resistance across the
superconductive transition is reported where is clearly visible an anomalous peak in one of them.
Figure 3.5: ab-plane resistivities vs temperature for the crystal YSll adapted by [95].
With respect to the collinear conﬁguration, the vdP one allows probing a much larger
region of the sample surface, and thus provides a well-representative measure of its average
normal-state properties. If the measured resistivity is written as a weighted average over
the entire sample surface, i.e. < ρ >=
∫
ρ(x, y)g(x, y) dxdy where g(x, y) is a position-
dependent weighting function, the vdP conﬁguration allows maximising the geometrical
extension of the region (the so-called “sweet-spot” [96]) where the weighting function is
maximum. In the case of a square sample with the contacts on its corners, as in our case,
the van der Pauw resistance measurements probe an extended region of the ﬁlm (of the
order of some square millimetres) [96, 97].
In the case of a square sample, as the thin ﬁlms analysed are generally in this work, the
vdP conﬁguration resistance measurements performed with contacts on the corners of the
samples probe an extended region (of the order of some square millimetres) of the thin
ﬁlms (of the order of 1 cm x 1 cm). This technique is the more appropriate to measure
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the resistance in thin ﬁlms and this is way it was used in general for measurements on thin
ﬁlms.
The schematic vdP conﬁguration and an example of the measurements performed on 8%
Co-doped Ba122 thin ﬁlm are reported in Fig. 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Van der Pauw configuration for resistivity measurements: schematic mounting (left side) and
mounting on the 8% Co-doped Ba122 thin film (right side).
3.2 Point-contact Andreev-reflection spectroscopy (PCARS)
Point Contact Spectroscopy (PCS) was ﬁrst developed by Yanson [62] to investigate the
current-voltage characteristics of point contacts between metals in order to provide infor-
mation about the scattering mechanisms of conduction electrons. Small microconstrictions
between two metals that show nonlinearities in the I-V characteristic was found to be the
hallmark of inelastic scattering of electrons by phonons. Such non-linearities are a mea-
sure of the inelastic scattering of conduction electrons and the applied voltage deﬁnes the
energy scale of the interaction process. The second derivative of the voltage respect to the
current shows structures which are proportional to the electron-phonon interaction func-
tion or Eliashberg function α2F .
The point-contact technique was later used to study all kinds of scattering of electrons by
elementary excitation in metals [98, 99] and also to study superconducting materials [2].
When one of the sides of a point contact is a superconductor, quantum phenomena such as
quasiparticle tunneling or Andreev reﬂection occur at the interface. In this conﬁguration
the I-V characteristic contains fundamental information on the excitation spectrum of the
quasiparticles, i.e. on the superconducting energy gap and its properties in the direct and
reciprocal space.
In this work, the point-contact technique is the main technique used to characterise and
to study the fundamental properties of thin ﬁlms. The study of the local critical tem-
perature on millimeter scale as well as the doping and temperature dependence of the
superconducting gap in diﬀerent compounds will be described later on.
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3.2.1 Point-contact in normal metal
Nowadays, the most common conﬁguration used in PC is called “needle-anvil” in which
the sample to be studied is one of the electrodes and the other is a metallic tip, electro-
chemically or mechanically sharpened, which is gently pressed against the sample surface
(see Fig. 3.7 a). One of the advantages of this technique is that it is not destructive and
several measurements can be carried out using the same sample. The main drawbacks of
this conﬁguration is the poor thermal and mechanical stability of the junction. Since 2001,
the so-called “sotf” point-contact technique were adoped. In this conﬁguration, the contact
is made between the clean sample surface and a small drop (about 50 µm in diameter) of
Ag paste or a small In ﬂake. The Ag or In counter electrode is connected to current and
voltage leads through a thin Au wire (10-25 µm in diameter) stretched over the sample
(see Fig. 3.7 b). All the measurements discussed in this work were performed by using
this latter conﬁguration.
Figure 3.7: (a) Experimental arrangement for point-contact measurements with the typical needle-anvil
technique. A metallic tip (Au, Pt-Ir, Pt, Ag) is gently pressed against the surface of the sample. (b) The
“sotf” point-contact technique where a tiny spot of Ag paste (or a tiny flake of In) replaces the tip [2].
Some important spectroscopic criteria must be fulﬁlled in order to obtain energy-resolved
information on the inelastic scattering of electrons with elementary excitation in metals.
Considering the contact as a circular oriﬁce in a non-conducting layer separating the elec-
trodes, the Knudsen ratio K = l/a (where l is the mean free path in the metal and a is
the contact radius) can be deﬁned. The value of this fundamental parameter identiﬁes
thermal (or Maxwell), ballistic and diﬀusive spectroscopic regime. Reliable information
can be obtained in the ballistic regime and also in the diﬀusive one.
Ballistic regime
In the ballistic regime the electron mean free path l is much larger than the contact
radius a (l ≫ a or K ≫ 1). In these conditions, almost all the voltage drop V between
the electrodes is localized in the contact region. Electrons are accelerated when passing
through the oriﬁce and are then injected in the counterelectrode with a maximum excess
energy eV (see Fig. 3.8 a).
The resistance of the contact
RS =
4ρℓ
3πa2
(3.7)
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the contributions to the current in a point contact obtained by solving
the Boltzmann equation. (a) Zeroth-order Sharvin current (no scattering). (b) Diffusive regime (only
elastic scattering in the contact area). (c) Thermal regime with inelastic scattering in the contact region.
The right sides of the figures show electron distribution functions at the center of the contact for the three
main regimes: (a) ballistic regime. The FS is formed by two half-spheres with different radii, i.e. defined
by the surfaces at energy E and E + eV. (b) Diffusive regime. The elastic scattering redistributes the
electrons over the sphere but only in an energy shell with a width given by eV. (c) Thermal regime. The
inelastic scattering reduces the shift in energy space as is usual for normal transport in a conductor [2].
was calculated by Sharvin [99], where ρ is the resistivity of the material under study
and ρ ∝ l−1, i.e. RS is independent from the mean free path, but depends only on the
contact geometry. The Sharvin resistance RS is obtained from the zeroth-order solution of
the Boltzmann equation for the point contact-problem [98] and it described the ballistic
injection of electrons without any scattering. Therefore the I-V characteristics of a ballistic
junction would be perfectly linear and would not give any spectroscopic information.
Inelastic scattering events taking place in the bottom electrode give rise to a measurable
(negative) correction to the current only if they cause the backﬂow of carriers through
the oriﬁce (see Fig. 3.8 b and c). The backscattered electron must jump back onto the
shrunken FS and this is possible only if it can lose an energy eV in the scattering process.
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This explains why in the ballistic regime the applied voltage sets the energy scale of the
spectroscopic investigation. The ﬁrst-order correction to the total current due to the
backscattered electrons is:
I = −2πe
~
ΩeffN(0)
∫ eV
0
dǫ
∫ ǫ
0
dǫ′S(ǫ− ǫ′) (3.8)
where Ωeff is the eﬀective volume in which the inelastic scattering of electrons contributing
to I occurs, N(0) is the density of states at the Fermi level and and S(ǫ) is the spectral
function for the concerned interaction. If the elementary excitations are phonons, S(eV)
is the so-called “soft point-contact electron-phonon spectral function” α2PC F(e)V which
diﬀers only slightly due to the eﬃciency function from the thermodynamic Eliashberg
function α2F(eV ) [100]. It is possible to show that:
d2I
dV 2
= −2πe
3
~
ΩeffN(0)S(eV ) (3.9)
is the second derivative of the current with respect to the voltage, which is proportional
to the spectral function S(ǫ). Therefore, a direct measurements of the spectral function
by means of point-contact spectroscopy is thus possible. According to equation 3.9, the
experimental −d2I/dV 2 is expected to rapidly fall to zero above the Debye energy but this
very often this is not the case [98, 100] and a considerable background is found, which has
been attributed to the presence of non-equilibrium phonons. In any case, it is possible to
correct for the background and to determine the point-contact electron-phonon interaction
function [100].
Thermal regime
If the contact radius a is much larger than the mean free path of the electrons in the metal
(K ≪ 1), the “thermal or Maxwell” regime is deﬁned. In this case, the resistance (obtained
by solving Poisson equation [100]) is:
RM =
ρℓ
2a
(3.10)
where ρ is the bulk resistivity of the metal.
In the thermal regime, the electrons lose their energy in the contact area and this leads to
a voltage-dependent heating eﬀect and to an increase in temperature at the oriﬁce itself.
The maximum temperature Tmax at the center of the contact can be estimated [100] by:
T 2max = Tbath + V
2/4L (3.11)
where Tbath is the bath temperature and L is the Lorenz number. In this case the resistance
in voltage-dependent. Since in metals ρ increases with temperature, the I-V curves become
S-Shaped and the conductance decreases with bias [101]. Any spectroscopic information
on the electron inelastic scattering is impossible to obtain.
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Diffusive regime
The intermediate regime between the ballistic regime and the Maxwell regime is called
the diﬀusive regime. In this regime, the elastic mean free path l of the electrons is small
compared with the contact radius a but the diﬀusion length Λ =
√
lile for inelastic scat-
tering is still bigger than a (a ≪ Λ). The quasiparticles experience elastic scattering
processes inside the contact region but not inelastic ones (see Fig.3.7 b). No heating oc-
curs in the contact area, but the elastic scattering redistribute the electrons isotropically
over the Fermi sphere, in an energy shell of width eV (see Fig.3.7 b). In this regime, direct
energy-resolved information about the inelastic scattering can be obtained as well as in the
ballistic regime, even if some slight diﬀerences exist. The eﬀective volume Ωeff in which
the inelastic scattering of electrons give rise to the backﬂow current is reduced by a factor
a/l with respect to the ballistic regime (see Eq.3.8). This is due to the fact that the prob-
ability for an electron to cross the contact, undergo an inelastic scattering event and then
ﬂow back through the oriﬁce is reduced by elastic scattering in the contact region. The
intensity of the spectroscopic signal (proportional to −d2I/dV 2) is thus strongly reduced.
Finally, a diﬀerent eﬃciency function must be used in the spectral function S(ǫ) (see Eq.
3.9), since the elastic scattering relaxes the requirement of momentum conservation.
A simple interpolation formula for the contact resistance was derived by Wexler [102]:
RN =
4ρℓ
3πa2
+ Γ(K)
ρ
2a
(3.12)
where the ﬁrst term is the Sharvin resistance for ballistic conduction and the second one is
the Maxwell resistance for the thermal regime multiplied by function of the Kundsen ratio
K. Γ is always of the order of unity.
If the two metals kept in PC conﬁguration are diﬀerent, the resistance is deﬁned as the
sum of the contribution of both electrodes. If a geometrically symmetric heterocontact is
supposed as well as equal Fermi parameters of the metals, the equation can be written as:
RN =
4ρℓ
3πa2
+ Γ(K)
ρ1 + ρ2
2a
(3.13)
In both Eq. 3.12 and Eq. 3.13 the prevalence of the Sharvin or Maxwell terms depends
only on the size of the contact. For high-resistivity materials and large-area contacts, the
Maxwell contribution plays a predominant role and viceversa for clean metals and small
constrictions the Sharvin resistance dominates.
3.2.2 Point-contact spectroscopy in superconductors
If the material under study is a superconductor, in addition to the information about the
inelastic scattering, the point-contact technique provides a measure of the gap amplitude.
This is possible thank to the Andreev reﬂection, the phenomenon that occur at an ideal
interface between a normal-metal (N) side and the superconductor (S) to an electron that
moves towards the NS interface, as described in the section 2.4.1.
It was already mentioned that the theoretical description of the AR derives from the
solution of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations [79] near an N/S interface. In this section,
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some experimental aspects will be pointed out in order to introduce the application of this
technique to the study of this ﬁlms, i.e. the main experimental part of this work, that will
described in the next one.
In order to obtain relevant information from PCARS, the contact must fulﬁll the condition
of ballistic regime even if also diﬀusive regime is reliable as well (see section 3.2.1). In
ballistic contacts the gain in energy of the electrons crossing the junction is well deﬁne.
Therefore in order to obtain PCARS measure, the voltage across the junction will reach
values of the order of the gap or even greater. If the contact is ballistic the current
density become overcritical in the contact while just outside the contact the current density
decreases until it will be assume the critical value [39, 103].
Therefore it is necessary to adopt contacts which are smaller than the electron mean free
path in order to avoid heating but also smaller than the coherence length in order to
avoid proximity eﬀect and destruction of superconductivity in the contact region [104].
Indeed the AR occur over a length scale of the order of the coherence length ξ at the
interface which is also the length over which the proximity eﬀect can occurs, depressing
the amplitude of the gap. This eﬀect can be neglected if the contact size is smaller than
the coherence length, i.e. if the contact is ballistic.
3.2.3 Point contact spectroscopy in superconductors thin films
The measurements reported in this work were performed mainly on epitaxial thin ﬁlms of
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 with diﬀerent Cobalt content and on FeTe1−xSex with diﬀerent Sele-
nium content. The ﬁlms of both compounds were grown on CaF2 (100) substrate. Also
a sample of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 with x = 0.08 on MgO substrate with buﬀer layer was
analysed. The experimental details of each sample are postpone to the follow chapter.
Here the conﬁguration of the point-contact measurements on thin ﬁlms is discussed.
Experimental setup
The I-V characteristic curve of the small contact between a normal metal and the super-
conductive thin ﬁlm were measured by using two diﬀerent point-contact technique. In the
ﬁrst case (see Fig. 3.9) a gold wire of φ = 125µm was gently pressed on the surface of the
superconductor. This conﬁguration can be seen as as an application of the “shear method”
described by Naydiuk Y.G. and Yanson I.K. [105]. In this procedure the contact is formed
by slightly bringing together the edges of two electrodes which can have random shapes
and then by shifting one electrode along the other. In our case one electrode is the thin
ﬁlm and the other is the gold wire. Contacts can be obtained in many points of the surface
of the ﬁlm and due to the shear stresses the metal deformations and contaminations near
the constriction are not so important.
Being the characterization of the sample and the study of the homogeneity of the funda-
mental properties one the main goal of this work, PCARS was performed in many diﬀerent
zone on the surface of the sample in order to build a virtual matrix of at least ﬁve dif-
ferent points to investigate. In this perspective the fact that the “shear” PCARS is not
a destructive technique make it a good candidate for the measurements. Unfortunately
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Figure 3.9: Conventional PCARS schematic mounting (left panel) and picture of PCARS on
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 thin film (right panel). The current flows from the wire to the thin film and the
voltage is collected between the sample and the wire.
the poor thermal and mechanical stability makes temperature dependence measurements
really diﬃcult to perform. Really few temperature dependence measures were obtained
before that the resistance of the contact had changed. A lucky example obtained on 8%
Co-doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 thin ﬁlm on Fe-buﬀer layer+MgO substrate is reported in
Fig. 3.10. Therefore, the “soft” point-contact technique was preferred instead of this one.
Figure 3.10: Temperature dependence of the spectrum of “shear” PCARS on the BaFe1.84Co0.16As2 thin-
film show in right panel of Fig. 3.9.
In this second case a thin Au wire (φ = 10µm) is ﬁxed on the surface by using a small spot
of Ag paint (see Fig. 3.11). The dimension of the microscopic contact is about 50µm in
diameter and it is manually made. Even if the contact size is not comparable to the mean
free path of the superconductor, the eﬀective area of the contact is much smaller because
the pint does not stick completely on the surface of the crystal. Furthermore the contact is
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actually the parallel of several microjunctions, i.e. the measure is an average over a certain
region of the surface.
Also in this conﬁguration pressure is is not applied on the sample. It is not a destructive
technique and the contact has also good mechanical and thermal stability. Good temper-
ature dependence measurements were performed by using this technique and many of the
results discussed in this work were obtained in this way.
Figure 3.11: Unconventional PCARS schematic mounting (left panel) and picture of PCARS on
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 thin film (right panel).
In this two conﬁgurations of this pseudo four-probe technique, the current is injected from
the gold wire into the sample and the voltage is collected at the other two terminals (see
Fig.3.9 and Fig.3.11). The current is not injected only along one direction, as in tunnelling
spectroscopy, but through a large-angle cone as was described in section 2.4.1 where the
transparency as a function of the angle between the direction of the incident electron and
the normal to the interface NS in the BTK model was introduced.
Each thin ﬁlm or part of the thin ﬁlm (for example in case of the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
which was of 1cm x 1cm size where cut in four pieces) is ﬁxed on the board where four
tin-electrodes are connected to the sample by using wire and Ag conductive paste. The
device is usually assembled in a glove box under inert atmosphere (Nitrogen, Helium or
Argon) in order to protect the sample from degradation during al mounting time. The
board on which the sample was mounted was then ﬁxed on the cryogenic insert as shown
in Fig. 3.12, ready to be cooled in a standard liquid He dewar.
A DC current is injected and for each value the current is inverted. The I-V characteristics
is then acquired and the diﬀerential conductance is obtained by numerical diﬀerentiation
calculated by ad hoc made Labview programs.
The current is injected into the sample by means of current source (Keithley 220) and
voltage is measured on a voltmeter Hewlett Packard 3457A. The temperature is registered
by means of an SMD sensor mounted very close to the sample. The thermometer was
connected either to a Digit-multimeter Agilent 34410A.
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Figure 3.12: Cold head of the cryogenic insert with the board for the PC.
Non-ideal effects in the contact
The experimental normalized conductance curves obtained by means of “soft” PCARS
technique show a systematic lower height and larger width than what expected in theory.
Here the main eﬀects that can modify the ideal BTK conductance curves are introduced
brieﬂy.
• Dips
The point-contact spectrum between a normal metal and a superconductor often
shows unexpected sharp dips in the diﬀerential conductance at voltage values that
are larger than the superconducting energy gap, or sometimes close to the gap val-
ues as it is reported in Fig. 3.13. These dips are not predicted in the BTK theory,
Figure 3.13: Normalized differential conductance of a point contact between a normal metal and a super-
conductor.
which is commonly used to ﬁt conductance curves. Sheet et al. [106] performed a
systematic study of this phenomenon in great number of contacts between diﬀer-
ent combinations of superconductors and normal metals. It turns out that the dips
are the sign of non pure ballistic regime because, at low current values through the
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contact. Indeed the resistance of the contact (see Eq. 3.12) has a Sharvin and a
Maxwell contribution: when the current reaches the critical values in the supercon-
ductor, a normal region can appear next to the contact. Therefore, a sharp rise in
the voltage across the junction (due to contribution of the non-zero resistance of the
superconductor) occurs and a dip appears in the diﬀerential conductance. When a
PCARS spectrum shows dips, it is usually analyzed by using BTK model ignoring
them if they are small, because the BTK is not able to reproduce them. However
this procedure introduces a small error in the determination of the gap [106].
• Diffusivity of the contact
The diﬀusivity in the contact has been theoretically addressed by Mazin et al. [107]
and turns out to aﬀect only the Z parameter. A diﬀusive AR contact can be viewed
as a contact between the normal and the superconducting compounds which, in addi-
tion to the interface, are separated by the diﬀusive region larger than the electronic
mean free path. In this case the conductance of a diﬀusive junction with a given
barrier parameter Z can be ﬁtted with a ballistic (BTK) model with an eﬀective
Zeff > Z and then it is diﬃcult to discern the eﬀect of a ﬁnite Z in a ballistic con-
tact from the eﬀect of diﬀusive transport [2]. This is even more common at higher
temperatures and for higher values of the lifetime broadening, i.e. when the curves
are more smeared out.
• Proximity effect
In order to avoid the proximity eﬀect, the radius of the contact should be smaller than
the coherence length. Actually in iron based superconductors thin ﬁlms is not an
easy task due to the strong eﬀects of the substrate. Therefore, in order to check also
this aspect, the obtained gap values measured in those systems are always compared
with the values obtained by other experimental techniques.
• The spreading resistance
A so-called “spreading resistance”, i.e. a non-negligible additional resistance which
can shift the conductance peaks to higher energies, leading an overestimation of the
gap is considered in series with the contact resistance [101, 108] in measurements
performed in thin ﬁlms. In these systems it plays an important role while in bulk or
highly conductive samples it is much smaller than the contact (junction) resistance
and can thus be neglected.
The anomalous shift of the tails observed in the conductance curves of thin ﬁlms
just above Tc is probably due to this eﬀect. In Fig. 3.14 is shown an example of
this eﬀect, due to a temperature- and current-dependent spreading resistance con-
tribution. Despite Chen [109] and Döring [110] have already proposed a model in
order to explain this phenomenon, a model that allows a quantitative analysis of
the conductance curve still lacks. The diﬃcult arises from the large number of the
parameters which are required. The resistivity ρ(T), the shape of the current I(V)
and the critical current Jc(T) and their variation as a function of the temperature
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Figure 3.14: Temperature dependence of the spectrum of a point contact on 8% Cobalt-doped thin film
up to the critical temperature and above.
have to be known in this quantitative model. Neither of them is easy to know, in
particular the critical current. On the other side, the contact radius “a”, the mean
free path “ℓ” as well as the resistance due to the Sharvin resistance of the compounds
in the normal state can be treated as free parameters, as it is impossible almost to
determine by direct measurements.
The normalisation of the PCARS spectra measured on thin ﬁlms resulted rather crit-
ical because of the unusual features and the details of this process will be explained
in the follow lines.
A possible explanation for unusual features of PCARS spectra in thin films
A possible explanation of these unusual features of PCARS spectra in thin ﬁlms was argued
within the model that is here introduced. The schematic image of the resistance values
of a junction between the gold wire and the thin ﬁlm is shown Fig. 3.15. The current is
injected from the wire into sample and the voltage is measured between the wire and and
the surface of the ﬁlm.
Figure 3.15: Schematic view of the resistance values in a PC mounting.
When the point contact between two normal metals NN is perfect ballistic (see 3.2.1), the
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resistance between the two electrodes is given by three diﬀerent contributes due to the
resistance of the gold wire, the resistance of the point contact [64] and the resistance of
the thin ﬁlm in normal state. Therefore it can be written as
R = R1 +RPC +R2(T ) (3.14)
where the resistance of the contact RPC is given by Eq. 3.7 and the resistance of the thin
ﬁlms R2 depends on the temperature of the bath.
When the point contact between two normal metals NN is not ballistic (see 3.2.1), the
resistance RPC is given by the sum of the Sharvin term and the Maxwell term:
R = R1 +RPC +R2(T ) (3.15)
= R1 +RS +RM +R2(T ) (3.16)
= R1 +
4ρℓ
3πa2
+
ρ1(T )
4a
+
ρ2(J, T )
4a
+R2(T ) (3.17)
When the thin ﬁlm becomes superconductive (i.e. the temperature and the current density
are below to the critical values) R2 = 0. The resistance of the point contact in a diﬀusive-
regime between normal metal and superconducting metal NS can be written as a sum of
the resistance of the gold wire, the Sharvin term and the Maxwell term of the resistance
of the wire:
R = R1 +
4ρℓ
3πa2
+
ρ1(T )
4a
. (3.18)
where ρ1(T ) is the resistivity of the wire (normal metal) as a function of the eﬀective
temperature of the contact (i.e. the temperature of the bath and the heating term) and
ρ2(J, T ) (i.e. the resistivity of the thin ﬁlm) is zero if T < Tc and J < Jc.
When ρ2(J, T ) /= 0 the Maxwell term due to the superconductor appears in Eq. 3.18. This
can happen even when below Tc if the current ﬂowing into the contact becomes overcritical.
However when this happens, heating occurs in the contact region so that the temperature
there can increase very much the temperature above the bath. In terms this makes the
critical current density decrease. Clearly accounting these eﬀects in a model requires a
recursive solutions of self-consistent equations. This point is under revision and technical
aspects remain still open.
In the following T is the temperature of the bath and the heating contribution to the
temperature of the contact is neglected. The measured voltage is given by the sum of the
voltage diﬀerence that the electrons feel when they are Andreev reﬂected (VAR) and the
voltage due to the additional resistance that comes from the not-ballistic contact and the
portion of ﬁlm between the point contact and the voltage electrode (see Fig. 3.15).
The voltage measured in the proximity of the resistive transition can be written as:
V = VAR + (R1 +R
M
1 +R
M
2 (J, T ) +R2(T ))I
= VAR +
(
R1 +
ρ1
4a
+
ρ2(J, T )
4a
+R2(T )
)
(3.19)
since the resistivity of a good conductor (Au wire in this case) ρ1(T ) is considered a
constant at low temperature and the resistivity of the superconductor ρ2(J, T ) depends
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only on the temperature of the bath in ﬁrst approximation.
Therefore, the conductance turns out to be
dI
dV
=
dI
dVAR
1 + (R1 +RM1 +R
M
2 (J, T ) +R2(T ))
dI
dVAR
=
σBTK
RNN
(
1 +
R1+RM1 +R
M
2
(J,T )+R2(T )
RNN
σBTK
) . (3.20)
where σBTK is the normalized conductance as described by the BTK model and RNN is
the normal-state resistance of the contact. The experimentally observed shift of the tails of
the PCARS spectra in the proximity of Tc is explained by the last term, while the change
in the slope of the high voltage tails is explained also by the second-last term.
In other words, if the contact is in the diﬀusive regime, the additional resistance cannot
be eliminated by reducing the distance between the electrodes and the resistance of the
contact is given by Wexler formula (Eq. 3.13) for two diﬀerent materials, i.e in this case
ρ1 = ρAg and ρ2 = ρfilm. When the ﬁlm is superconducting, only the resistivity of the Ag
paste plays a role and it is approximately temperature-independent. If the contact is in
diﬀusive regime, also the resistivity of the superconductors gives a contribution across the
transition and causes a stretching of the curves along the V axis, i.e. a small overestimation
of the gap. If the resistive transition of the ﬁlm is not too narrow, the resistivity of the
ﬁlm starts playing a role at Tzeroc and this causes the downward shift of the curves and the
stretching of the voltage axis at high T as shown in Fig. 3.16.
Figure 3.16: Downward shift of the curves calculated within the spreading resistance model (left panel)
and PCARS spectra measured on epitaxial FeSe0.5Te0.5 thin film (right panel).
Therefore considering the contribution of the spreading resistance here described, the cur-
rent I can be expressed as a function of the normalized conductance (calculated within the
BTK model) as
I(VAR) =
∫ VAR
0
dI
dV ′
dV ′ =
1
RNN
∫ VAR
0
σBTK(V
′)dV ′. (3.21)
In this way, the experimental value of the conductance dI/dV can be calculated as a func-
tion of the voltage VAR (i.e. the voltage drop associated with Andreev reﬂection). This is
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convenient since σBTK is expressed as a function of VAR (see Eq. 3.19. Unfortunately, VAR
is not accessible experimentally since it depends on ρ2(J, T ). Therefore, once the exper-
imental conductance curve dI/dV (VAR) has been calculated, the voltage transformation
VAR → V has to be carried out to reproduce the horizontal stretching of the curves.
This is only the preliminary model elaborated in order to study these features of the thin
ﬁlm PCARS spectra and many steps are still required before it can be used in ﬁtting
procedures.
The fit of experimental conductance curves
In this work, the normalized curves were ﬁtted preliminary with the BTKmodel generalized
by Kashiwaya and Tanaka [81, 111] (called the “2D-BTK model”) in order to extract the
gap values, as discussed in the following part of this chapter. This model is based on the
assumption of spherical FSs in both the normal metal and the superconductor, which is
clearly a strong simpliﬁcation in the case of Fe-based compounds but allows obtaining good
results as a ﬁrst approximation, as is shown in the two chapters devoted to the Ba122 and
Fe(Te,Se) compounds.
In order to ﬁt the experimental conductance curves, obtained by numerical diﬀerentiation
of the measured I-V curves, the ﬁrst fundamental step is the normalization procedure. Each
experimental conductance curve has to be divided by its relevant normal-state conductance
curve measured at the temperature T<Tc of the PCARS and applying a magnetic ﬁeld H>
Hc2 . Usually in Fe-based SCs and also in High Tc SCs, Hc2 is too high to be experimental
accessible. Therefore the normal state curve of the contact is measured at T>Tc over the
critical temperature which unfortunately in Fe-based materials is usually diﬀerent to the
normal-state curve al low temperature, due mainly to the the anomalous features previous
described.
In this work the low-temperature conductance curves ware divided by a polynomial curve
obtained as a ﬁt of their own high-voltage conductance curve. Examples of normalized
curve of each compounds will be shown in the following chapters.
Local critical temperature measured on micrometer scale
At the end of this chapter on resistance measurements and PCARS techniques, a useful
application (even not the traditional one) of the PCARS is shown here. In order to char-
acterize the homogeneity of the superconducting properties of each sample, as previous
described, the critical temperature in ab-plane was measured by collinear and van der
Pauw technique. The R vs T curve measured by this traditional technique is then com-
pared to the local TAc measured by PCARS in order to check whether the Tc measured in
in a speciﬁc point of the sample surface (i.e. a region of 10 x10 µm and more) is repre-
sentative not only of the local properties of the same sample. In this case, the local Tc is
identiﬁed with the temperature TAc at which Andreev-reﬂection features disappear. The
comparison between the values of TAc measured in diﬀerent points (yellow points in the
inset) of a thin ﬁlm and the R vs T curve of the same ﬁlm measured by van der Pauw
technique (red points in the inset) is shown in Fig. 3.17. Since the PCARS spectrum is
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Figure 3.17: The local TAc values determined by PCARS (yellow points) compared with the R vs T curve
(red points) on a 8%-Cobalt doped Ba122 thin film. The inset shows schematically the surface of the film,
with the contacts of for resistance measurements (red dots in the main figure) and the regions where the
point-contact measurements were carried out (yellow dots). The horizontal coordinate of the yellow points
in the main figure represents the local TAc , while the vertical coordinate is arbitrary and has been chosen
to coincide with the resistance of the film at that temperature.
acquired at thermal equilibrium, the uncertainty on TAc comes from the temperature step
between the ﬁrst normal state spectrum and the last superconductive one. In most of the
measurements, the local TAc agrees very well with the R vs T curve and lie between T
90
c and
T10c . This conﬁrm the good homogeneity in term of superconductive transport properties
of the thin ﬁlm and also indicates that there is no signiﬁcant heating in the contact region
(i.e. the temperature of the contact is not higher than that of the bath). Further results
will be shown for each materials studied in this work.
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Chapter 4
Ba(Fe,Co)2As2
In this chapter are discussed the measurements collected on epitaxial Ba(Fe,Co)2As2 thin
ﬁlms with nominal Co content x ranging from 0.04 to 0.15, i.e., from the underdoped to
the overdoped region of the phase diagram.
The systematic surface characterization and resistance measurements were performed on
the samples. Then PCARS measurements collected on them were analysed within the 2D
and 3D BTK model and also within Eliashberg theory in order to give a contributution to
the study of the number and the amplitude of the energy gaps, and the coupling mechanism
in Fe-based superconductors.
4.1 Surface characterization of Ba(Fe,Co)2As2 thin films
In this section the systematic characterization of the thin ﬁlms by using diﬀerent and com-
plementary techniques is discussed. The morphological characteristics of the surface, the
structural properties, the transport properties, in terms of critical temperature on millime-
ter and micrometer scales, and energy gaps were studied in order to check the homogeneity
of the superconductive properties. The superconducting properties (critical temperature,
number and amplitude of the energy gap) are also compared with those of single crystals
of the same compound. Here the study of the 8% Co doped sample is discussed in details,
but all the samples were characterized by using the same procedure.
4.1.1 Samples growth
The Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 thin ﬁlms with a thickness of 50 nm were deposited on (001)CaF2
substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [112] using a polycrystalline target with high
phase purity [112, 113] by the group of prof. Holzapfel at IFW Dresden. The surface
smoothness was conﬁrmed by in-situ reﬂection high energy electron diﬀraction (RHEED)
during the deposition; only streaky pattern were observed for all ﬁlms indicative of smooth
surfaces. The details of the structural characterization and of the microstructure of these
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high-quality, epitaxial thin ﬁlms can be found in ref. [112]. Standard four-probe resis-
tance measurements were performed in a 4He cryostat to determine the transport critical
temperature and the transition widths, reported in Table I. With respect to most phase
diagrams of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 single crystals [114, 115, 116], where the optimal doping
corresponds to x ≃ 0.065, the highest T 90c of our ﬁlms is attained for x = 0.10 and in the
x = 0.15 sample the T 90c is still about 22 K. This wide doping range of high Tc could be
due to a combination of epitaxial strain from the substrate and of reduced Co content in
the ﬁlm with respect to the nominal one.
In the follow, the doping content of the target is usually the reference doping content. This
does not hamper the discussion, since all the results are referred to the critical temper-
ature of the contact, which is a local property directly correlated to the gap amplitudes
(as demonstrated in many diﬀerent cases [2]) and is thus well deﬁned irrespectively of the
actual Co content.
One Ba(Fe,Co)2As2 (with 8% Cobalt content) thin ﬁlm was also deposited on MgO (001)
single-cristalline substrate with a Fe buﬀer layer of 20 nm in between the substrate and the
thin ﬁlm [113]. The superconducting transition of the ﬁlm has a midpoint at Tmidc = 23.80
K and the width of the transition is ∆Tc =T90%c −T10%c = 1.50 K. The measurements
performed on this sample will be discussed in the last section of this chapter where direc-
tional PCARS in Co-doped Ba122 thin ﬁlms is reported.
In Fig. 4.1 the schematic structure of the two diﬀerent kinds epitaxial thin ﬁlms are
reported in order to clarify the geometry of the systems analysed in this chapter.
Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the Ba 122 thin film structures on on MgO substrate with Fe layer
(left) and on CaF2 substrate (right).
4.1.2 Chemical analysis
Energy dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectroscopy remains on of the standard way to measure
the quantity of chemical elements (especially metallic) in compounds. Also Fe-based SCs
were characterized by this techniques [117, 118].
In superconducting thin ﬁlms, the chemical characterization is a crucial analysis in order to
understand the eﬀects of the chemical doping on the superconducting properties and then
the phase diagram of the compounds. In these systems, strain/ stress of the substrate,
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doping content and impurity disorder can play similar eﬀects on the superconducting prop-
erties [32, 119]. Because of the strain/stress induced by the substrate in this systems, it
is impossible to determine the doping content by measuring the lattice parameters and
comparing the results with single crystals data, as instead is commonly done in the case
of the bulk material.
The Cobalt content was measured directly on the Ba122 thin ﬁlms by means of energy
dispersive X-Ray (EDX) spectroscopy (with an EDX Oxford X-ACT spectrometer), even
if the doping content of the target is usually considered as the reference doping. Diﬀerent
spectra were obtained on the same ﬁlm, either over areas of a few square microns, or in
single points.
An example of the EDX analysis performed on the 8% Co-content thin ﬁlm on CaF2 is
shown in Fig. 4.2 where the EDX spectrum and the SEM image which shows the area
analyzed are reported.
Figure 4.2: EDX spectrum of 8% Co-content thin film on CaF2 (left panel) and the corresponding SEM
image of the analyzed area (right panel).
Element Atomic (%)
F 67.55
Ca 23.54
Fe 2.82
Co 0.24
As 4.49
Ba 1.37
Total 100.00
Table 4.1: Element of the 8% Co-content thin film on CaF2 measured by EDX analysis shown in Fig. 4.2.
Because of the very small thickness of the ﬁlms as compared to the depth probed by EDX,
a large signal from the CaF2 substrate was always observed, as it is also shown in Table
4.2 where the composition of the Atomic % analysis of the EXD spectrum shown in Fig.
4.2 is reported. In Fig. 4.3 the EXD analysis of a sample with the 8% Co-doped Ba122
compounds on MgO substrate with Fe layer in between them is reported. Also in this
case a large signal from the elements of the substrates was detected and the quantity of Fe
element of the superconductor is more diﬃcult in respect to the samples on CaF2 substrate
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due to the presence of the Fe buﬀer layer.
Figure 4.3: EDX spectrum of 8% Co-content thin film on MgO + Fe buffer layer (left panel) and the
corresponding SEM image of the analyzed area (right panel).
Element Atomic (%)
O 45.64
F 0.00
Mg 46.75
Ca 0.00
Fe 5.09
Co 0.21
As 1.44
Ba 0.85
Total 100.00
Table 4.2: Element of the 8% Co-content thin film on CaF2 measured by EDX analysis shown in Fig. 4.2.
The chemical compositions was determined from all the spectra analysed in this study and
it turned out to be well consistent with one another. On averaging over all the spectra, the
values obtained for the Co content in the diﬀerent samples, are in general in good agree-
ment with the nominal value. For example, the experimental Co content x = 0.084±0.017
was measured in the sample with nominal Co content xnom = 0.08 referred to Fig. 4.2.
The uncertainty δ = 0.017 is here equal to one half of the spread of x values obtained in
single spectra.
4.1.3 Surface morphology
The morphological characteristics of the surface (granularity, roughness) and the structural
properties (epitaxy, texture) are discussed in this subsection.
Fig. 4.4(a) shows a reﬂection high-energy electron diﬀraction (RHEED) image of one of the
CaF2 substrates of the thin ﬁlms after cleaning and thermal treatment. Here the incident
electron beam is parallel to the [110] direction of the CaF2 substrate. Streaks and well
distinct Kikuchi lines are observed, which indicate a smooth and single-crystal surface of
the CaF2 substrate. A RHEED image of the Co-doped Ba-122 thin ﬁlm grown on this
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substrate, taken just after the deposition, is shown instead in Fig 4.4b. The pattern in
this case shows long streaks perpendicular to the shadow edge, and centered at positions
on the Laue circles. This is typical for a multilevel surface, i.e. for a high number of grains
with smooth terraces. This is only one example of the RHEED measurements performed
by K. Iida and coworkers [33] in order to check the quality of the deposition. In one of
the thin ﬁlm with 8% Co content, the morphology suggested by the RHEED is conﬁrmed
by direct imaging of the ﬁlm surface direct imaging of the thin ﬁlm surface performed by
ﬁeld emission-scanning electron microscopy (4248 Merlin ZEISS FESEM). This is one of
the common techniques used to the study of morphological characteristics of thin ﬁlms
microstructural analysis on superconducting chalcogenides and pnictides compounds [120,
121].
Fig. 4.5a shows a secondary-electron (SE) image taken over an area of about 1.8 x 1.8
m2. This image mainly carries morphological/topographical information; ﬂat and smooth
terraces, with parallel edges of about 100−150 nm in size are clearly visible, which protrude
from a pattern of well connected grains. This further indicates that Co-doped Ba-122
ﬁlms grow in a terraced island mode. Fig. 4.5b reports a greater-magniﬁcation (i.e.
smaller-scale) image taken on a diﬀerent region of the ﬁlm surface, and Fig. 4.5c shows
a backscattered-electron (BSE) image of the same area. A diagonal stripe-like pattern
not related to the granular structure is very clearly seen in this picture (and also, though
less clearly, in panel (b)); this pattern might be associated with correlated defects along
the c axis. Additional and complementary information about the surface morphology was
collected by means of atomic-force microscopy (AFM) measurements. Fig. 4.6a and b
show two AFM images taken on the same region of the ﬁlm, though on a diﬀerent scale.
The correspondence between color and height is shown by the vertical bar on the right
side of each picture. The ﬂat terraces with parallel edges already observed by FESEM
are very clearly visible here; the additional information is that their top surface is ﬂat but
not perfectly horizontal. The distribution of heights calculated over the whole area shows
a broad maximum at 5 nm. The root mean square (RMS) roughness is 1.15 nm while
the size of the terraces, determined by means of z-height proﬁle cuts, ranges between 50
and 200 nm. Fig. 4.6c and 4.6b show the same image but in the second one a Prewitt
gradient ﬁltering was applied. This allows highlighting the elevation of the terraces above
the background.
The surface analysis of the 8% Co-doped Ba-122 thin ﬁlm previous discussed is only an
example of the result obtained on the diﬀerent Co-content Ba-122 samples. In Fig. 4.7
FESEM measurements (left panel) performed on the 2% Co-doped Ba-122 thin ﬁlm are
compared with the results of the AFM analysis (right panel). Clear, regular, ﬂat terraces
of rectangular shape are visible also in this sample even the sample seems to show a less
ordered structure in respect of the 8% Co-doped Ba-122 sample and less visible in the AFM
image. The root mean square (RMS) roughness is 2.23 nm while the size of the terraces,
determined by means of z-height proﬁle cuts, ranges between 15 and 100 nm.
FESEM measurements were also performed on the 8% Co-content Ba122 thin ﬁlm on MgO
substrate. In Fig. 4.8 some defects of this sample are shown. Deep cracks (panel a), layered
growth on the surface (panel b) and deep hole in which disordered grains appear (panel
c) are clear visible in this sample together with the regular, ﬂat terraces of rectangular
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Figure 4.4: RHEED images of (a) the CaF2 substrate and (b) the 8% Co-doped Ba-122 thin film. In
the latter case, the picture was acquired after the deposition at room temperature. The basal plane of
Co-doped Ba-122 is rotated by 45◦ with respect to the substrate. Hence the electron beam is here parallel
to the [100] direction of the Co-doped Ba-122.
Figure 4.5: FESEM images of the surface of a 8% Co-doped Ba-122 thin film deposited on CaF2 substrate.
(a and b) Two representative secondary-electron (SE) images with different magnifications (the scale is
indicated in the labels). Clear, regular, flat terraces of rectangular shape (side length approximately 100
nm) are seen that protrude from an arrayof well-connected grains. (c) Backscattered-electron (BSE) image
of the same area as in (b), that shows a diagonal stripe-like pattern not related to the granular structure,
and possibly indicating the existence of correlated defects parallel to the c axis (i.e. perpendicular to the
plane of the figure).
shape characteristic of the Co-doped Ba-122 thin ﬁlms. The defects revealed by FESEM
analysis sum up to the evidence of the current shunting by the Fe-layer have induced to
prefer Ba-122 material deposited on CaF2 substrate.
4.2 Resistance measurements
Standard four-probe resistance measurements were performed in a 4He cryostat in order to
determine the transport critical temperature and the transition width. The measurements
were conducted by using either the standard collinear conﬁguration (with contacts along
the diagonal of the 5 mm x 5 mm ﬁlm) or the van der Pauw (vdP) conﬁguration, with
four contacts on the corners (see the Fig. 4.9). A typical result of a R(T) measurement
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Figure 4.6: Examples of AFM measurements on the surface of a Co-doped Ba-122 thin film. (a) AFM
image over an area of 3.75µm x 3.75µm, exhibiting a clear pattern of flat, rectangular terraces of about
100 nm in size. A comparison with the FESEM image of Fig. 4.5a (taken on a similar scale) shows
that the morphological information provided by FESEM and AFM is perfectly consistent; note that the
latter does not show the stripe-like pattern seen in Fig. 4.5c. (b) AFM image over a smaller area of 2µm
x 2µm and thus with a greater magnification. (c) The same image as in (b) but after application of a
Prewitt horizontal gradient filter so as to highlight the elevation of the terraces above the background of
well-connected grains.
Figure 4.7: FESEM image of the surface of a 2% Co-doped Ba-122 thin film deposited on CaF2 substrate
(left panel). A representative secondary-electron (SE) image shows regular, flat terraces of rectangular
shape, that are less visible in the AFM image (right panel).
up to 250 K is shown in the right inset to Fig. 4.9 (solid line) where the measure on
8% Co-doped Ba122 thin ﬁlm is reported. Here the vdP conﬁguration was used; current
was ﬂowing through the two top contacts and the voltage drop was measured across the
bottom ones (see left inset). None of the curves measured in the ﬁlms showed anomalies
that could suggest the existence of macroscopic inhomogeneities either in the transition
temperature or in the normal-state conductivity [95, 122]. In the normal state, the R(T)
curve displays a minimum around 75 K. A comparison with the resistivity curves of single
crystals [115] shows that this shape is typical of the underdoped region, while in optimally-
doped (x = 0.061) and overdoped crystals the R(T) curve is monotonic. The right inset
in Fig. 4.9 shows the resistance of the ﬁlm compared to the resistivity of a single crystal
with x = 0.051 (dashed line), both normalized to their values at 250 K. Further indication
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Figure 4.8: FESEM images of three different defects of the surface of the 8% Co-doped Ba-122 thin film
deposited on MgO substrate with Fe buffer layer. Deep cracks (a), layered growth on the surface (b) and
deep hole in which disordered grains are clear visible (c).
Figure 4.9: Transport measurements on a Co-doped Ba-122 thin film. The local critical temperature
determined by PCARS (hollow symbols) compared to the resistive transition of the same film (red filled
symbols). Left inset: a drawing of the film indicating the contacts used for the resistance measurement
(red dots) and the regions where the point contacts were made (white dots). Right inset: the normalized
resistance R(T )/R(250K) compared to that of slightly underdoped single crystals [115].
that our ﬁlms lie in the slightly underdoped region of the phase diagram comes from the
fact that in the ﬁlms deposited on CaF2 substrate the highest Tc is achieved for x = 0.10
[35] as it will be clear in the next section.
Considering the superconducting transition, it is possible to notice that the resistance drops
to 90% of its residual value at T90c = 25.2 K and to 10% at T
10
c = 23.5 K (see main panel
of Fig. 4.9). The zero-resistance state is reached at T0c = 22.9 K. Resistance measurements
over a whole set of ﬁlms with the same doping content (but from diﬀerent batches) have
given the average values T10c = (23.85± 0.35) K and T90c = (25.4± 0.2) K.
The same investigation were performed on the other Ba-122 thin ﬁlms. The results of
the resistance measurements in term of T 90c and T
10
c are summarised in Table 4.3. The
resistivity measurements shows that the ﬁlm with x = 0.15 is in the overdoped region, since:
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i) its ρ(T ) curve does not show the low-temperature upturn typical of underdoped samples
[115], observed instead in the ﬁlms with x = 0.04 and 0.08; ii) its critical temperature is
smaller than in the optimally-doped ﬁlm (x = 0.10). The phase diagram of these ﬁlms
x T 10c (K) T
90
c (K) ∆Tc (K)
0.04 7.0 9.5 2.5
0.08 23.9 25.5 0.8
0.10 26.6 24.6 1.0
0.15 22.0 20.6 0.7
Table 4.3: Critical temperatures of our films determined from electric transport measurements. T 90c and
T 10c are the temperatures at which the resistance (the resistivity) is 90% and 10% of the normal-state value
immediately before the transition. ∆Tc is defined here as (T
90
c − T
10
c )/2. The values reported for x = 0.08
are actually averaged over 3 different films.
shows a superconducting dome which is shifted to higher doping (and also extends to higher
temperature) with respect to that of single crystals (see Fig. 4.10). The conﬁrmation of the
Co content of the ﬁlms provided by EDX (see above) rules out a systematic overestimation
of the doping, so that the only factor responsible for the wider superconducting dome of
ﬁlms is the eﬀect of the substrate [112].
Figure 4.10: Critical temperatures (T10c and T
90
c ) of the Co-doped Ba-122 thin films analysed as a function
of doping, compared to that of single crystals. The wider superconducting “dome” observed in films may
arise from a reduced Co content of the films with respect to the nominal one, and/or from lattice strain
due to the CaF2 substrate. It has been recently found [123] that the critical temperature of films grown
with the same method on MgO perfectly agree with those of single crystals; this seems to indicate that
the CaF2 substrate has a predominant effect in the enhancement of Tc in these films.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the resistance measurement is deﬁnitely not a local
one; and also the critical temperature is averaged over a large portion of the ﬁlm. To check
whether this measurement is representative of the local properties, PCARS technique,
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which is very seldom employed for that purpose, was used. Since the energy gap closes
at the local critical temperature of the region where it is measured, PCARS can provide
point-like measurements of the critical temperature, already deﬁned as the temperature
TAc at which the features associated to Andreev reﬂection disappear and the normal-state
conductance is recovered. The experimental details on PCARS measurements will be
described in the section 4.3, where the complete study of the energy gap by means of this
technique is reported.
The comparison between the values of TAc measured in diﬀerent regions of a given ﬁlm
(hollow symbols) with the relevant R vs T curve (red ﬁlled symbols) is shown in the main
panel of Fig. 4.9. Here the abscissa of each hollow circle is the local TAc of a point-contact;
since each PCARS spectrum must be acquired at thermal equilibrium, the uncertainty
on TAc comes from the temperature step between the ﬁrst normal-state spectrum and the
last superconducting one. The ordinate of the points does not have a special meaning
(it has been adjusted so that the points are superimposed to the R(T) curve for ease of
comparison). Actually the values of the local TAc are close to T
90
c or lie between this
temperature and T10c in all the thin ﬁlms studied as shown in Fig. 4.11 where also two
diﬀerent part of the same 8% Co-content thin ﬁlm are reported. The absence of TAc values
that fall in the lower 10% of the resistive transition is an experimental evidence common to
all the measured ﬁlms. This fact certainly indicates that there is no signiﬁcant heating in
the contact region (i.e. the temperature of the contact is not higher than that of the bath),
as instead would happen if the contacts were not in the proper spectroscopic regime.
4.2.1 Aging effect
Diﬀerent regions of the ﬁlm surface in the same pattern of current density were probed by
using four-probe dc resistance measurements in collinear conﬁguration ﬁxed current source
and drain contacts (placed on opposite corners of the ﬁlms) and diﬀerent sets of voltage
contacts placed between them are reported in Fig. 4.12.
The consistency of the transition temperatures (T10c , T
90
c , T
0
c) is usually conﬁrmed, as well
as the homogeneity of the critical temperature over a millimeter scale. An example is
shown in Fig. 4.12, where the critical temperatures of diﬀerent 5 mm x 5 mm pieces cut
from the same 1cm x 1cm ﬁlm, each measured in two diﬀerent conﬁgurations of voltage
contacts are shown.
In particular, it turns out that the homogeneity of each part of the sample is very good.
As in evidence in Fig. 4.12, the R vs T curve measured in the two contacts conﬁgurations
(conf. A and conf. B) show the same values of T90c and T
10
c .
The homogeneity is also very good over diﬀerent regions of the same 1 cm x 1 cm ﬁlm as
shown in Fig. 4.13. The R vs T curves of the three diﬀerent pieces, measured with two
diﬀerent linear conﬁgurations of the V contacts and with the vdP conﬁgurations, show a
spread in T90c that is only equal o 0.17 K, and a spread in T
10
c which is only slightly larger
(0.25 K). This means that the ﬁlms diﬀer only in the width of the transition and not in
its onset. Also aging eﬀects (due to reaction with air/moisture) were analysed on the thin
ﬁlms by using resistance measurements because it gives rise to a decrease in the critical
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Figure 4.11: The local TAc values determined by PCARS (black points) compared with the R vs T curve
(red points) in: a,b) two different 5 mm x 5 mm pieces of film FK-NEW 049 (8% Co-doped); c) film
FK-NEW-070 (15% Co doped); d) film FK-NEW-043 (4% Co-doped). The inset shows schematically the
surface of the film, with the contacts for resistance measurements (white dots) and the regions where
the point-contact measurements were carried out (yellow dots). In some cases, e.g. in (a) and (b) they
partially coincide. Note that in these graphs the horizontal coordinate of the black points represents the
local TAc , while their vertical coordinate is arbitrary and has been chosen for convenience to coincide with
the resistance of the film at that temperature.
temperature and to an increase of non homogenous results on thin ﬁlms as shown in Fig.
4.14.
In this ﬁgure the resistance versus temperature curves obtained in Cobalt-doped Ba-122
thin ﬁlm with two diﬀerent linear conﬁgurations immediately after that they were kept
aou of the vacuum and after one week of exposure to atmosphere and moisture.
The above means that a single resistance measurements with the vdP conﬁgurations (that
probes a wider area of the surface than the collinear one) provides a good estimation of
the critical temperature on the thin ﬁlms, and that local variations in the critical tempera-
tures are within the experimental uncertainty in both the linear and the vdP conﬁguration
measurements. Speciﬁc results of the measurements performed on diﬀerent compounds
will report in the follow chapters devoted to each compounds analysed in this work.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic mounting of resistance measurements in two different collinear configurations is
shown in the right panel. R vs T curves obtained in Co-doped Ba 122 thin films with the two contact
configurations is shown in the left panel of figure.
Figure 4.13: R vs T curves obtained in three parts of the same film in two collinear configurations (see
PART1) and in vdP configuration (see PART2).
4.3 PCARS measurements: doping and critical temperature
of the energy gaps
The dependence of the superconducting gaps in epitaxial Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 thin ﬁlms on
the nominal doping x (0.04 ≤ x ≤ 0.15) was studied by means of point-contact Andreev-
reﬂection spectroscopy.
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Figure 4.14: Aging effect on Cobalt-doped Ba-122 thin film.
4.3.1 Experimental details
PCARS measurements have been performed by using the “soft” technique (see section 3.3)
in which a thin Au wire (∅ = 18µm) is kept in contact with the ﬁlm surface by means of
a small drop (∅ ≤ 100µm) of Ag conducting paste. The eﬀective size of the point contact
(PC) is of course much smaller than the area covered by the Ag paste: Parallel nanoscopic
contacts are likely to be formed here and there, between individual Ag grains and the
sample surface. In the speciﬁc case of the Co-doped Ba-122 thin ﬁlms analysed in this
work, conventional point-contact measurements gave either featureless spectra, or spectra
far from ideality, with a small Andreev signal superimposed to a background strongly de-
creasing with bias voltage [124] while the soft technique provides very often good spectra
with a clear spectroscopic signal, as we will show in the following. Analyses of the sur-
face of these ﬁlms carried out by means of atomic force microscopy, x-ray photoemission
spectroscopy, and scanning spreading resistance microscopy have provided an explanation
for this diﬀerent results [124]. They have shown the presence of a thin, inhomogeneous,
poorly conducting layer, due to reaction with air, that makes the local conductivity of the
surface highly position dependent. In these conditions, since the conventional technique
probes a very small portion of the surface, the probability of making the contact in a clean
region is rather low. In contrast, the drop of Ag paste used in the soft technique covers
a larger surface and allows a natural selection of the more conducting channels within a
micrometric region. It was also shown in section 4.2.1 that sample degradation can be
sensibly reduced keeping the samples in inert atmosphere (and this is what was done with
all the samples analysed in this work).
The PCARS spectra simply consist of the diﬀerential conductance dI/dV of the N-S con-
tact, as a function of the voltage. In principle, a point contact can provide spectroscopic
information only if the conduction is ballistic, i.e., electrons do not scatter in the contact
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region (see section 3.3). The fact that in these ﬁlms most of the contacts, irrespective
of their resistance, do show clear Andreev signals is again related to the particular na-
ture of the ﬁlm surface and to the fact that each contact is actually the parallel of many
nanoscopic contacts. As a matter of fact, the high residual resistivity (120µΩ cm for
x = 0.10) of the ﬁlms implies a small mean free path, reasonably of the order of a few
nanometers (even though its precise determination from the resistivity is not straightfor-
ward and would at least require the calculation of the plasma frequencies of the diﬀerent
bands). In these conditions (as discussed in the case of PCARS on thin ﬁlms of Sm-
FeAs(O,F) and LaFeAs(O,F) [125]) the ballistic or, at least, the diﬀusive [64] regime can
only be achieved when the (microscopic) PC is the parallel of several nanoscopic contacts
that fulﬁll the ballistic or diﬀusive conditions, and whose individual resistance is thus much
greater than that of the microscopic contact as a whole. This occurs rather naturally in
our ﬁlms thanks to the surface characteristics mentioned above.
Owing to the epitaxial structure of the ﬁlms and to the smoothness of their surface, the cur-
rent that ﬂows through the point contact is mainly parallel to the crystallographic c-axis.
By placing the contacts in diﬀerent regions of the sample surface, we were able to check
the homogeneity of the superconducting properties and to obtain some information about
their distribution. To allow a comparison of the experimental dI/dV vs V curves to the
theoretical models, the former must be ﬁrst normalized, i.e., divided by the normal-state
conductance curve (dI/dV )N vs V (in principle, recorded at the same temperature). This
curve is inaccessible to experiments because of the very high upper critical ﬁeld, and the
normal-state conductance measured just above Tc is unusable because of an anomalous
shift of the conductance curves across the superconducting transition, clearly visible in
Fig. 4.15. This eﬀect is typical of very thin ﬁlms and is related to a temperature- and
current-dependent spreading resistance contribution arising from the portion of the ﬁlm
between the point contact and the second voltage electrode [51].
A quantitative model has been recently proposed [68, 110]. For these reasons the nor-
malization can be rather critical in Fe-based compounds; here it was chosen to divide the
low-temperature conductance curves by a polynomial ﬁt of their own high-voltage tails,
as shown in the left inset of Fig. 4.15. For the same reason, the low-temperature spectra
were studied here. The normalized curves were ﬁtted with the 2D-BTK model (see section
3.3) in order to extract the gap values.
The local critical temperature (TAc ) can be determined by simply looking at the tempera-
ture dependence of the raw conductance curves; TAc is identiﬁed with the temperature at
which the features related to Andreev reﬂection disappear (see section 3.3), and its uncer-
tainty is determined by the width of the temperature steps between the acquired spectra.
TAc values are generally in very good agreement with the critical temperature of the whole
ﬁlm determined by resistance measurements as shown in the previous section since in most
cases they fall between T10c and T
90
c . A noticeable exception is the underdoped sample
(x = 0.04) in which some spectra show a zero-bias peak that becomes clearer on increas-
ing temperature and persists in the normal state. This eﬀect has also been observed by
other groups [126, 127] and might be related to some magnetic scattering rather than to
superconductivity. This issue is still under debate, and here only PCARS spectra that do
not show this anomaly will be reported.
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Figure 4.15: Temperature dependence of the spectrum of a point contact on an 8% Co-doped film, up
to the critical temperature and above. The shift of the spectra is clearly seen. The left inset shows the
low-temperature spectrum and the polynomial curve that fits its tails used for normalization. The right
inset reports the temperature dependence of the resistance of the film. The shift of the spectra correlates
with the onset of resistivity in the film. In this case, TAc = 25.4± 0.3 K [35].
4.3.2 Results and discussion
Fig. 4.16 shows some representative examples of the many PCARS spectra recorded in
ﬁlms at diﬀerent doping (symbols), from x = 0.04 (top panel) to x = 0.15 (bottom panel).
For x ≥ 0.08 the shape of all the curves is clearly incompatible with a single gap. These
spectra show two symmetric maxima at low energy (or a small ﬂat region around zero bias,
as in the bottom panel) which are the hallmark of the small gap ∆S , plus additional shoul-
ders or changes in slope at higher energy that are due to the second, larger gap ∆L. The
case of x = 0.04, where the double-gap structure is not evident, is in some sense anomalous
and will be discussed in more detail later. The additional structures often visible at higher
energy (about 20 meV for x ≥ 0.08) are related to the strong coupling between electrons
and spin ﬂuctuations [66, 68]. Here, these structures are disregarded as the main interest
of this section is devoted to the gap amplitudes also because their presence does not aﬀect
in any way the values of the gaps extracted from the ﬁt.
Solid lines superimposed to the experimental data of Fig. 4.16 represent their best ﬁt
within the two-band 2D-BTK model. The values of these parameters for the curves shown
in Fig.4.16 are reported in Table 4.4. Because of the number of parameters, the set of their
best-ﬁtting values for a given spectrum is not univocal, especially when the signal is not
very high as in Fe-based compounds.
Based on the results obtained in Ba(Fe1−xCox)As2 single crystals at optimal doping [66],
the two gaps were initially assumed to be isotropic. This assumption works well in the
whole doping range analyzed here, thus indicating that there are no clear signs of a change
in the gap symmetry and structure on increasing the doping content. In this respect it
should be noted that the 2D-BTK model is not the most sensitive to the subtle details of
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Figure 4.16: Low-temperature normalized PCARS spectra (symbols) in films with different Co content:
x = 0.04 (a), x = 0.08 (b), x = 0.10 (c), and x = 0.15 (d), together with their two-band 2D-BTK fit (lines).
The corresponding fitting parameters are listed in Table 4.4. The gap values ∆S and ∆L indicated in the
panels are instead the average over different possible fits of the same curve, as explained in the text. The
normal-state resistance of the contacts is also indicated, as well as the local critical temperature TAc .
x ∆S (meV) ΓS ZS ∆L (meV) ΓL ZL WS 2∆S/kBT 2c 2∆L/kBT
2
c
0.04 1.80 1.52 0.16 3.6 2.59 0.17 0.48 5.73 ± 0.71 11.47 ± 1.41
0.08 3.90 2.70 0.23 10.60 7.00 0.39 0.40 3.61 ± 0.07 9.82 ± 0.20
0.10 3.20 2.40 0.25 8.80 7.30 0.32 0.50 2.72 ± 0.05 7.47 ± 0.14
0.15 2.75 2.03 0.20 7.00 2.90 0.20 0.50 2.96 ± 0.08 7.54 ± 0.21
Table 4.4: Fitting parameters of the spectra shown in Fig. 4.16 where each set of parameters is relevant
to the individual BTK curve shown in the corresponding panel. The gaps ∆S and ∆L and the broadening
parameters ΓS and ΓL are expressed in meV. The uncertainty on the gap ratio is due to the uncertainty
on the critical temperature.
the gap structure, so this result does not exclude gap anisotropies either in the plane or in
the c direction whose existence has been claimed or predicted in Co-doped Ba-122 [11] and
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more generally in the 122 systems [77, 128]. It must be noted, however, that if extended
node lines (predicted in particular conditions in 122 compounds [44]) were present, they
would give rise to quasiparticle excitations with very small energy that can be detected by
PCARS, as shown in the case of Ca(Fe,Co)2As2 [36].
Fig. 4.17 shows two examples of the many (almost 20) conductance curves measured in
three diﬀerent ﬁlms with x = 0.08. The curves have diﬀerent shapes but the values of
the gaps extracted from their ﬁt (indicated in the legend) are compatible with one an-
other. The other ﬁtting parameters are listed in the caption. As shown in panel (c) of
the same ﬁgure, there is no correlation between the gap values extracted from the ﬁt of
diﬀerent spectra and the resistance of the contact. This fact supports the spectroscopic
nature of the contacts [125] and excludes the presence of spreading-resistance eﬀects [51]
in the measurements presented in this work at low temperature. More generally, the con-
sistency of the gap values obtained in diﬀerent regions of the same ﬁlm is good proof of
the macroscopic homogeneity of the superconducting properties, while the consistency of
the values obtained in diﬀerent ﬁlms with the same doping is proof of the reproducibility
of the deposition process.
For x = 0.04 the spectra often show very clear shoulders at energies of the order of 7 meV
in addition to conductance maxima at about 3 meV, as shown in Fig. 4.18. The shoulders
are fast suppressed on increasing temperature or upon application of a magnetic ﬁeld (they
look completely washed out already at 5 K, or in a ﬁeld of 1 T). If one assumes that they
are due to a superconducting gap and ﬁts the spectra with the two-band 2D-BTK model,
the relevant amplitude ∆∗ turns out to be of the order of 6-9 meV. Since the measured ﬁlm
showed a T90c of less than 10 K, these values are clearly unphysical for a superconducting
gap. The smaller gap obtained from the same 2D-BTK ﬁt turns out to range between
1.1 and 3.2 meV and its Andreev signal shows a conventional dependence on temperature
and magnetic ﬁeld. In a small number of spectra, of which an example is shown in Fig.
4.18b the structures at about 7 meV are not present at all and a single, much narrower
structure is observed, whose width is of the order of 3 meV. These spectra admit a ﬁt with
the single-gap BTK model, giving a gap of the order of 2 meV, but the two-band BTK
model still works better [see the inset to Fig. 4.18(b)] and gives a small gap ∆S of the
order of 1.5 meV and a larger gap ∆L of about 2.5-3.0 meV. Although this fact alone does
not allow concluding that in this compound two gaps survive, we will refer from now on
to the results of the two-gap ﬁt on the basis of plausibility arguments. Indeed, even at
4% Co doping, the Ba-122 system retains a multiband electronic structure and there is no
reason to believe that the two gaps observed at higher doping should “merge” into one.
This eﬀect is theoretically predicted in the presence of strong disorder [129] but would be
accompanied by a strong suppression of the critical temperature, while the Tc of our 4%
Co-doped ﬁlm is identical to that of single crystals with the same Co content, where two
gaps have been measured by speciﬁc heat [130].
Fig. 4.18(c) shows a summary of the values of ∆S , ∆L, and ∆∗ obtained from the two-
band ﬁt of spectra of the ﬁrst and second type, plotted as a function of the resistance of
the contacts RN . Clearly, the larger “energy scale” ∆∗ depends on the contact resistance,
which (together with the anomalous dependence on temperature and magnetic ﬁeld) in-
dicates that the structures around 7 meV are not due to a superconducting gap. Further
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Figure 4.17: (a), (b) Two examples of PCARS spectra taken in different films of Ba(Fe0.92Co0.08)2As2.
Despite the different shape of the spectra, the gap values obtained from the fit are consistent. The fit
shown in (a) was obtained with ∆S = 4.25 meV, ΓS = 3.60 meV, ZS = 0.25, ∆L = 9.90 meV, ΓL = 4.70
meV, ZL = 0.34, wL = 0.60. The fit in (b) was obtained with ∆S = 3.70 meV, ΓS = 2.35 meV, ZS = 0.18,
L = 9.00 meV, ∆L = 3.25 meV, ZL = 0.30, wL = 0.40. (c) Gap amplitudes as a function of the resistance
of the contacts, which shows the absence of any correlation between these quantities and demonstrates the
spectroscopic nature of the contacts. This panel includes data taken in three different films.
conﬁrmation comes from the weight of ∆∗ in the ﬁt, which depends on RN (unlike for
superconducting gaps), decreasing from 0.8 to 0.6 when RN goes from 58 Ω to 17 Ω. This
reﬂects the fact that the amplitude of the relevant structures decreases on decreasing RN ;
consequently, their position is less easily identiﬁable (which may partly account for the
dependence of ∆∗ from RN ). On this basis, understanding the origin of these structures is
a diﬃcult task. The 4% doped sample falls well in the region of the phase diagram where
superconductivity and magnetism coexist, and which is still poorly understood. One might
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Figure 4.18: (a), (b) Two examples of PCARS spectra taken in different points of the same film (5 x 5
mm2) of Ba(Fe0.96Co0.04)2As2. The spectrum in (a) shows clear shoulders around 7 meV and conductance
maxima at lower energy. The solid line represents the best fit of the curve obtained within the 2D-BTK
model assuming that the shoulders are due to a superconducting gap ∆∗. The fitting parameters are
∆L = 2.8 meV, ΓL = 1.15 meV, ZL = 0.24, ∆
∗ = 9.8 meV, Γ∗ = 4.75 meV, Z∗ = 0.25, wS = 0.2. The
spectrum in (b) instead does not show shoulders but a single maximum at zero bias, and the FWHM of the
whole structure is of the order of 3 meV. The solid line is the two-band BTK fit, obtained with parameters
∆S = 1.35 meV, ΓS = 0.84 meV, Zs = 0.18, ∆L = 2.6 meV, ΓL = 1.8 meV, ZL = 0.4 , wS = 0.6. The
dashed line is the single-band BTK fit, obtained with parameters ∆ = 1.92 meV, Γ = 1.74 meV, Z = 0.12.
A magnification of the low-energy region (inset) shows that the two-gap fit is better. (c) Amplitudes of
the “gap” ∆ and of the gaps ∆S and ∆L as a function of the contact resistance RN .
speculate that these structures arise from a magnetic phase probed by a subset of nanocon-
tacts; the amplitude of the relevant signal in the spectrum, as well as the resistance of the
contact as a whole, may thus be related to the fraction of conduction channels in this
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phase.
Going back to Fig. 4.18(c), the smaller gaps do not show any dependence on the contact
resistance and seem to cluster in two groups indicated by squares and circles for clarity.
Although the two energy ranges are very close to each other, they do not overlap (even
taking into account the error bars), further supporting the picture of two gaps ∆S and ∆L.
Fig. 4.19 reports the (average) gap amplitudes ∆S and ∆L obtained in the various ﬁlms
as a function of the TAc (average) of the contacts. In other words, the values of ∆S and ∆L
reported here are the midpoints of the corresponding range of gap amplitudes obtained in
the ﬁt of diﬀerent curves. The width of the range is represented by the vertical error bars,
while the horizontal error bars indicate the range of TAc values in all the point contacts
made on that ﬁlm.
In Fig. 4.19 also the results of PCARS in single crystals [66, 126, 136] are reported as
Figure 4.19: Average gap amplitudes in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2thin films with different Co content obtained by
PCARS measurements (filled circles), plotted as a function of TAc . The other data points are taken from
literature, and specifically squares from Ref.[66], up triangles from Ref.[126], diamonds from Ref.[131],
down triangles from Ref.[132], left triangles from Ref.[133], stars from Ref.[134], asterisks from Ref.[135],
right triangles from Ref.[26], hexagons from Ref.[130], half-filled squares from Ref.[136], half-filled circles
from Ref.[137], and half-filled triangles from Ref.[138]. The techniques used for these measurements are
indicated in the legend. The upper and lower dashed lines correspond to a gap ratio 2∆/kBTc equal to
3.52 and 9.0, respectively.
well as the gap amplitudes determined either in ﬁlms or single crystals by means of other
techniques, namely, optical measurements [131, 132, 133, 137], speciﬁc heat [130], angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [26] and scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
[138].
At the highest Tc values, corresponding to x = 0.08 and x = 0.10, the gap values agree
rather well with those given by PCARS in single crystals [66, 126]. The large spread of ∆L
values given by PCARS has already been noticed in various Fe-based compounds [68] and
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its origin may be either intrinsic (e.g., anisotropy of ∆L) or extrinsic (uncertainty due to
the normalization). Finally, the values given by PCARS (especially for ∆L) are system-
atically larger than those given by optical measurements and speciﬁc-heat measurements.
This may be due to the approximations on which the ﬁt of the curves is based, but may also
hide some more fundamental property of Fe-based compounds. The small gap ∆S appears
much better deﬁned; the values provided by diﬀerent techniques are well consistent with
one another. Concerning the gap values away from optimal doping, it should be borne in
mind that Fig. 4.19 reports in the same plot the data for underdoped and overdoped sam-
ples; in particular, the points at Tc = 20.2 K refer to the x = 0.15 thin ﬁlm. If these points
are temporarily excluded from the analysis, a roughly linear trend of the gaps as a function
of Tc can be observed. The dashed lines in Fig. 4.19 have equations 2∆/kBTc = 3.52 and
2∆/kBTc = 9.0; it can be clearly seen that the small gap is approximately BCS for any x
between 0.04 and 0.10. Even though ∆L is aﬀected by a much larger uncertainty, it can
be said that 2∆L/kBTc ranges between 7 and 10 in the same doping range. The points at
x = 0.15 are instead outside this trend since the gap values here correspond to reduced
gap ratios. This point can be clariﬁed by plotting the gap amplitudes as a function of the
nominal doping, as in Fig. 4.20.
As expected, the trend of the gaps mimics the trend of the critical temperature, showing
Figure 4.20: Doping dependence of the gaps measured by PCARS (circles, left vertical scale) and of
the critical temperature from resistivity measurements (lines, right vertical scale). Triangles and squares
indicate the values of the gaps and of the critical temperature calculated within the three-band Eliashberg
model. The inset shows the dependence of the coupling strengths λ12 and λ13 on the Co content, together
with the total electron-boson coupling constant.
a maximum at x = 0.08 − 0.10. However, the trend is not symmetric in the sense that
in the overdoped region the gaps decrease “more” than the critical temperature, i.e., the
gap ratios decrease. The theoretical analysis of these results is presented in the following
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section.
4.3.3 PCARS measurements within the Eliashberg theory
The three-band Eliashberg model with a very small number of free parameters was already
demonstrated [59, 69] to be a strong tool for the study of the phenomenology of Fe-based
superconductors and allows explaining a large variety of their properties. Here the same
model was used to try to rationalize the experimental trend of the gaps as a function of
Tc or of the doping content x. The ﬁrst assumption of the model is that the electronic
structure of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 can be approximately described by one hole band (indicated
in the following as band 1) and two electron bands (2 and 3)[66, 69]. The gap symmetry
is assumed to be s± [28] so that the sign of ∆1 (here assumed positive) is opposite to
that of ∆2 and ∆3. Although PCARS, as well as many other spectroscopic techniques,
provides at most two gap amplitudes and does not allow associating them to a particular
FS sheet, the use of (at least) three eﬀective bands and thus three gaps is necessary for
the Eliashberg model to be able to reproduce the experimental results. However, ARPES
results in optimally Co-doped Ba-122 single crystals indicated that the larger gap belongs to
the holelike FS sheet [26]. With this in mind, it was assumed ∆1 ≃ |∆3| and |∆2| to be the
large and the small gaps measured by PCARS, respectively. This assumption is consistent
with the fact that the experimental results do not resolve the two larger gaps. To obtain
the gaps and the critical temperature within the s± wave three-band Eliashberg model
[139] one has to solve six coupled equations for the gaps ∆i(iωn) and the renormalization
functions Zi(iωn), where i is a band index (i = 1.3). The equations have been reported
elsewhere [59] their solution requires a large number of input parameters (18 functions and
9 constants); however, some of these parameters are correlated, some can be extracted
from experiments, and some can be ﬁxed by suitable approximations. For example, the
coupling constant matrix λij can be greatly simpliﬁed. In general, one should consider that
each matrix element has one contribution from phonons and one from antiferromagnetic
(AFM) spin ﬂuctuations (SF), i.e. λij = λ
ph
ij +λ
sf
ij . However, the coupling between the two
electron bands is small, and we thus take λ23 = λ32 = 0; the total electron-phonon coupling
in pnictides is generally small [70] and phonons mainly provide intraband coupling, so that
we assume λphij = 0; spin ﬂuctuations mainly provide interband coupling between the two
quasi-nested FS sheets [28], and thus it was assumed λsfij = 0. Finally, the electron-boson
coupling-constant matrix λij takes the following form [12, 59, 66]:
λij =

λ
ph
11 λ
sf
12 λ
sf
13
λsf21 λ
ph
22 0
λsf31 0 λ
ph
33


where λsf21 = λ
sf
12ν12 and λ
sf
31 = λ
sf
13ν13, with νij = Ni(0)/Nj(0) and Ni(0) is the normal
density of states at the Fermi level for the ith band. Another fundamental ingredient is
the electron-boson spectral function α2F (Ω) of the boson responsible for the pairing. The
shape of the electron-phonon spectral function is taken from literature [71] and we assume
α211F
ph(Ω) = α222F
ph(Ω) = α233F
ph(Ω) with λphii = 0.2 [72]. As for spin ﬂuctuations, we
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assume their spectrum to have a Lorentzian shape [59, 69]:
α2ijF
sf (Ω) = Cij{L(Ω + Ωij , Yij)− L(Ω− Ωij , Yij)}, (4.1)
where L(Ω±Ωij , Yij) = 1(Ω±Ωij)2+Yij . Cij are normalization constants, necessary to obtain
the proper values of λij while Ωij and Yij are the peak energies and half-widths of the
Lorentzian functions, respectively [59]. In all the calculations it was set Ωij = Ω
sf
0 and
Yij = Y
sf
ij = Ω
sf/2 [76]. Here, Ωsf0 is the characteristic energy of the AFM SF, assumed
to be equal to the spin-resonance energy, as veriﬁed experimentally by us in optimally Co-
doped Ba-122 single crystals [66, 68]. Its value is determined according to the empirical
relation Ωsf0 = 4.65kBTc (proposed in Ref. [5]). Band-structure calculations provide
information about the factors νij that enter the deﬁnition of λij . In the case of optimally
doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2, ν12 = 1.12 and ν13 = 4.50 [140]. As a ﬁrst approximation,
these values have been used here for all Co contents. Moreover, based on the fact that
the Coulomb pseudopotential is probably small in these compounds [77] we assume all the
elements of the pseudopotential matrix to be identically zero (µ∗ii = µ
∗
ij = 0): ﬁnally, the
eﬀect of disorder was neglected, owing to the high quality of the ﬁlms.
Finally, only two free parameters remain, i.e., the coupling constants λsf12 and λ
sf
13. These
parameters can be tuned in such a way to reproduce the experimental values of the small
gap ∆S and of the critical temperature, which are the best-deﬁned experimental data;
the values of the large gap ∆L are indeed aﬀected by a larger relative uncertainty, and
moreover they might actually be a sort of weighted ńńaverage” of the two gaps ∆1 and
|∆3|. The larger gaps are therefore calculated with the values of λ
sf
12 and λ
sf
12 that allow
reproducing ∆S and Tc.
The result of these calculations is that (i) the trend of the experimental gaps ∆S and ∆L
as a function of Tc and of x in the samples with nominal Co content x = 0.04, 0.08, and
x = 0.10 can be reproduced by using λsf12 = 0.8 and λ
sf
13 = 1.33, and only changing the
value of the characteristic SF energy Ω0 according to the change in Tc; (ii) to reproduce
the values of the gaps and of Tc in the overdoped sample (x = 0.15) it is instead also
necessary to reduce the values of the two coupling constants: λsf12 = 0.5 and λ
sf
12 = 1.21.
The values of these two parameters are shown as a function of x in the inset of Fig. 4.20.
Note that the total coupling is λtot = 2.22 for x = 0.04, 0.08, and x = 0.10 and decreases to
λtot = 1.82 at x = 0.15. These values are in agreement with those found in literature [69, 72]
and indicate that Co-doped Ba-122 is a strongcoupling superconductor at all the doping
contents analyzed here. The main panel of Fig. 4.20 also reports the calculated values
of the gaps as a function of x. The agreement between the theoretical and experimental
values of Tc and of the small gap is very good; the large gap is underestimated around
optimal doping, but the trend is qualitatively correct. The agreement might be improved
if the feedback eﬀect of the condensate on the bosonic excitations [74, 75] was taken into
account, which was not done in this work for simplicity.
Study of the surface homogeneity by means of PCARS
The determination of the local gap values is not a standard surface characterization tech-
nique for thin ﬁlms; however, the homogeneity of the gap amplitude over the surface is a
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useful indication if the ﬁlms are meant to be used for electronic applications (especially in
the long-term purpose of realizing circuits with multiple Josephson junctions, large-area
SQUIDs and so on). Therefore the application of the Point-contact Andreev reﬂection
spectroscopy for this purpose is here discussed brieﬂy, after the discussion of the tradi-
tional application of this technique.
For example, the values of the gaps determined by means of PCARS in the same point
contacts used for the measurement of the local TAc (see left inset to Fig. 4.9). Fig. 4.21a
shows two of the normalized PCARS spectra measured at 4.2 K on one of the 8% Co-doped
Ba122 thin ﬁlms.
Fig. 4.21b reports the values of the gaps obtained in diﬀerent point contacts. The values
Figure 4.21: Examples of PCARS results on a Co-doped Ba-122 thin film. (a) Two examplesof normalized
PCARS spectra measured in different points of the same 8% Co-dopedfilm (symbols) with the relevant 2D
BTK fit (lines). The values of the gap amplitudes ∆L and ∆S are indicated in the labels. (b) Summary of
gap values obtained in differentspectra in the same film (squares). The horizontal dashed bands represent
the range of gap values found in single crystals with the same doping content [33].
are rather well compatible with one another; in particular, a good homogeneity of the
small gap is observed, while the large gap shows greater spread: it varies within a range
of about 3 meV including the error bars (this spread is however not unusual in Fe-based
compounds [2]). Note that, as discussed in the previous section, the gap amplitudes show
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no dependence on the contact resistance, that here varies by over one order of magnitude.
The values of the gaps obtained in these ﬁlms may be compared to those obtained in single
crystals. In general, this comparison can tell whether the superconducting properties of
the bulk are weakened in thin ﬁlms. Here, because of the strong eﬀect of the substrate,
thin ﬁlms are structurally diﬀerent from the bulk material so that this comparison must
be taken more cautiously. Anyway, just for the sake of discussion, the gap values mea-
sured in c-axis contacts in single crystals with critical temperature (measured by transport)
Tonsetc = 24.5 K turned out to be ∆S = 4.1± 0.4 meV and ∆L = 9.2± 1.0 meV [66].
These ranges are indicated in Fig. 4.21 by dashed bands. It is clear that the values of
∆S and ∆L obtained in crystals lie well within the range of measured amplitudes in ﬁlms,
although in the latter case the spread is larger for both the small and the large gap. Itis
also true, however, that single crystals were much smaller than the ﬁlms (the top surface
area was at most 1 x 1 mm2) and that an extensive study of the spatial homogeneity of
the gaps in these samples was not performed.
4.4 PCARS on Ba-122 thin films within the 3D-BTK model
Before the conclusions of this study of the Ba(Fe,Co)2As2 thin ﬁlms, some results about
the anisotropy of the pairing wavefunction or on the number, amplitude and symmetry of
the energy gaps will be discussed. Moreover, it will be shown how the analysis of PCARS
results within a suitable 3D generalization of the BTK model allowed obtaining qualitative
information about the topology of the Fermi surface in 8% Co-doped Ba122 thin ﬁlm on
two diﬀerent substrate. The epitaxial thin ﬁlms growth on CaF2 and on on MgO substrate
with Fe buﬀer layer were described in section 4.1.1.
4.4.1 Calculation of the Fermi Surface
The FS of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 at x = 0.08 was calculated by using the lattice constants
a = b = 3.9625 Å and c = 13.0168 Å as in Ref. [141], within the density-functional
theory (DFT) by using the Elk FP-LAPWCode (http://elk.sourceforge.net/) and the GGA
approach for the exchange correlation potential [142]. A virtual-crystal approximation was
used in order to take into account the partial substitution of Fe with Co [143]. The choice
of the doping content is based on the fact that the PCARS measurements here discussed
were carried out on Ba(Fe1.92Co0.08)2As2. The Fermi surface calculated as here described
are shown in Fig. 4.22a.
The Fermi surface features two hole-like sheets around the Γ−Z direction - both having the
shape of warped cylinders, although the warping of the outer one is much more marked -
and two electron-like warped cylinders with the characteristic ‘elliptical” cross-section that
depends on kz.
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Figure 4.22: (a) Fermi surface of Ba(Fe1.92Co0.08)2As2, with the strongly warped hole-like FS sheets around
Γ and the electron-like FS sheets at the corners of the Brillouin zone. (b) The model Fermi surface used
in the 3D BTK model. Matt surfaces are the Fermi surface sheets, while the gridded surfaces indicate
the amplitude of the relevant gap. The drawing refers to the case of isotropic gaps on both the bands.
(c) Theoretical curves calculated for I || ab (1 and 2) and I || c (3 and 4) and using the Fermi surface of
panel (b). The gap amplitudes indicated in the labels were chosen in order to fit the position of the gap
features in the experimental curves of panel (d). The other fitting parameters are the following: for curve
1, Γ1 = 1.85 meV, Z1 = 0.03, Γ2 = 3.6 meV, Z2 = 0.31; for curve 2, Γ1 = 1.75 meV, Z1 = 0.08, Γ2 = 3.0
meV, Z2 = 0.245; for curve 3, Γ1 = 2.8 meV, Z1 = 0.05, Γ2 = 1.3 meV, Z2 = 0; for curve 4, Γ1 = 3.85
meV, Z1 = 0.1, Γ2 = 1.4 meV, Z2 = 0. (d) Some examples of the experimental curves measured in 8%
Co-doped BaFe2As2 with I || ab (top) and I || c (bottom). The lowest-lying curve was measured in the
epitaxial films with x = 0.08 and Tc = (23.8± 0.7) K (see section 4.1.1), the others in single crystals [142].
4.4.2 3D-BTK model on Ba122 thin films PCARS spectra
Fig. 4.22b shows the shape of the FS that was chosen for the calculation of the PCARS
spectra within the 3D BTK model. It is simply made up of two hyperboloids of revolution,
one for the outer hole-like FS sheet (the inner one is neglected) and one for the two electron-
like sheets. The problem now arises of which symmetry of the order parameter one should
assume to calculate the PCARS spectra.
A number of experimental results reported in literature indicate for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 two
isotropic gaps. The ﬁrst directional PCARS measurements in single crystals (x = 0.07,
Tc = 23 K) [144] that were carried out in the needle-anvil conﬁguration and with the
current along the c axis, showed clear Andreev signals but no evidence of multiple gaps and
were ﬁtted by a single- gap, s-wave 2D BTK model. Our directional PCARS measurements
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in nominally 10% Co-doped Ba122 single crystals with Tc = 24.5 K [66] gave spectra with
clear two-band structures in either the I || ab and I || c conﬁgurations. These spectra were
successfully ﬁtted by using a two-band 2D BTK model with two isotropic gaps, as the
PCARS spectra in the previous section.
On the other hand, indications in favor of a complicated 3D structure of the gap (at least on
the hole-like FS) with lines of zeros or deep minima were provided by directional thermal
conductivity [50] and Raman spectroscopy [49] measurements; this possibility has been
shown theoretically to be compatible with the general s± symmetry [11].
Considering these suggestions, the theoretical PCARS spectra within the 3D BTK model
by assuming two isotropic gaps, ∆1 on the hole-like FS and ∆2 on the electron-like FS were
calculated, in order to verify whether this assumption allows reproducing the experimental
data, in particular the representative spectra reported in Fig. 4.22d.
The ﬁrst three spectra were measured in single crystals of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 with nominal
x = 0.1, bulk Tonc = 24.5 K and δTc = 1 K [66], with the current parallel to the ab plane
(ﬁrst two curves) and to the c axis (third curve). All of them feature multiple structures
that can be interpreted as being due to two distinct gaps and to the strong coupling of
electrons to spin ﬂuctuations whose characteristic energy Ω is around 12 meV (the relevant
structure occurring at about ∆1 + Ω if ∆1 is the large gap). The bottom curve of Fig.
4.22d was measured in epitaxial thin ﬁlms (having the c axis normal to the surface) with
x = 0.08 and Tc = (23.8± 0.7) K grown on a MgO substrate, with a Fe buﬀer layer. The
multigap structures in this curve are even clearer than in single crystals; as shown by the
vertical lines, the position of the gap features is the same for all the curves, which is a
good indication of consistency. By using the 3D BTK model and the FS of panel (b), the
experimental curves of panel (d) were ﬁt. To do so, all the parameters (including the gap
amplitudes) were taken as being adjustable, rather than ﬁxing the values of the gaps as it
was done for other compounds [142].
Fig. 4.22c reports the theoretical curves that best ﬁt the experimental ones of panel (d).
The gap amplitudes are reported in the legend, the other parameters in the caption. It is
interesting to note that: i) the ﬁt is generally capable of reproducing the position of the
gap-related structures by using consistent values of the gaps, i.e., ∆1 = (11.0 ± 1.0) meV
and ∆2 = (3.8±0.8) meV; ii) the ﬁt in the region eV> ∆1 works well in thin ﬁlms, but fails
in single crystals where large electron-boson coupling structures dominate the spectrum
above 15 meV. This is actually obvious since the electron-boson structures cannot be
reproduced by a BTK model unless the explicit energy dependence of the order parameter
is taken into account; iii) the ﬁt works well in the subgap region eV< ∆1 only in ab-plane
contacts. In the case I || c instead the theoretical curves systematically show a zero-bias
dip which is much deeper than the experimental one. This happens even if both Z1 and
Z2 are unrealistically taken to be zero, because of the aforementioned Z-enhancing eﬀect
related to the shape of the relevant FS sheet. The failure of the model in reproducing the
zero-bias region of the curves in c-axis contacts clearly indicates that either: i) there is some
additional eﬀect, not considered here, that gives rise to a zero-bias enhancing that partially
compensates the signal depletion due to the shape of the FS, or ii) the smaller gap is not
isotropic. The two possibilities are still under investigation, but preliminary (although
detailed) results show that the existence on the hole-like FS of horizontal and/or vertical
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node lines could not be suﬃcient to explain the observed discrepancy. In this regard, it
is worth noting that only the use of the 3D BTK model allows unveiling eﬀects like this,
while the 2D BTK model (based on the assumption of spherical FS and with an adjustable
weight) allows ﬁtting the curves in both directions without any diﬃculty, as was done in
[66].
4.5 Conclusions
The results reported so far on Ba(Fe,Co)2As2 represents the ﬁrst systematic study of the
superconductive properties carried out on thin ﬁlms. Without any trivial measurements
and data analysis, many unexpected results were obtained. Diﬀerent Co-doped Ba-122
thin ﬁlms of about 50 nm thickness, prepared by PLD on (001) CaF2 single crystalline
substrates, were morphologically and structurally characterized by means of RHEED, FE-
SEM and AFM measurements. The ﬁlms grow generally in a terraced island mode, with
ﬂat rectangular terraces that for example for 8% Cobalt content sample are of about 100
nm in size protruding by about 5 nm out of a back ground of well-connected grains. The
surface of the samples is very smooth and homogeneous. The actual cobalt content, mea-
sured by EDX, is in good agreement with the nominal one for each samples here studied.
Nevertheless, these ﬁlms are slightly underdoped (indeed, the maximum Tc is achieved for
x = 0.10) as also witnessed by the minimum in their R(T) curve. The discrepancy with the
case of single crystals [115] is thus likely to arise from the strong compressive strain (and
the consequent enhancement of the c/a ratio) induced by the CaF2 substrate on Co-doped
Ba-122 [113].
The critical temperature determined by electric transport measurements is indeed by al-
most 2 K higher than that of single crystals with the same cobalt content for the thin
ﬁlm with x ≥ 0.8. The local surface critical temperature TAc was determined by point-
contact spectroscopy in diﬀerent regions of a given ﬁlm. It turned out to be in perfect
agreement with the resistive transition. The superconducting gaps measured by means of
PCARS measurements are rather homogeneous over the surface on a millimetric scale, and
their amplitudes are well compatible with those measured in single crystals of the same
compound. All these features are fundamental in view of applications in superconducting
electronics. The energy gaps of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 in a wide range of nominal doping
(0.04 < x < 0.15) were determined by means of soft PCARS measurements. Several
PCARS spectra were acquired on each sample, with the probe current injected perpendic-
ular to the ﬁlm surface and thus mainly along the c axis. In the optimal-overdoped region
of the phase diagram the PCARS spectra admit a ﬁt with the two-band 2D-BTK model
using two isotropic gaps, and their shape does not suggest the presence of node lines on
the FS; in the strongly underdoped sample (x = 0.04) a ﬁt with a single isotropic gap is
also possible, though a little worse than the two-gap one. Altogether, these results show
no clear hints of changes in the gap symmetry or structure in the doping range of the ﬁlms
analysed in this work, although the shape of the spectra does not allow excluding some
degree of gap anisotropy.
The small gap turns out to be approximately BCS, with a ratio 2∆S/kBTc = 3.7 ± 0.8
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(the uncertainty arises from the statistical spread of gap values) for x < 0.10, and smaller
(2.6±0.3) at x = 0.15. The second gap is much larger, with a ratio 2∆L/kBTc of the order
of 9 for x < 0.10 and 6.5 for x = 0.15.
The trend of the gaps and of Tc as a function of the Co content can be reproduced by a
simple s± Eliashberg model in which the spectrum of the mediating boson is that of spin
ﬂuctuations, and its characteristic energy coincides with the energy of the spin resonance.
The decrease of the gap ratios in the overdoped samples is reﬂected in the values of the
coupling strengths that are constant for x < 0.10 and slightly decrease at x = 0.15. This
result ﬁnds a natural explanation within the picture of s± superconductivity mediated by
spin ﬂuctuations: In the overdoped regime, far from the AFM region of the phase diagram,
superconductivity may suﬀer from a suppression of the spin ﬂuctuations and the loss of
nesting [145], which could lead to a decrease in the superconducting interband coupling
that, in turn, produces a larger decrease of the gaps in comparison ith the reduction of the
critical temperature.
Finally, even if the experimental PCARS spectra do not show any zero-bias peak and can
indeed be ﬁtted well within the 2D BTK model by using two isotropic gaps, also the 3D
BTK model gave some preliminary results. Indeed if the geometry of the FS is taken into
account, as in the 3D model, it turns out that two isotropic gaps cannot account completely
for the experimental spectra. In particular, a deep zero-bias dip for I || c is expected but
not observed, suggesting that either the gap is zero in some regions of the FS (although
simple node lines seem to be insuﬃcient, which could point to the existence of ‘hot spots”
recently predicted on the hole-like FS), or additional phenomena are taking place that give
rise to a zero-bias peak that partly compensates the depletion.
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Chapter 5
Fe(Te,Se)
The Fe-based FSc Fe(Te1−xSex) has recently been the subject of an intense research eﬀort,
both experimental and theoretical. Despite its simpler structure if compared to 122 com-
pounds [5], this material has been challenging the researchers and several of its properties
have been (or still are) controversial. From the experimental point of view, for example, the
presence of exceeding Fe has eﬀects on the critical temperature, on the transport properties
and on the magnetic properties (i.e. the spin ﬂuctuations) which are not so easy to disen-
tangle from the eﬀects of the Se substitution [24]. Moreover, one of the fundamental steps
in the study of new superconductors is the determination of the number, the symmetry and
the amplitude of the superconducting energy gaps, but also in this respect Fe(Te1−xSex)
has long been a puzzle. Various experimental techniques have given conﬂicting results,
ranging from single [24, 52, 146, 147, 148] or multiple isotropic gaps [149, 150, 151, 152],
to highly anisotropic or nodal gap(s) [153, 154]. The amplitudes of the gaps and of the
gap ratios 2∆/kBTc are considerably scattered as well, so that it is diﬃcult to extract a
consistent picture. This is complicated by the fact that all the measurements reported in
literature have been performed on a single doping content.
In this chapter the study of Fe(Te1−xSex) compounds with diﬀerent Se content is reported.
The investigation of the transport properties and of the energy gaps of Fe(Te1−xSex) thin
ﬁlms with diﬀerent Se content (x = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5) by the group of Prof. Maeda at the
Univeristy of Tokyo (partner of the Japanese consortium of the EU-Japan Project IRON
SEA) was carried out by the candidate mainly by means of PCARS spectroscopy. A deep
analysis of the properties of this compound were performed by means of resistance and
PCARS measurements also on Fe(Te1−xSex) single crystals.
5.1 Properties of Fe(Te1−xSex) samples
In this section the general properties of the samples of Fe(Te1−xSex) compounds are re-
ported. The results of the preliminary characterization were performed by the partners
of the Iron Sea Project after the deposition in order to clarify the interplay between thin
ﬁlms and substrate by means of EDX and TEM measurements [155].
Unfortunately these compounds are air-sensitive. This did not allow performing all the
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measurements performed on Ba-122 thin ﬁlms in order to characterize the morphological
properties of the surface and the structural properties. Indeed the exposure to air was
minimized and no AFM and FESEM measurements were performed on Fe(Te1−xSex) thin
ﬁlms, after the characterization measurements performed after the deposition.
5.1.1 Samples growth
Thin films on CaF2 substrate
The ﬁlms were grown by the group of prof. Maeda at the Tokyo University by pulsed
laser deposition (PLD) using a KrF excimer laser (wavelength 248 nm) starting from
a Fe(Te1−xSex) target, on top of commercially available CaF2 (100) substrates. They
reported the following parameters of the deposition: laser repetition rate 10 Hz, laser
energy 300 mJ, substrate temperature 280◦C, back pressure 10−7 Torr [155, 156, 157].
Some of the ﬁlms were deposited by using a specially designed metal mask, directly put
on top of the substrate, in order to obtain a six-terminal shape convenient for transport
(resistivity) measurements (see Fig. 5.1 left panel). Others were instead deposited on
the whole substrate (about 0.5 × 0.5 cm2) just to provide a larger area for point-contact
spectroscopy measurements (see Fig5.1 right panel).
Figure 5.1: Fe(Te1−xSex) thin film with x = 0.3 Se content deposited by using a specially designed metal
mask, directly put on top of the CaF2 substrate (left panel) and with x = 0.5 Se content deposited on the
whole area of the CaF2 substrate (right panel).
Thin films on MgO substrate
The ﬁlms were grown by pulsed laser ablation in a ultra high vacuum system [158, 159]
starting from a Fe(Te0.5Se0.5) target prepared by direct synthesis from high-purity mate-
rials (Fe 99.9%, Se 99.9% and Te 99.999%) with a two-step procedure on single-crystals
MgO substrate. The details of the deposition of the samples grown by the group of Dr.
Ferdeghini (CNR-SPIN in Genova), are reported in [159].
The substrates were glued with silver paint onto a stainless steel sample holder compatible
with the used scanning tunneling microscope (STM) (Omicron Nanotechnology GmbH).
Deposition temperature, as measured by an infrared pyrometer, ranged between 300 and
650 ◦C. The ﬁlms were deposited under high-vacuum conditions at a residual gas pressure
of 5x10−9 mbar at the deposition temperature. The quality of the growth was in situ
monitored by reﬂection high energy electron diﬀraction (RHEED) analysis and completed
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by X-ray analysis [159].
The samples were analysed by means of transport and PCARS measurements. However
the interdiﬀusion of oxygen and the evidence that the ﬂuoride substrates are more suitable
as substrates for Fe 11 superconducting thin ﬁlm than oxide substrate [155] have led to
prefer thin ﬁlm on CaF2 (100) substrates. In any case a comparison between the thin ﬁlms
on diﬀerent substrates is reported at least in the phase diagram reported in the following
section.
Single crystals
The Fe(Se0.2Te0.8) single crystals (used here as a term of comparison for thin ﬁlms) were
grown by the group of prof. Maeda at the Tokyo University, as described in ref. [160],
by using Bridgman method starting from stoichiometrically weighed Fe (99.999% pure),
Se (99.999% pure) and Te (99.999% pure). The as-grown crystals were then annealed in
a moderate vacuum atmosphere (≃ 1 Pa). Unlike annealing in high vacuum, this process
has been shown to increase signiﬁcantly the critical temperature, probably thanks to the
formation of an iron oxide layer on the surface (due to the reaction with the residual oxygen)
that drags the excess Fe out of the bulk. The oxide layer is then removed mechanically.
5.1.2 Effect of substrate on the properties of thin films
The CaF2 substrate is known to cause a sizable lattice strain in ﬁlms of Ba(Fe,Co)2As2
that results in a stretch of the phase diagram with respect to that of single crystals [35].
In the case of Fe(Te1−xSex) ﬁlms, the a-axis (c-axis) parameter is shorter (larger) than
in single crystals [157, 161] and the critical temperature is considerably enhanced as well
[157, 162]. Even if at a ﬁrst glance this was expected to be correlated to strain eﬀect
of the substrate, TEM and EDX measurements have recently revealed that this seems to
arise mainly from the chemical substitution of anions at the Fe(Te1−xSex)/CaF2 interface,
while the lattice mismatch plays a secondary role [155]. In other words the close correlation
between Tc and the structure of the lattice parameters of the thin ﬁlms [156, 163] should
be considered together with the chemical contamination.
Indeed the question of what substrates are suitable for the growth of thin ﬁlms remains
open. It seems that superconductivity is not correlated with the lattice mismatch; rather
it is correlated with the degree of in-plane orientation and with the lattice parameter ratio
c/a [156]. In this dissertation the candidate handled with Fe(Te1−xSex) thin ﬁlms on two
diﬀerent substrates. The results were compared in order to highlight the eﬀect of substrates
on the critical temperature Tc.
In Fe(Te1−xSex) thin ﬁlms on CaF2 substrate, chemical interdiﬀusion is clearly visible
in TEM measurements performed by the group of prof. Maeda and it occurs in a thin
region of the order of 10 nm across the interface (see e.g. ﬁlms A and B of ref.[155]).
Since the thickness of these ﬁlms is 100 nm for x = 0.3 and 0.4, and 86 nm for x = 0.5,
this does not aﬀect the composition of the ﬁlms at the surface, as also clearly shown by
EDX measurements at diﬀerent depths [155]. The same results, as well as the absence
of anomalous Hall eﬀect [164] indicate that the excess Fe is negligible in these ﬁlms. As
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witnessed by XRD measurements, the ﬁlms do not present detectable amounts of impurity
phases, are c-axis oriented, and grow with a 45◦ rotation with respect to the underlying
CaF2 substrate, i.e. Fe(Te1−xSex) [100] ‖ CaF2 [110].
In Fe(Te0.5Se0.5) thin ﬁlms on MgO substrate broad peaks were observed by XRD analysis
indicating probably the not excellent quality of the layer [159] due to the intrinsic nature
of the substrate as conﬁrm the same results obtained by Y. Imai and coworkers [156].
5.2 Resistance measurements
The transport properties, in terms of critical temperature on millimeter scale, were analysed
by the candidate on the Fe(Te1−xSex) samples in order to verify also the good condition
of the superconducting properties of the thin ﬁlms. The resistivity was measured by using
the four-probe van der Pauw conﬁguration which is shown in Fig. 5.1 (right panel) on the
Fe(Te0.5Se0.5)/CaF2 thin ﬁlm. The resistivity of the single crystals were gently measured
by the group of prof. Maeda (Tokyo University).
Fig. 5.2a reports the resistivity of the three ﬁlms on CaF2 substrate with x = 0.3, 0.4 and
0.5 as a function of temperature. The critical temperatures T90c and T
10
c are listed in the
caption of the same ﬁgure. A magniﬁcation of the (normalized) curves in the region of the
transition is reported in Fig. 5.2b, where also the normalized resistivity of a Fe(Se0.2Te0.8)
single crystal is reported for comparison.
Fig. 5.3 reports the critical temperatures (T10c and T
90
c ) of the samples studied in this
PhD work by means of resistance and of PCARS measurements on top of a phase diagram
for Fe(Te,Se) recently appeared in literature together with the measured performed on the
FeTe0.5Se0.5 thin ﬁlm on MgO. The measures performed on this sample did not contribute
to the study of the fundamental properties carried on the Fe(Te,Se) compounds as previous
justiﬁed. Nevertheless, the comparison between the results obtained on diﬀerent substrates
agree and complete the results present in literature [156, 159].
The critical temperature of the FeTe0.6Se0.4 thin ﬁlm on CaF2 agree with that found in
single crystals (blue dots) while Tc of the Fe(Te0.7Se0.3) and Fe(Te0.5Se0.5) thin ﬁlms are
higher. The Tc of the ﬁlm of FeSe0.5Te0.5 on MgO substrate is higher than that of single
crystals. This disagreements are not surprising because of the eﬀects of the substrate on
the superconducting properties as mentioned in the previous section.
The comparison between the local critical temperatures determined by PCARS in thin
Fe(Se,Te) ﬁlms and the R vs T curve measured in the same ﬁlms (as done on Ba(Fe,Co)2As2
compounds) is provided in the next section.
5.3 Point-contact Andreev-reflection measurements
PCARS measurements were performed by the candidate on the samples studied in this
chapter by using the “soft” pressureless technique in which a thin Au wire (∅ = 18 m)
is kept in contact with the sample surface by means of a small drop (∅ ≤ 100 m) of Ag
conducting paste, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
In this way, as previous mentioned, parallel nanometric contacts (that can well fulﬁll the
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Figure 5.2: (a) Resistivity vs. temperature for the three films at different Se contents. The critical
temperatures as determined from the resistive transitions are the following: for x = 0.5, T90c = 17.3 K and
T10c = 16.8 K; for x = 0.4, T
90
c = 14.3 K and T
10
c = 12.6 K; for x = 0.3, T
90
c = 13.3 K and T
10
c = 12.3
K. (b) Normalized resistance R(T)/R(220K) of the same films and of the x = 0.2 single crystal used for
PCARS measurements, in the region of the superconducting transition. In the case of the single crystal,
T90c = 14.1 K and T
10
c = 13.6 K.
requirement for the ballistic or diﬀusive conduction that are indispensable for PCARS [64])
are established here and there within the area covered by the Ag paste. This means that
each PCARS spectrum is actually the result of a spatial average over a microscopic area of
the sample surface. Also on Fe(Te1−xSex) thin ﬁlm, the reason to prefer the “soft” pressure
less technique to the conventional “needle-anvil” one is due both to the fragility of the CaF2
substrate and to the much better thermal and mechanical stability of the PCARS spectra
obtained in that way. Moreover the surface of the Fe(Te1−xSex) thin ﬁlm were noticed to
be more fragile that the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 systems, to the touch (as few stripes that are
visible on the surface in Fig. 5.4 reveal) and air exposure. Therefore inert atmosphere and
“soft” pressure less technique became fundamental in order to preserves the samples and
allow repeatable measurements.
Thanks to the c-axis orientation of the ﬁlms, the normal/superconductor interface is al-
ways parallel to the ab plane, that means that the probe current is always injected (mainly)
along the c axis. All the contacts were in the regime of Andreev reﬂection, in which the
potential barrier at the N-S interface is low enough to make Andreev reﬂection dominate
over quasiparticle tunneling in the conduction through the contact. PCARS measurements
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Figure 5.3: Critical temperatures (T 10c and T
90
c ) of the Fe(Se,Te) samples analysed in this work, compared
to the phase diagram for single crystals taken from literature [165].
Figure 5.4: PCARS mounting on Fe(Te0.5Se0.5)/CaF2 thin film (left panel) and on Fe(Te0.2Se0.8)/CaF2
single crystals (right panel).
have been made in diﬀerent points of the thin ﬁlms under study in order to collect data
from several zones of the surface.
Fig. 5.5 shows an example of the temperature dependence of the diﬀerential conductance
curve (dI = dV vs. V ) of a point contact whose resistance is R= 73.5Ω, made on the
ﬁlm with x = 0.3.
The low-temperature curve presents no traces of anomalous features (zero-bias anomalies,
downward bending of the high-energy tails, dips and so on) that could suggest the break-
down of the conditions for energy-resolved spectroscopy [2]. Instead, it presents the typical
conductance enhancement (with symmetric maxima) caused by Andreev reﬂection at the
interface, superimposed to an almost ﬂat background. On increasing the temperature the
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the raw conductance curves of a point contact on the film with
x = 0.3. The black curve (T= 13.09 K) is the normal-state conductance.
Andreev reﬂection structure is progressively suppressed, as a consequence of both the ther-
mal smearing and the decrease in gap amplitude, and the curves shift downward. At T
≥ 13.09 K the shape of the conductance curves does not change any longer. The relevant
conductance curve (black) is identiﬁed with the normal-state conductance of the junction.
Note that the local critical Andreev temperature TAc falls somewhere between 12.70 K and
13.09 K and thus we assume conservatively TAc = 12.9±0.2 K, which lies between T10c and
T90c for this ﬁlm as shown in the previous section and in Fig. 5.2.
5.3.1 Local critical temperature on micrometer scale
The comparison between the local critical temperature determined by PCARS in thin
Fe(Se,Te) ﬁlms and the R vs T curve measured in each thin ﬁlm under study is provided
in Fig. 5.6 and in Fig. 5.7. In these graphs the horizontal coordinate of the black points
represents the local TAc , while their vertical coordinate is arbitrary and has been chosen
for convenience to coincide with the resistance of the ﬁlm at that temperature.
In general, the local critical temperatures TAc fall on the steeper part of the resistive
transition. In the the ﬁlm with x = 0.4 all the point instead lie between T90c and T
onset
c .
Therefore thin ﬁlms shows a general good homogeneity of the critical temperature at
micrometer and millimeter scale An anomaly can be seen in the x = 0.3 ﬁlm where one
point lies in the region where the resistivity of the ﬁlm is zero. It is likely that this point
contact was made on a region with lower Tc, which is not seen in transport (i.e. because
it is shunted by surrounding regions with higher critical temperature).
5.3.2 PCARS results and discussion
Coming back to the PCARS spectra collected on the diﬀerent thin ﬁlms, the ﬁrst step of
the data analysis was the calculation of the experimental normalized conductance. This
is not an easy task to deal with PCARS spectra obtained on thin ﬁlms. Indeed also in
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Figure 5.6: Local critical temperatures of the point contacts made on a Fe(Se0.3Te0.7) film on CaF2
substrate (black symbols) compared with the temperature dependence of the resistivity of the same film
(red symbols) in the left panel. (b) Same as in (a) but for Fe(Se0.4Te0.6) film on CaF2 substrate in the
right panel.
Figure 5.7: Local critical temperatures of the point contacts made on a Fe(Se0.5Te0.5) film on CaF2
substrate, compared to the resistance of the same film.
Fe(Se0.5Te0.5) system the downward shift appear evident in the temperature dependence
of the raw conductance curves (see Fig. 5.5). This downward shift of the conductance
curves is typical of ﬁlms (as already shown for Ba(Fe,Co)2As2) and is due to the spread-
ing resistance contribution arising from the portion of the ﬁlm between the point contact
and the second voltage electrode [51, 110]. This means that: i) only the low-temperature
curves have the correct voltage scale and can be used for spectroscopic purposes; ii) the
conductance curve in the normal state cannot be used for the normalization of these curves,
which is necessary in order to compare them with theoretical models and extract the gap
values. The normalization therefore, as usual in Fe-based compounds [68], requires some
caution and becomes somewhat arbitrary.
The problem was solved by using diﬀerent (reasonable) normalization criteria for the same
curve as was already explained for Ba(Fe,Co)2As2 PCARS spectra. Each PCARS spectra
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was divided it by the normal-state conductance (vertically shifted until its tails coincide
with those of the curve to be normalized) or by a polynomial ﬁt of its high-energy tails.
For any given contact, the spectra obtained by diﬀerent normalization criteria were ﬁtted
independently; then, the amplitudes of the gaps were averaged and the spread of gap values
obtained in all the ﬁts was used to express the uncertainty on the gap values. In this way
the uncertainty associated to the normalization is treated on the same footing as the other
sources of uncertainty.
In Fig. 5.8 three examples, one for each doping content, of normalized conductance curves
(symbols) are shown. Only the result of one of the possible normalization procedures is
reported for clarity. In particular, here each raw spectrum was divided by a quartic curve
that ﬁts its high-energy tails.
Figure 5.8: Three examples of normalized PCARS spectra (symbols) in films with different Se content, i.e.
x = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 (from top to bottom). Red dashed lines: fit of the curves with the single-gap BTK
model; the amplitude of the gap ∆ is reported in the top right label of each plot. Solid blue lines: fit of the
spectra with the 2D BTK model. The amplitude of the gap ∆E and of the energy scale ∆
∗ (that actually
corresponds to the EBI) are reported in the bottom right label of each plot.
All the spectra feature a pair of conductance maxima (or a smooth plateau) at an energy
of the order of 3 meV, which are the typical features associated to a nodeless supercon-
ducting gap. Additional structures are present as well, that can take the form of smooth,
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but well pronounced shoulders (as in panels a and c), or even small peaks (as in panel
b). The shape of these structures is, in all cases, perfectly compatible with that expected
for the features associated to a larger superconducting gap and indeed curves very similar
to these have been actually measured in various multiband compounds, including hole-
and electron-doped Ba-122 (see [68] and references therein). The problem here is that the
energy of these structures is of the order of 8−9 meV. For example, in the spectrum of Fig.
5.8 where the peaks are easy to identify, their energy is ± 8.8 meV. A gap of this amplitude
would result in a gap ratio 2∆/kBTc ≈ 13 which looks absolutely unreasonable, even for
iron-based compounds where values of the order of 9 have been sometimes found [68]. It
is thus rather likely that these structures are the signature of another energy scale, which
is not a superconducting gap but pertains to the superconducting state as well, because
the structures disappear at the critical temperature of the contact. It is thus practically
impossible to extract only the spectral information about the energy gap and to get rid of
these structures, which moreover have a very high spectral weight.
The number of energy gaps in Fe(Se,Te) system is highly debated. Most of the experi-
mental techniques used so far to investigate this material show a single gap; in particular,
this holds for STS [52, 147] and tunnel measurements [148]. In the Fe(Se0.4Te0.6) thin ﬁlm
the point-contact spectra often showed tunnel-like structures instead of Andreev-reﬂection
ones. This may be due to the presence of an insulating or highly diﬀusive layer on the
surface. The tunnel-like features were actually very weak and impossible to compare with
any model. Some examples are reported in Fig. 5.9 together with tunnel, STS and PCARS
spectra from literature. The spectra of this sample shows a weak conductance depletion at
zero bias, and structures at about ± 3.3 meV and ± 6.5 meV. The former are compatible
with the PCARS spectra by Park et al.[166] and with the STS spectra by Kato et al.
[147], but not with those by Hanaguri et al. [52]; the second feature can be also detected
in some of the PCARS spectra in literature but is not seen by tunnel or STS. This may
seem to indicate that only the smaller feature is due to a gap. Interestingly, however,
optical conductivity measurements [149] have given two gaps of 2.5 meV and 5.2 meV in a
FeTe0.55Se0.45 sample with Tc = 14 K.
At a ﬁrst analysis, it is not even clear whether a single-gap ﬁt that completely disregards
the structures at energy above 4 meV provides a reliable amplitude of the superconducting
gap. Dashed lines in Fig. 5.8 represent the results of ﬁtting the spectra with the standard
2D-BTK model for a single-gap superconductor [111]. This model (as described in 2.4)
contains three parameters, i.e. the gap amplitude ∆, the eﬀective broadening Γ, and a
dimensionless parameter Z that accounts for both the height of the potential barrier at
the interface and the mismatch of the Fermi velocities between the normal metal and the
superconductor. The amplitudes of the gap obtained from the ﬁt are reported in the top
right label in each panel of Fig. 5.8. Even though they certainly provide the order of
magnitude of the energy gap, these values suﬀer from the uncertainty on what has to be
considered the real amplitude of the Andreev signal associated to the superconducting gap,
because of the contemporary presence of the higher-energy structures.
If instead one acts as if also the shoulders were due to a superconducting gap and thus ﬁts
the spectra with the two-band 2D BTK model, one obtains the solid blue lines superim-
posed to the experimental data. Therefore keeping in mind that the larger energy scale is
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Figure 5.9: Examples of tunnel-like spectra often measured in the Fe(Se0.4Te0.6) thin film. (symbols)
compared to PCARS and STS data from literature (lines). Our data, although the signal is too small to
be fitted, show features at about 3.3 meV that correspond to the energy gap measured by STS (Kato et
al.) and additional structures at about 6.5 meV occasionally seen also by Park et al. as a kink in their
PCARS spectra. Whether these structures are due to a second gap is a debated point; the fact that they
are not seen by STS seems to indicate that they are not.
likely not to be a gap, the ﬁt the curves by using a two-band BTK model, was done. Let
us call ∆E the amplitude of the true superconducting gap and ∆∗ the energy scale of the
additional structures. The reason to do so will be clear in the following. Then an eﬀective
two-gap 2D BTK model was used in which the normalized conductance is expressed as a
weighted sum of two contributions, i.e. G = wEσE + w∗σ∗ [2]. The ﬁtting function thus
contains three parameters for each contribution, i.e. the energy scale (∆E or ∆∗), the eﬀec-
tive broadening (ΓE or Γ∗), and the barrier parameter (ZE or Z∗). Also the weight wE (or
w∗ = 1− wE) is a free parameter. The number of parameters makes the ﬁt be nonunivo-
cal, in the sense that there is actually a range of best-ﬁtting parameters for a single curve.
This model is surprisingly eﬀective in reproducing all the main features of the curves. The
values of ∆E and ∆∗, with the relevant uncertainty, are reported in the labels. Note that
∆E has a small uncertainty because it is associated to rather sharp conductance maxima
whose position is not aﬀected by the choice of the normalization criterion. Moreover, the
amplitude of ∆E is smaller (especially in panels a and c) than the value obtained by means
of the single-gap ﬁt. Finally, it is possible to show that there is no correlation between the
values of ∆E and ∆∗ and the contact resistance, which indicates that the features we have
ﬁtted as gaps are not artifacts due, for example, to the non-spectroscopic nature of the
contacts [51, 64]. On the contrary, the values of ∆E scale rather well with the local critical
temperature TAc giving a constant gap ratio 2∆E/kBTc ≈ 5.5, which is well above the BCS
weak-coupling limit but not abnormal in Fe-based compounds. The values of ∆∗ are more
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scattered, but their overall trend as a function of TAc can be approximately expressed as
2∆∗/kBTc ≈ 11.5.
Two points must then be clariﬁed:
i) which of the two ﬁtting procedures (with a single-gap or a two-gap model) gives the
correct value of the superconducting gap ∆E ;
ii) what is ∆∗.
As for the ﬁrst point, a possible cause of the structures at ∆∗ could be the strong electron-
boson interaction (EBI). As a matter of fact, it was already shown in Co-doped Ba-122 [66]
and in F-doped Sm-1111 [68] that EBI structures are indeed observable by point-contact
spectroscopy not only in the tunneling regime but also in the Andreev-reﬂection regime.
It was also shown that these structures can be accounted for rather well by inserting into
the BTK model the energy-dependent order parameters calculated, within the Eliashberg
theory, by using a Lorentzian electron-boson spectrum α2F (Ω) peaked at the energy of the
spin resonance Ω0 (measured by inelastic neutron scattering experiments [167]) that scales
with Tc according to the empirical law Ω0 = 4.65kBTc [5]. As shown elsewhere [68], the
peak in the α2F (Ω) results in a peak in the sign-changed derivative of the conductance,
−d2I/dV 2 vs. V , that approximately occurs at Ω0+∆max. This method was also applied
to study the Ba122 thin ﬁlms as reported in the previous chapter will good results and it
was also applied on Fe(Te1−xSex) thin ﬁlms.
5.3.3 PCARS measurements within the Eliashberg theory
Let us assume that ∆E is the energy gap, and check whether the coupling of electrons with
spin ﬂuctuations can give rise to higher-bias additional structures similar to those observed
experimentally. For example, let us focus on Fe(Te1−xSex) with a critical temperature of
about 14 K and ∆E = 5.52 kBTc = 3.3 meV. Recent angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES) measurements have given direct evidence of 3 bands crossing the Fermi
level in Fe(Te0.55Se0.45) with Tc = 14.5 K, i.e. two holelike bands at the Γ point of the
Brillouin zone and one electronlike band at the M point [151]. DFT calculations [153] give
evidence of two holelike FS sheets (almost perfectly cylindrical) and two electronlike FS
sheets, of which the inner one is almost cylindrical while the outer one displays a strong
warping.
The eﬀective three-band Eliashberg model was build by using two eﬀective holelike Fermi
surfaces (labeled as 1 and 2 in the following) at Γ and one electronlike FS (labeled as
3) at M. The ratio of the density of states at the Fermi level was estimated from DFT
calculations, obtaining N1 = N3 = 0.46 and N2 = N3 = 1, and the following assumptions
(for details see ref. [59, 69]) was done as usual:
i) the contribution of phonons to the coupling is negligible;
ii) the interband coupling is mediated by spin ﬂuctuations, while the intraband coupling is
negligible; iii) the Eliashberg function α2F (Ω) has the same shape for all coupling channels,
but its height is modulated by the corresponding coupling constant (i.e. λ12, λ13, λ23);
iv) the coupling between the two holelike bands is negligible, so λ12 ≃ 0; v) the α2F (Ω) is
a Lorentzian curve peaked at the energy of the spin resonance, Ω0 = 4.65kBTc [5], and its
half-width at half maximum is Ω0/2 as it is possible to in the left inset in Fig. 5.10;
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vi) the Coulomb pseudopotential is negligible (and thus it was assumed µ∗ij = 0 for any
i, j.
Figure 5.10: Symbols: theoretical PCARS spectrum calculated within the two-band 2D BTK model
by using the energy-dependent order parameters ∆1 and ∆1 obtained from the Eliashberg model. The
parameters of the BTK model are reported in the top right label, including the amplitude of the gaps
whose different sign is due to the s± symmetry. The theoretical spectrum presents, in addition to the
conductance maxima due to the gaps (almost identical in amplitude) clear shoulders due to the EBI. Solid
blue line: fit of the theoretical PCARS spectrum with a two-band 2D BTK model. The fit is made by
treating the EBI shoulders as if they were due to a large gap ∆∗. The best-fit parameters are listed in the
bottom right label. Red dashed line: fit of the theoretical PCARS spectrum with a single-band 2D BTK
model. The best fitting parameters are reported on the left label. Inset: the shape of the electron-boson
spectrum (Eliashberg function) used in the calculations.
In the end, the model contains only two free parameters, λ13 and λ23, that can be adjusted
to reproduce the values of the gaps. Since the position of the EBI structures depends on
the energy of the mediating boson and on the largest superconducting gap, and since the
idea was just to check whether these structures can be mistaken by a gap, the simplest
possible assumption, i.e. that two gaps exist of similar amplitude, was used. Once λ13 and
λ12 are determined, the critical temperature is calculated with no additional adjustment
of the parameters. It was so found that the experimental situation (Tc of about 14 K,
and one single gap amplitude of about 3.3 meV) can be obtained by using λ13 = 0 and
λ23 = 4.1 (this value looks large but corresponds to a total coupling constant λtot = 1.56).
In particular, it turned out that Tc = 13.4 K, ∆1 = 3.4 meV, ∆2 = 0, ∆3 = −2.9 meV.
The two non-zero gaps are very similar in amplitude but diﬀer in sign because of the
s± symmetry. The problem has thus been reduced to a two-band one and therefore the
energy-dependent order parameters can be inserted into the two-band 2D BTK model to
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calculate the normalized conductance. Keeping the same labels for the bands, the conduc-
tance can be conveniently expressed as G(V ) = w11(V ) + (1 − w1)σ3(V ). The resulting
curve always shows maxima due to the gaps at about 3 meV, plus additional shoulders or
even small peaks due to the EBI. A curve qualitatively similar, in amplitude and shape,
to the experimental ones is shown in Fig. 5.10 (symbols). It was obtained by choosing
w1 = 0.9, Z1 = Z3 = 0.3 and Γ1 = Γ3 = 2 meV. For a further check, this curve was tried to
ﬁt with the two- band 2D BTK model with constant (BCS) energy gap, thus doing exactly
what was done with the experimental spectra, and treating the EBI structures as if they
were due to a larger gap. The result of the ﬁt is shown by a solid blue line in Fig. 5.10,
and the corresponding parameters are listed in the label. Note that the ﬁt gives ∆E = 3.3
meV, in very good agreement with the original amplitude of the gap with which the curve
was generated, and ∆∗ = 8.5 meV, which is perfectly compatible with the values of ∆∗
obtained from the two-gap ﬁt of the experimental PCARS spectra at TAc = 14 K. Instead,
the single-gap ﬁt of the conductance curve (dashed red line in Fig. 5.10) would give a gap
amplitude ∆ = 3.65 meV which is slightly overestimated.
The above discussion proves that: i) the high-energy structures observed in the PCARS
spectra are very likely to be due to the EBI; ii) ∆∗ is not a gap, but rather the energy at
which the EBI manifests itself in the conductance; iii) the amplitude of the superconduct-
ing gap ∆E is better reproduced by the two-gap BTK ﬁt than by the single-gap ﬁt.
A step forward can now made in order to understand whether ∆E is the only supercon-
ducting gap detected by PCARS. Interestingly, this gap is in very good agreement with
the gap that has been recently measured by ARPES on the electronlike FS [151]. Actually,
in the ﬁlms with x = 0.5 there are some experimental facts that suggest that a second,
smaller gap might be present as well, even though with a small weight. This evidence
results not so clear in the ﬁlms with x = 0.3 and x = 0.4 possibly because the second gap
is too small to be detected. In some curves, the single-gap ﬁt or even the two-gap ﬁt (with
∆E and ∆∗) are not completely satisfactory in the low-energy region eV < ∆E , where a
small excess conductance exists as shown in Fig. 5.11.
This small discrepancy can be removed if the low-energy part of the curves is ﬁtted (disre-
garding the EBI structures) by means of the two-band BTK model and, in addition to ∆E ,
a second smaller gap ∆H is considered (blue solid lines in Fig. 5.11a and b). The ﬁt is ob-
tained here with ∆E = 5.0±0.3 meV and ∆H = 2.3±0.1 meV (panel a) and ∆E = 4.4±0.2
meV and ∆H = 2.5± 0.1 meV (panel b). A more convincing evidence for the existence of
the small gap ∆H comes from some PCARS curves in which the EBI shoulders are hardly
detectable (for unknown reasons) and the Andreev-reﬂection structures are not, or poorly,
disturbed by them. An example is given in Fig. 5.11c. The ﬁt of this curve again gives
∆H = 2.3± 0.1 meV and ∆E = 4.1± 0.2 meV. Finally, the most striking proof of the fact
that an additional smaller gap exists comes from PCARS measurements carried out, with
the same technique and in the same conﬁguration (c-axis injection) in single crystals of
Fe(Te0.8Se0.2). An example of these curves is shown in Fig. 5.11d. Note that the local
critical temperature of this contact is higher than T90c of the crystal (see Fig. ??). This
anomaly has been already observed in Fe(Te0.55Se0.45) crystals [146] and might be due to
a diﬀerent local concentration of excess Fe. In our case, the point contacts were made
on a fresh surface exposed by cleaving the crystal while the contacts for the resistance
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Figure 5.11: Some examples of PCARS curves giving evidence for the smaller gap ∆H . In all cases the
gap amplitude obtained from the fit are indicated in the labels. (a,b) Detail of two spectra measured in
Fe(Te,Se) thin films with x = 0.5 that show a small excess conductance inside the maxima associated to
∆E that cannot be fitted by a single-gap model (red line) and is instead perfectly captured by a two-gap
model (blue line) with ∆E and the inner gap ∆H . (c) one of the few curves in the x = 0.5 films where
the EBI structures are less pronounced and a two-band fit with the gaps ∆H and ∆E is able to reproduce
most of the curve. (d) A PCARS spectrum taken in a single crystal, in which the superconducting signal
is almost ideal, with the relevant fit (blue line). Vertical dashed lines approximately indicate the position
of the features associated to the EBI and to the gap ∆E . Arrows indicate the structures associated to the
smaller gap ∆H .
measurements were placed on the original surface. This, taking into account the process
of outward migration of interstitial Fe atoms induced by annealing, probably explains the
discrepancy in the critical temperatures. The superconducting signal is extremely high
here, close to the theoretical limit of 2, which means the contact is nearly ideal. The
experimental curve shows two clear maxima corresponding to ∆H , a change in slope at an
energy corresponding to ∆H and wide, but much lower, EBI shoulders at higher energy.
The two-band ﬁt of the curve (neglecting the EBI structures) gives ∆H = 2.00± 0.5 meV
and ∆E = 4.0± 0.1 meV. Now all the information on the three energy scales obtained so
far can be considered together i) the results of the two-band BTK ﬁt of the conductance
curves that give evidence of ∆E and of the EBI structures at ∆∗ and not of ∆H . All the
PCARS spectra in the ﬁlms with x = 0.3 and x = 0.4, but also some of the spectra in the
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x = 0.5 ﬁlm, are of this kind (see Fig, 5.8); ii) the results of the ﬁt of all the spectra that
also provide evidence for the smaller gap ∆H , like those in Fig. 5.11 and others obtained
in similar situations. All the available values of ∆H , ∆E and ∆∗ are plotted in Fig. 5.12
as a function of the local critical temperature of the contacts, TAc .
Figure 5.12: Gap amplitudes ∆H (orange symbols) and ∆E (blue symbols) and EBI energy ∆
∗ (red open
symbols) as a function of the local critical temperature TAc . Data from literature are added for comparison;
in these cases, the critical temperature is the one declared in the original papers. The data come from
PCARS [146], STS [52, 147, 152], ARPES [24, 151], tunnel spectroscopy [148], specific heat [168] and THz
spectroscopy [169].
A clear picture emerges in which all the three energy scales depend on the critical tem-
perature in a linear way. The gaps scale rather well with the critical temperature accord-
ing to a constant gap ratio, i.e. 2∆H/kBTAc = 3.5 for ∆H and 2∆E/kBT
A
c = 5.5 for
∆E . For the energy ∆∗, the values are more scattered but approximately fall on the line
2∆∗/kBT
A
c = 11.5. The same ﬁgure also reports the results of many measurements of the
energy gaps in Fe(Te1−xSex) taken from literature; in these cases, the critical temperature
is that declared in the original paper. The agreement with our results is excellent; actually,
the systematic investigation of the energy gaps as a function of TAc (and thus of the dop-
ing) performed here for the ﬁrst time allows understanding and explaining within a single
simple picture the apparent scattering of gap data present in literature. It is possible to
see that PCARS data perfectly agree with recent results of ARPES [151] and STS [152] as
well as with the results of THz conductivity carried out in the same ﬁlms at x = 0.5 [169].
With respect to the ARPES result, it is possible to conclude that PCARS can detect very
easily the gap ∆E associated to the electronlike FS, and with more diﬃculty a gap ∆H
that is probably the average of the gaps residing on the two holelike pockets, and that are
too close to be resolved by PCARS. The easier detection of ∆E might be explained by the
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fact that the electronlike FS is more 3D than the holelike ones and this makes its weight
for c-axis conduction be greater. This explanation however conﬂicts with the fact that
STS measurements [152] performed with I ‖ c axis, exactly as in PCARS measurements
performed on thin ﬁlms, detect the two holelike gaps and not the electronlike one as shown
in Fig. 5.13.
Figure 5.13: STS and ARPES measurement of the energy gap [152].
The reason for this discrepancy may be due to the higher directionality of tunneling spec-
troscopy (so that it mainly probes states with small in-plane momentum component and
thus is more sensitive to the region around Γ [1]) with respect to Andreev-reﬂection spec-
troscopy. Indeed, in the pure Andreev-reﬂection regime (Z = 0) the normal-state probabil-
ity of electron injection is isotropic (i.e. identical for all directions in the whole half-space).
In these conditions, the “weight” of each FS sheet in the spectra is proportional to the
area of its projection on a plane perpendicular to the direction of current injection [142],
which means that the FS sheets with enhanced 3D character should dominate the con-
ductance for I ‖ c. In the pure tunneling regime (Z = ∞), instead, the probability of
electron injection strongly decreases on going away from the normal direction, and this
makes the FS sheets with small transverse component of k be dominant in the spectrum.
The experimental curves were always ﬁtted by using isotropic gaps. This is due to the fact
that the PCARS spectra do not show any clear evidence of nodes in the order parameters,
although this does not exclude the presence of local gap minima in some of the Fermi sur-
faces. This said, in c-axis contacts there were found no clear hints in favor of the fourfold
gap anisotropy observed by directional speciﬁc-heat experiments [153]. It is true, however,
that also ARPES [151] and STS [152] results are compatible with isotropic gaps. Maybe a
possible explanation of this disagreement is that given in ref. [151] where the anisotropy
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observed by directional speciﬁc heat is ascribed to the anisotropy of the Fermi surface with
respect to the Γ point, rather than to the anisotropy of the gap on a single speciﬁc FS
sheet. To investigate this point in greater detail, further PCARS measurements maybe in
single crystals could be performed.
5.4 Conclusions
The results of the ﬁrst extensive study of the superconducting gaps in Fe(Te1−xSex) with
various Se contents, i.e x = 0.3, x = 0.4 and x = 0.5 were presented in this chapter.
The resistance measurements (performed by van der Pauw method) and the local critical
temperature performed by PCARS were compared in order to verify the homogeneity of
the superconductive properties on the samples.
The gaps were been determined by means of PCARS in epitaxial ﬁlms grown by PLD on
single-crystalline CaF2 substrates. The PCARS spectra generally show clear symmetric
maxima associated to a superconducting gap of amplitude ∆E ≈ 2.75kBTc and additional,
very clear shoulders that can be mistaken for a gap of amplitude ∆∗ ≈ 6kBTc but are very
probably the signature of the strong coupling of electrons with a bosonic mode peaked at
an energy Ω0 - that roughly obeys the empirical rule Ω0 = 4.65kBTc demonstrated for the
spin resonance energy. A comparison with the results of ARPES suggests that the gap ∆E
might be located on the electronlike FS sheet. A careful analysis of the low-energy region
of some spectra taken in the x = 0.5 ﬁlms suggests the existence of a (hardly detectable)
smaller gap ∆H = 1.75kBTc. More reliable evidences of this smaller gap come from the
ﬁt of a few spectra where the EBI structures are partly suppressed, and even more from
PCARS measurements in single crystals, which clearly show both the gaps ∆E and ∆H
and the EBI structures. Once plotted as a function of the local critical temperature, ∆E
and ∆H provide a unifying framework in which all the data reported in literature (and
characterized up to now by an apparently unreasonable spread) perfectly ﬁt. In particular,
the smaller gap ∆H turns out to be the “average” of the two gaps residing on the holelike
FS sheets recently identiﬁed by ARPES and STS.
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Chapter 6
Summary and conclusions
The characterization and the fundamental study of Fe-based SCs, belonging to the 122
and 11 families, mainly in the form of epitaxial thin ﬁlms, was carried out in this disser-
tation. By means of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscopy (FESEM) and Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) the morphological
and the chemical composition of the surface was investigated. Electrical transport mea-
surements (mainly resistivity and resistance) and point-contact Andreev-reﬂection spec-
troscopy (PCARS) were used to carry out both the advanced characterization and the
investigation of the fundamental properties.
The phase diagram of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and FeTe1−xSex compounds was studied in
mainly two steps:
• the analysis of the eﬀect of aliovalent doping on the critical temperature Tc and on
the amplitude, number and symmetry of the superconducting gaps;
• the calculation of the characteristic energy of the mediating boson and the coupling
strengths as a function of doping, within the Eliashberg theory applied to the exper-
imental PCARS spectra.
Although the study of the these compounds was carried out mainly with the same ex-
perimental techniques and the same theoretical model, some diﬀerences in the method of
investigation were mandatory due to the diﬀerent level of sensitivity and degradation to
air exposure. Since the detailed conclusions of the studies were reported in the prevoius
chapters, here the summary of the investigation of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and FeTe1−xSex
compounds is reported. The steps followed in the study of each compounds are brieﬂy
described here before pointing out their diﬀerences and similarities.
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
Co-doped Ba-122 thin ﬁlms were investigated in the following steps:
• FESEM, AFM and EDX measurements in order to characterize the morphological
and chemical properties. The surface of the samples was generally very smooth and
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homogeneous also in terms of chemical composition which was in agreement with the
nominal (i.e. target) value.
• resistance measurements (performed by collinear and vdP method) in order to de-
termine the critical temperature. The local critical temperature TAc was determined
by PCARS in diﬀerent regions of the thin ﬁlms and it turned out to be in perfect
agreement with the relevant R vs T curve.
A diﬀerence was found between the value of the critical temperature of the thin ﬁlms
(even 2 K higher) and the one of single crystals with the same cobalt content. This
was more visible in the overdoped region of the phase diagram. The strain-eﬀect of
the substrate [113] can well explain this experimental results.
• PCARS measurements in order to investigate the number and the amplitude of the
energy gaps. Rather homogeneous values of two gaps were measured the surface of
the thin ﬁlms obtained by ﬁtting the PCARS spectra with a 2D BTK model with
two isotropic gaps. The values of the amplitude of the gaps in thin ﬁlms agreed in
general with the values measured on single crystals [66].
• the trend of the gaps and of Tc as a function of the cobalt content was investigated
by three-band Eliashberg model. It turned out to be compatible with a mechanism
of superconducting coupling mediated by antiferromagnetic spin ﬂuctuations.
• PCARS measurements were also ﬁt by using the 3D BTK model. The results so
obtained showed the failure of the 3D BTK model may be due to several factors,
which in any case deserve investigation.
Also a sample of 8% cobalt doped Ba122 compound on MgO with Fe buﬀer layer was
investigated. Unfortunately the evidence that the Fe layer acts as a shunt [170] suggested
to prefer thin ﬁlms on a diﬀerent substrate.
FeTe1−xSex
The morphological and the chemical properties of the FeTe1−xSex on CaF2 thin ﬁlms were
not systematically studied by using FESEM, AFM and EDX measurements. The strong
air sensitivity of these samples did not allow to carry out the study that was completed in
Ba122 thin ﬁlms.
This compound was investigated by keeping the samples in inert atmosphere during all the
time of measurements in following steps:
• resistance measurements in order to determine the critical temperature. The lo-
cal critical temperature TAc was determined by PCARS measurements also in these
compounds and in general it turned out to be in perfect agreement with the resistive
transition.
• PCARS measurements in order to investigate the number and the amplitude of the
energy gaps. Rather homogeneous values of two gaps were measured of the surface
of the thin ﬁlms obtained by obtained by ﬁtting the PCARS spectra with a 2D BTK
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model with two isotropic gaps. The values of the amplitude of the thin ﬁlms agreed
in general with the values found in literature.
• PCARS were analysed within the s± three-band Eliashberg model. The results so
found turned out to be compatible with a mechanism of superconducting coupling
mediated by spin ﬂuctuations.
Fe(Se0.2Te0.8) single crystals were analysed within two steps:
• PCARS measurements in order to investigate the number and the amplitude of the
energy gaps and to compare the values so obtained with those obtained in thin ﬁlms
measurements. PCARS spectra were obtained by ﬁtting the PCARS spectra with
a 2D BTK model with two isotropic gaps. The values of the amplitude of single
crystals seems to conﬁrm the trend of the energy gaps obtained on thin ﬁlms.
• PCARS spectra were analysed also by using the three-band Eliashberg model. The
results so obtained seems to conﬁrm a mechanism of superconducting coupling me-
diated by spin ﬂuctuations.
Similarities and differences
The high quality of the Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and FeTe1−xSex thin ﬁlms allowed obtaining
really good results. Even if epitaxial thin ﬁlms are not the usual systems considered in
order to carry out fundamental study, the homogeneity of the superconductive properties
generally (veriﬁed on all the samples analysed in this work) allowed obtaining really good
and unexpected results in the matter of 122 and 11 Fe-bases SCs.
The transition temperatures as determined from resitivity measurements of both the com-
pounds turned out to be in good agreement with the local critical temperature TAc measured
by PCARS. Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples revealed in general to be stronger to air exposure
then FeTe1−xSex thin ﬁlms, despite aging eﬀect due to a quite long period (one or two
weeks) in which the samples were kept into humid atmosphere. This characteristic allowed
investigating morphological and chemical features in Ba122 thin ﬁlms by means of several
FESEM, AFM and EDX measurements.
The eﬀect of the substrate on the critical temperature was clearly underlined in literature
[113, 155] but it was not speciﬁcally investigated in this work. Few points were discussed
about both Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 and FeTe1−xSex thin ﬁlms. They seem to show a diﬀerent
behaviour even if they were deposited on the same CaF2 substrate: the strong strain eﬀect
of this substrate on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 system seems not to cause the same increase in
critical temperature in FeTe1−xSex compound. Moreover all the measurements involved in
the fundamental study were performed on systems with the same substrate and diﬀerent
doping content, in order to consider thin ﬁlms with the same strain/stress eﬀect. Ulti-
mately the energy gap behaviour was studied as a function of the critical temperature. A
possible development of this work could be the comparison of the same Fe-based SCs com-
pounds with the same doping content but on diﬀerent substrates in order to analyse the
eﬀect of strain/stress on the number, the amplitude and the symmetry of the energy gaps.
Kurth F. et al. [112] developed this idea by studying the eﬀect of disorder and impurity
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scattering and Engelmann J. et al. [34] by studying the Ba-122 parent compound.
Three structures were measured by PCARS on FeTe1−xSex and two on Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2
samples. Two energy gaps in 11 systems with ∆H ≈ 1.75kBTc and ∆E ≈ 2.75kBTc were
measured and a third structure (∆∗ ≈ 6kBTc that can be mistaken by a gap) was clearly
visible. Diﬀerent values were obtained in 122 system. One energy gap was measured with
2∆S ≈ 3.7kBTc in 122 system. A second structure was measured in this compound with
2∆L ≈ 9kBTc in 122 system. Despite the high value of the ratio (not so strange in Fe-based
SCs) was considered an EBI structure because of the signiﬁcant results obtained on single
crystals measurements [66].
PCARS measurements performed both FeTe1−xSex and Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 analysed within
the Eliashberg theory agree to the strong-coupling nature of the Fe-based materials. Dif-
ferent energy values of the EBI structure in these compounds could be connected to the dif-
ferent SDW phase in the two materials. The decrease of the value of the interband coupling
next to the AFM region probably due to the suppression of spin ﬂuctuations clearly visible
in Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 thin ﬁlms was not underlined from measurements on FeTe1−xSex
compounds. Indeed the phase diagram obtained from Fe1+δTe1−xSex discussed in litera-
ture [171] seems to be diﬀerent from the 122 phase diagram generally reported [5, 11]: the
ﬁrst one contains a spin glass phase between the AFM and SC phase while the second one
has a partial coexistence of the AFM and SC phase. More measurements will be carried
out on diﬀerent doping content Fe-based materials in order to analyze further in depth
many points of this study.
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